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The Intro by Carson Cistulli 

To the Editors of D-Rays Bay: 
 
It's with no little anxiety that I compose this letter on behalf of my employer Carson Cistulli, for whom I 
work in the capacity of Gentleman's Personal Gentleman -- or "butler," as I find is the more common 
term in your country's parlance. 
 
About a month ago, as you will undoubtedly be aware, your editor Mr. R.J. Anderson approached Mr. 
Cistulli via electronic mail to ask that he write the introduction for your 2010 Annual. Because Mr. 
Cistulli -- or "C-Dizzy," as I'm contractually obligated to call him -- because C-Dizzy is an irrepressible 
attention-seeker (a fact that is all-too obvious from his work at FanGraphs), he accepted immediately 
. 
But what Mr. Cistulli -- sorry, C-Dizzy -- what C-Dizzy almost definitely failed to admit at the time, and 
which responsibility has now fallen to me, is that he despises your website and everything it represents. 
Let me hasten to clarify: it is not an issue of quality -- not at all, in fact. Rather, quite the opposite is true: 
your website is of such high quality that it has caused my employer some considerable discomfort. 
 
I understand this might sound confusing. Allow me to explain. 
 
You may or may not be aware of the fact that C-Dizzy hails from that oasis of culture known as New 
England. If you've met the people of that region -- particularly from the Massachusetts part of it -- you'll 
know that, by and large, they have an elevated view of themselves, of their capacities, and of their 
general worth relative to other Americans. 
 
To some degree, this opinion is justified. Harvard University and MIT call Massachusetts home, as do 
fabulously expensive and important schools such as Williams, Amherst, and Smith. And in the event that 
one somehow fails to gain admission to any of these, the State Government has designated another 
school -- Tufts University, they call it -- which is legally bound to accept anyone who applies.  
New England, of course, is also the birthplace of such American luminaries as poet Emily Dickinson, the 
great American composer Leonard Bernstein, and basically the entire cast and all the writers of the 
American version of The Office. 
 
I'm afraid, however, that C-Dizzy's estimate of his fatherland has reached extremist proportions. For 
example, you may or may not be aware that C-Dizzy currently resides in Portland, Oregon. While the 
majority of people -- regardless of their origins -- might be able to appreciate this bit of the Pacific 
Northwest on its own terms, to cite the region's natural beauty and penchant for green living as 
strengths, C-Dizzy merely scoffs at it derisively. Rather, he considers his presence here almost as a form 
of community service, much as missionaries do in whatever far-off lands they've decided to do God's 
work. And like those missionaries, he views it as his obligation to proselytize on behalf of, and convert 
people to, his own belief system -- i.e. New Englandism. 
 
As with other fundamentalists, C-Dizzy's ideology is situated rather precariously atop some core beliefs 
which, if subjected to even basic scrutiny, might summarily topple his entire worldview. You can 
probably guess at some of these staples: that New Englanders are the most worldly of Americans, the 
smartest of Americans, etc., etc. 



 
Chief among these cardinal beliefs is the idea that anyone hailing from, or associated with, the state of 
Florida is, without exception, vapid, vain, and virtually (if not actually) retarded (the Three Vs, this is 
called in the Church of New England). Certainly, NASCAR racing and college football go some way to 
reinforcing these stereotypes. Unfortunately for C-Dizzy, D-Rays Bay goes some way in problematizing 
them. 
 
The website itself is difficult enough for my employer to stomach. The content by Tommy Rancel, Erik 
Hahmann, Free Zorilla, the aforementioned Mr. Anderson, etc., is shockingly reasonable and well-
supported. But now, with the release of the present Annual and the editors' inspired decision to include 
work by baseballing starlets Tommy Bennett, Marc Normandin, and everyone all else -- well, it has 
proven too much for Mr. Cistulli. His notion of Floridians and their limited capacities has been dashed. 
The bedrock of his conceptual framework has crumbled. He is, in short, a ruined man. (In fact, as I write 
these very words, he is writhing about on the floor of his bedroom in a fetal ball -- and has been doing so 
for going on five days now.) 
 
How this will ultimately affect Mr. Cistulli, I can't say for sure. What I do know is, it's a testament to the 
quality of your work that it has been able to crush so thoroughly the spirit of once so proud and 
obstinate a man. Congratulations to you, gentlemen. Congratulations. 
 
Earnestly, 
  
F. J. Mahoulahan, Gentleman's Personal Gentleman 
Portland, Ore 
February 2010 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Garza’s Flame by Graham MacAree 

It’s been more than two years since a blockbuster trade sent Delmon Young and Brendan Harris to the 
Minnesota Twins in return for top pitching prospect Matt Garza and flashy defense-first shortstop Jason 
Bartlett. The role Bartlett played in the re-branded Rays’ meteoric rise to the American League pennant 
has been well-documented, but Garza has had a big part to play in the emergence of the Tampa Bay 
Rays as a major force in the American League East. 
 
Matthew Scott Garza, a graduate of Washington Union High in Fresno, made his name as a prospect in 
his junior year at Fresno State. Prior to his draft year, he had put up very pedestrian numbers (including 
an ERA of almost ten as a freshman) despite possessing a deadly high-90s fastball and a dangerous 
slider. Garza was able to add two more pitches to his repertoire in 2005, and his new changeup and 
curve catapulted him to spot in the first round, whereupon he was taken 25th overall by the Minnesota 
Twins, who paid him a $1,350,000 signing bonus. 
 
Garza sustained the gains made as an amateur in the minor leagues without any difficulty, and within 
fourteen months of being drafted had reached the major leagues, which was the first stop in his 
professional career where he recorded an ERA of above 4.00. His first two seasons were good enough 
for Baseball America to rank him as one of their top ten pitching prospects, and his write-up in the 2007 
Handbook raved that “calling him a No. 2 starter behind Johan Santana seems almost conservative”. 
Garza built off his 2006 cameo to throw 80+ innings with the Twins in 2007, marking him as a legitimate 
starter, before the fateful trade to Tampa Bay in November.  
 
The trade itself was a fascinating one, not simply because Young and Garza were both universally 
considered top-20 prospects the year prior. It represented the final piece in the puzzle for Andrew 
Friedman, swapping years of awful defense from a critical position (namely shortstop) for gold-glove 
caliber play, removing an over-hyped and underwhelming Rookie of the Year to make room for a cheap 
platoon in right field, and acquiring a legitimate (and cheap) starter to slot into the middle of the Rays 
rotation. November 28th, 2007 was the harbinger for a new power in the AL East and represents a major 
coup for the Rays front office. 
 
Garza’s now been with the Rays for two years, his age 24 and 25 seasons. I’m late to the conversation on 
his maturation, but he’s at the sort of age where you see gains in approach, command, consistency, and 
durability rather than in pure stuff per se. In other words, the physical side of a pitcher’s development 
takes a back seat to the mental aspect of the game. Frankly, the 2008 Matt Garza needed a lot of 
seasoning here. He was flustered too easily on the mound, and an incident against Texas in June that 
year saw him get into a contretemps with battery-mate Dioner Navarro on the field, which escalated 
into a fistfight in the dugout between innings. Garza ended up in the care of a sports psychologist, 
traded volatility for focus, and became a much better pitcher shortly thereafter. 
 
Or so the story goes. Bill James’s game score is an interesting tool to track pitcher performance (and that 
term is used loosely here), because it values starts without having to delve into tricky combinations of 
rate statistics and playing time. In order to compare Garza’s 2008 and 2009 seasons using game score 
without too much clutter getting in the way, we can look at the scores for each year independent of 
date – in this case we rank them from best to worst in both 2008 and 2009. Observe: 



 
Figure 1: Matt Garza’s game scores ranked descending for 2008 and 2009. Green bars denote difference 
between years (scale factor of two applied).  
 
At this point, I must note that two starts were cut out of the tail of his 2009 data in order to match up 
with 2008, as Garza missed a couple of starts due to injury near the beginning of his first year with the 
team. However, they are virtually identical to the last start that featured on the graph and therefore 
should have a minimal impact on our interpretation of the data. 
 
As we can see from the graph above, 2008 featured Matt Garza’s best games as well as his worst. 2009 
saw far more average starts from Garza, with eleven starts sitting in the 50-60 range against just two 
from 2008. While we still see the occasional gem in 2009 (notably the April 30th start against the Red 
Sox, where he struck out ten en route to a 13-0 victory), the previous year featured both of Garza’s 
shutouts, which remain his best games of his career. 
 
Note, however, the shape of the difference between the two sets of data. While it is true that the high 
end of Garza’s 2008 handily beats the peak of 2009, our lines cross at start thirteen and are never close 
again. The big change here appears to be a means of mitigating bad starts, turning disaster into 
mediocrity – a useful skill. Perhaps this comes at the price of turning masterpieces into merely awesome 
work, but the difference at the high end is much smaller than that at the low, and therefore more likely 
to be noise. 
 
So, we have a much more consistent performance out of Garza from last year over the year before, and 
a better one too, if game score is to be believed. However, while game score is a neat metric for looking 
at individual starts, it’s not the best tool for examining seasonal performance. Let’s look at some other 
pitching statistics. First up is runs allowed (I dislike the ERA scale for a variety of reasons, not least of 
which is the fact that it doesn’t accurately reflect the rate of runs scoring). 2008 saw Garza and his 
defense concede 83 runs over 183.7 innings, for a rate of 4.03 runs per nine innings pitched, and 2009 
featured a slightly higher 4.12 R/9. No improvement there, it seems. But did Garza actually pitch better? 
For that, we turn first to his component statistics and his tRA1: 

                                                 
1
 Full disclosure: I invented tRA, so I’m inclined to use it a fair amount. tRA is a defense-independent pitching 

statistic which takes into account batted ball data in order to credit or debit a pitcher for allowing weak or hard 



 
Figure 2: tRA, expected Innings Pitched, pitching Runs Above Average and component statistics for Matt 
Garza, showing 2008 and 2009 values as well as the differences between the two seasons (tRA source: 
StatCorner). 
 
Statcorner has Garza’s tRA in 2009 up to almost average following a very good 2008 campaign, largely as 
a result in spikes of both line drives and home runs last season. Both of these factors (the latter 
especially) fall outside a pitcher’s core skill-set, so we should also take a long look at strikeouts and walk 
rate. Here we find some quite interesting changes. Swinging strikeouts are way up. So too are called 
strikeouts, and completing the trend, we have a rise in unintentional walks. Taken together, those 
numbers imply a new pitch, a refinement of an existing pitch, or a change in approach. How do we 
determine which combination of those Matt Garza employed last season? Pitch f/x. 
 
The development of Pitch f/x is probably the most important event in baseball analysis since the 
derivation of linear weights. It’s certainly the most important tool we have to analyze pitchers, even 
beating out the invention of DIPS theory. With Pitch f/x’s high-speed cameras, we can track pitch 
movement through the strike zone, identify pitch type, velocity, location - the works. This makes figuring 
out the difference between Garza’s 2008 and 2009 arsenals relatively simple, whereas we would be 
looking at an impossible task just three years ago. So let’s get looking. On the next page are pitch 
movement and velocity charts for Garza in 2008 and 2009 (to maintain some semblance of readability, 
three starts from each year were chosen at random for these charts). 
 
There’s a fairly striking difference between the two plots, but before we discuss that let’s look at the 
clustering. We have fastballs upper center, sliders to the right and down, and curveballs below the 
sliders, which feature more downward movement. We also see a clustering of pitches that move exactly 
like the fastball but with velocities between 80 and 89 mph. This pitch is Garza’s changeup, and although 
one might think that having the same movement as the fastball at significantly slower speed might be 
deceptive, a lot of the change’s value as a pitch for getting opposite-handed batters out comes from its 
tailing motion, which Garza’s definitely doesn’t have. 

                                                                                                                                                             
contact. While there are many shortcomings with tRA, it is at least as powerful as FIP at the major league level and 
takes into account the pitcher’s full body of work. 



 
Figure 3: Pitch movement/velocity chart for Matt Garza, 2008. Scale matches Figure 4 below. 

 
Figure 4: Pitch movement/velocity chart for Matt Garza, 2009. Scale matches Figure 3 above. 
 
Nothing about the two charts on the previous page suggest that Garza’s learned a new pitch, or even 
altered his existing ones considerably. We do see some change in movement, with horizontal movement 
tightening up a fair amount while vertical movement was slightly more variable in 2009 than 2008, but 



this alone does not appear enough to cause an uptick in strikeouts or walks (although it might go a little 
way in explaining why Garza had more consistent starts in 2009). We can therefore rule out a major 
change in ‘stuff’, which leaves a change in approach as the likely factor in the difference between 
Garza’s 2008 and 2009 seasons. 
 
We can look at approach by examining what type of pitches Garza throws where to left handed and 
right handed batters. We split up the strike zone and surrounding area into nine parts, each with a width 
equal to half of the plate and height equivalent to half of the average strike zone. This allows us to look 
at the areas pitches are aimed at, even if they’re a little off-target. Note that pitches that miss the strike 
zone by a significant amount are not counted in any area, but they do count towards total pitches. First 
up, here’s 2008: 

 
Figure 5: Pitch type and location for Matt Garza in 2008 against both left-handed and right-handed 
batters. Catcher’s eye view; full year’s worth of pitches. 
 
The 2008 incarnation of Matt Garza was heavily reliant on the fastball, which, according to Fangraphs’s 
numbers, represented 72.2% of his total pitches thrown last year. Pitch f/x data shows a fairly similar 
distribution. Fastballs inside mixed with curveballs and changeups was the order of the day against left-
handed bats, while against right-handers he preferred fastballs away and the slider. This distribution is 
fairly typical for a four-pitch pitcher. How about 2009? 



 
Figure 6: Pitch type and location for Matt Garza in 2009 against both left-handed and right-handed 
batters. Catcher’s eye view; full year’s worth of pitches. 
 
The nature of the charts I made for this essay make it a little difficult to tell, but the changeups and 
fastballs to left-handed bats are way down, and the curveballs are way up to batters on both sides of the 
plate. In addition, we see many more fastballs up and in to right handed pitches, and an attempt to hit 
lefties with curveballs under their hands. There’s a real change in approach here, and it’s confirmed by 
FanGraphs (the change in pitch type distribution, that is): they show a 40% drop in changeups and a 60% 
increase in curveballs in 2009. 
 
Is this indicative of Matt Garza’s maturation as a pitcher? Maybe, maybe not. It’s good that he 
recognized that his changeup wasn’t getting the job done, but despite the fact that his curveball is a 
deadly pitch, he doesn’t seem to have much feel for where it’s going (or, perhaps, he tries to spike the 
pitch in the dirt too often). The huge jump in strikeouts Garza experienced in 2009 was offset almost 
entirely by the increased walk rate, and the decline in control is something that needs to be addressed. 
However, it’s easy to see all of this in a positive light. Garza’s clearly found a way to stop himself from 
imploding on the mound during bad starts, as demonstrated by our game score graph from a few pages 
ago. He also appears to be able to recognize when his strategy is not working and find a better route to 
getting batters out, which bodes well for future adjustments on the mound. That he has trouble 
controlling the curveball isn’t necessarily awful either: making refinements to the control of a previously 



little-used third pitch isn’t as difficult as overhauling one’s fastball command, and nobody should have 
expected him to have perfect control of his curveball anyway. 
 
In short, despite the similarities in the results between this year and last, we can see definite changes 
between the Matt Garza of 2008 and of 2009. We’ve seen more maturity, and a difference in approach 
that allows for further growth when control is refined. Garza put up numbers well worthy of a number 
three pitcher while adapting to a new pitching scheme, working on his mental discipline as well as his 
pitch selection. That he was able to learn this while still pitching relatively well in 2009 is impressive, and 
bodes very well for his future. The gains appear stable, and the losses are eminently reversible, and if he 
does indeed reverse them, be prepared for a breakout year in 2010. Was last season the calm before the 
storm? Only time will tell. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Efficient Rotation by Tommy Rancel 

 
"Starting pitching is one of the rarest commodities in baseball.  You can see that in what capable starters 
cost on the free agent market.  It is essential that we develop our own starter pitching.  The recent 
success we've had is a credit to our scouts in finding them, to our development staff and the philosophy 
we employ in bringing them through the system, and to our medical staff in keeping them healthy and 
strong.  It will continue to be a top priority here for many years." 

- Andrew Friedman  
 
Once upon a time, the Rays were foolish free spenders on the free agent market. Hoping to make a big 
splash early on, the Chuck LaMar led front office was eager and willing to pay, more like over pay, for a 
player based on his name or perceived value, we all know about the catastrophe known as the Hit Show; 
however the moves on the pitching side were just as bad.  
 
Before the franchise ever played a game, it handed out two of the worst contracts in the franchise’s 
history. First, on April 21, 1997, nearly a year before the team’s first pitch was thrown; Tampa Bay gave 
Cuban defector, Rolando Arrojo a $7M signing bonus. He would be the first All-Star in Rays’ history and 
finished second in the Rookie of the Year voting. On the strength of his 14 wins (still tied for the 
franchise record) and a 3.56, he would be considered the team's first ace. However, a 4.23 FIP suggests 
that he was barely above average that season. In 1999, he would make just 24 starts for the Devil Rays 
and racked up a 5.18 ERA and a similar 5.32 ERA. He was traded to the Rockies for Aaron Ledesma and 
there went $7 million of Vince Naimoli's dollars. 
 
Easily the biggest contract handed to a starting pitcher in the franchise's history, the LaMar group signed 
former White Sox ace, Wilson Alvarez to a five-year $35 million dollar contract. At the time Alvarez was 
still under 30 years old and coming off arguably his best season. However, no buyer beware alarms 
sounded off for LaMar and Alvarez would throw the first pitch in the Rays' history. He would make just 
76 appearances (63 starts) over two plus seasons for the Rays before he was sent on his way to Los 
Angeles. His time as the highest paid Rays' pitched ended with an FIP near 5.00 with the lowest season 
total coming in a 4.90; think of the Barry Zito on a smaller scale, yet a much larger stomach. 
 
Somewhere in between Arrojo and Alvarez, the Devil Rays tried sneaking this gem of a contract past us. 
In the 1999 offseason, Juan Guzman signed a two-year contract with the team worth a guaranteed 
$12.5M. Unlike Arrojo, who was the ace of the Cuban National team or Alvarez, who was coming off a 
career year, there is nothing to like about the Juan Guzman deal. Before we get to the catastrophic 
result, let's look at the process. Pitching for the talented Toronto Blue Jays teams of the early 1990s, 
Guzman was once a very good starting pitcher. He posted great seasons in his rookie year of 1991 and 
followed that up with a fantastic 2.60 FIP in 28 starts in 1992. 
 
Unfortunately for Guzman, that would be the pinnacle of his career. He would be mostly league average 
in each of the next seven seasons minus one decent campaign in 1996. In the year before his D-Rays 
career would begin (and soon end) he split the season between Baltimore and Cincinnati with a below 
replacement level like 4.75 FIP. Luckily for him, Chuck LaMar saw his shinny 3.74 ERA and here's $12.5M 
more of Mr. Naimoli's money. After just 1.2 innings on April 7, 2000, his career as a Devil Ray and his 
career altogether was done...finished...adios. 



 
After that the Devil Rays wised up a bit. Sure there were free agent pitchers added like Steve Trachsel 
and Bobby Witt, but none on the level of the trio above. Nobody needs to be reminded of the Rays 
current situation when it comes to payroll and buying free agents on the open market. It is very hard for 
the team to pony up large amounts of cash to some of the better free agents on the market. Under the 
currently regime, a high salary free-agent is seldom seen. Pat Burrell's two-year, $16 million dollar 
agreement stands as the largest contract handed out by the Andrew Friedman led front office.  
 
One piece of the team unaffected by the free agent market since the ownership change has been the 
rotation. The Rays were one of just three teams to have five starters in 2009 pitch at least 100 innings 
that were not acquired as free agents. They were the only American League team to accomplish the 
feat. Some teams like the Blue Jays and Angels had four starters acquired through the draft or trade 
throw at least 100 innings, but only the Rays boasted a full five man rotation.  
 
Actually, it has been over 700 games including every one of the 648 Friedman era games since a free 
agent has started a game for the Rays. When Friedman took the reins of the on-field product he knew 
the team's economic position would not allow for many free agent dollars to be used into building a 
rotation. Here is what he said way back in 2006, “It’s very difficult to sign free-agent starting pitching. 

That’s not a market we necessarily want to participate in much.” True to his word, Friedman has not 
spent a dollar on a Major League free agent starting pitcher. 
 
Since then, 18 pitchers have started at least one game for the Rays. Exactly 0.0% of them were acquired 
via free agency. All 18 were acquired through the amateur draft, Rule 5 or trade. Every one of the other 
29 teams have had at least one free agent starter over the past four seasons.  You would have to go Way 
back to July 15, 2005 when Hideo Nomo took the mound against Toronto Blue Jays to find the last start 
for a free agent in a Rays’ uniform. 
 
Friedman did not acquire all 18 of them himself. After learning from their early mistakes, the old front 
office tried other ways to accumulate starting pitching. A lot of them involved low level signings that did 
not work out, but of the 18 pitchers to start for the new ownership, 12 of them were already traded for 
or drafted by the time they took over. That list is as follows: James Shields, Brian Stokes, Seth McClung, 
Doug Waechter, Jason Hammel, Andy Sonnanstine, Jeff Niemann and Wade Davis were all acquired via 
the draft with Scott Kazmir, Mark Hendrickson and Casey Fossum coming from trades. Even former 
Montreal Expo, Tim Corcoran was added as a minor league Rule 5 draft pick. Friedman has added five 
starters of his own via the trade route including: Jae Seo, Matt Garza, Mitch Talbot, Edwin Jackson, and 
one-time starter J.P. Howell. He also had the honor of drafting David Price in 2006.  
 
It's safe to say the cupboard was not bare when the current group inherited the team. However, since 
the change, the new front office has done a fantastic job of making sure the pipeline of starting pitchers 
remains productive from within for years to come. Outside of Jeremy Hellickson, who was drafted in 
2005, the current collective thinktank has added names like: Matt Moore, Nick Barnese, Alex Cobb and 
Kyle Lobstein in the draft. They also plucked Alex Torres and Aneury Rodriguez from other franchises in 
trades. Technically, Wilking Rodriguez and Alexander Colome were free agents signings, but of the 
international variety and were hardly bonus babies. Five of those names (Moore, Barnese, Torres, 
Rodriguez and Colome) were ranked in the Rays top 10 prospects by Baseball Prospectus' guru Kevin 
Goldstein. 
 



Given the teams market position, a big time starting free-agent pitcher is not likely to be seen around 
these parts for a quite some time. Building the rotation via the draft and trades is not only smarter 
business, but paramount for the Rays future success. Locking up those players like James Shields is also 
important. In 2010, the Rays starting rotation will make a combined salary of less than $10 million 
dollars and that's including de facto sixth starter, Andy Sonnanstine and potential mid-season call-up, 
Jeremy Hellickson. Almost equally as important is knowing when to cash in on some of that talent.  
 
For example, Scott Kazmir was traded in a deal that brought back Torres as well as Matthew Sweeney 
and Sean Rodriguez. Kazmir is a talented pitcher, but his $8 million dollar price tag is larger than James 
Shields, Matt Garza, David Price and Wade Davis combined. Looking at the current group, if not signed 
to a long-term deal, Garza, the highest paid starter in the rotation, could be trade bait as soon as the 
2010 offseason.  
 
The good news for Rays’ fans is the team obviously realizes how to build a big league rotation without 
spending premium dollars. Whether it was the plan all along or not, Friedman has all but ensured that 
the embargo on free agent pitchers (at least Major League ones) will continue for seasons to come. 
Hopefully the success of the non-free-agent starters will continue as well. All it took was $55 million 
dollars worth of mistakes by the original front office to get to this point. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hope for Price’s Slider? by Ricky Zanker 

The most highly touted pitching prospect in 2009, David Price entered the scene for his first full season 
of professional baseball. His second Major League stint started in late May with a mixed bag start at 
Cleveland. Other than the six strikeouts, his stat line was terrible after throwing 100 pitches and only 
three and third innings under his belt. But the fastball came as advertised hitting 98 mph multiple times 
on the pitch f/x system. As the season went on, Price turned the dial back on the fastball and even 
added a two-seamer in the last few months. His fastball was not a problem and was in fact quite good 
according to run values (and most hitters). However that wasn’t the case for his slider. The fastball saved 
.53 runs above average per 100 pitches while the slider was the third worst in the Majors last season at -
2.27 runs above average per 100 pitches2. 
 
The slider started the year excellently. With the buzz of his ALCS performance still around, Baseball 
America3 rated David Price as having the best slider among the prospects in the Rays organization for 
the 2009 season. Before the pros, Price was essentially a two pitch pitcher with a blazing fastball and 
jaw dropping slider. Then the Rays drafted him into the professional ranks and two pitches weren’t 
enough. Price and the Rays would help him develop a changeup (a must for 99% of pitchers) and a spike 
curve (unknown origin). But something went wrong. 
 
"I had real good stuff. I've worked on my changeup so much, my slider's gone away. It's something I'm 
going to have to get back."4(3/27/09) 
 
Uh oh. That is the last thing you ever want to hear from a young pitcher. His best off speed was gone, 
but for how long.  
 
To set you up for my analysis, let’s take a look at his average release point, flight path, and spin 
movement all in one graph. 
 

 

                                                 
2
 Fangraphs.com 

3
 http://www.baseballamerica.com/today/prospects/rankings/organization-top-10-prospects/2009/267162.html 

4
 

http://mlb.mlb.com/news/article.jsp?ymd=20090316&content_id=4002324&vkey=news_mlb&fext=.jsp&c_id=mlb 



 
The square box represents the average strike zone while the cross hairs are for the spin movement of all 
of Price’s sliders in 2009 with the center representing the average location. Price’s slider isn’t much of a 
sweeper, nor does he place it very low in the strike zone on average. When you don’t place on a good 
downward plane around the knees or below, the slider tends to be one of those “hangers” that a good 
hitter will recognize as a meat pitch especially if he has seen one fairly recently (more on that later). 
Now for the stats.  

 
Metrics 
 
There first metric I will use for my analysis are run values. Basically it is a linear weight stat based on the 
count. 
 
Instead of comparing pitchers who threw what Gameday called “sliders”, I will use some parameters 
that will only count pitches that exhibited the same “stuff” as Price’s slider. These parameters include 
velocity, spin movement, and release points. This is to weed out misidentified pitches and to have a 
base that only takes pitches that would appear to the hitter as a pitch somewhat similar to a slider Price 
would throw. Here are Price’s run value per 100 pitches (rv100), rv100 based on batted ball type 
(erv100), and rv100 not including balls in play (prv100) with the league average for each. 
 

 Rv100 Erv100 Prv100 

Price 1.91 .01 -.66 

League Average -.31 -.41 -1.48 
 
(Positive is good for the hitter, negative is good for the pitcher, Fan Graphs switches it around) 
 
We can see that it is not good on all the boards. The general run value is bad, his erv100 was still in the 
positives, and his prv100 was almost the same as soft-tosser Doug Davis.  
 
The batted ball types for his slider and the league average is as follows. 
 

 LD% GB% FB% PU% HR/FB% 

Price 16.1 58.1 24.2 4.8 41.7 

League Average 18.3 44.8 34.3 7.2 20.9 
 
Price got a low amount of line drives and fly balls with almost a 60% ground ball rate. But just look at the 
home runs per fly ball! Five of the twelve fly balls allowed by Price on the slider went over the fence. 
That should explain the high run values.  
 
An analysis on batted balls needs another metric: SLGCON. SLGCON is the slugging percentage of all 
balls put into play, basically BABIP except add home runs into the mix. I will use it instead of BABIP 
because we don’t want to find out how lucky opposing hitters were at getting on base, rather how many 
bases did opposing hitters get on average for each ball in play. 
 



Using the same parameters as the run values analysis, the league average SLGCON is .515 while Price’s is 
an inflated .718. Out of the 24 base hits hit off Price’s slider, 11 were for extra bases (46%) compared to 
43 out of 119 (36%). It is a small sample size though. 
 
There are two reasons that could explain why Price’s slider was beaten up so badly: location and pitch 
sequencing. I already talk about pitch location earlier when discussing his pitch movement. I will expand 
a little on each. 
 
I am not exactly a wiz in statistical software, so my location graph is pretty crude looking. But I will take a 
shot at it anyway. Using Harry Pavlidis’ detailed slices5 and layers6, I divided up the location at home 
plate into separate bins and colored the average SLGCON for sliders in Price’s parameter (red being 
good, blue bad, and grey average). I then placed the percentages of all Price’s sliders thrown in each bin 
and placed it in white. 
 

 
 
The only part of the strike zone where it is safe to throw a slider is inside to a righty and outside to a 
lefty which makes sense (tailing away or on the hands). But Price has been leaving those sliders in a 
spot. About 43% were thrown into either the blue or grey bins around the strike zone.  
 
SLGCON is good for this sort of analysis, but like BABIP, it should be taken into account that it has 
elements that is “out of the pitcher’s control”. Home runs are generally considered to be at least 
controllable to a degree so let’s look at them.   
 

Those Homers 
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Of the 17 home runs allowed by Price in 2009, five of which came off the slider. Let’s break each of them 
down. Since we are talking about home runs, Hit Tracker Online7 can be a useful tool in determining 
speed of the bat, distance traveled, and exact landing location. 
 
 
 
 

 Standard Distance Speed Off Bat 

Slider 418.6 feet 107.3 mph 

Non-Slider 408.3 feet 104.6 mph 
 
The standard distance (atmosphere neutral) was about 10 feet longer and speed off the bat was three 
mph faster than home runs on non-sliders. And all home runs hit off the slider were by right-handed 
hitters. But that isn’t the intriguing part. It was the location and pitch sequence of each home run. 
 
Troy Tulowitzki 6/17/2009 

 
 
Troy takes the first pitch he has seen from Price (probably ever) for a called strike. It was a 87 mph slider 
just inside off the plate and under the belt. Price misses the 94 mph fastball 8 inches further inside from 
the first pitch. And finally comes the 1-1 pitch, another slider that has almost exactly the same 
characteristics as the first one except for the location. Remember that high and inside sliders are alright 
to right-handed hitters but Price left this one over the middle of plate (12 inches from the first slider). I 
am willingly to bet that Tulo was primed for that slider having seen one on almost the same exact 
vertical dimension early as well having the pleasure of looking at the whole way. Plus it was almost the 
same exact slider except over the fattiest-fat part of home plate. 
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Red represents the approximate trajectory and the blue circle represents the location of the catcher 
Michel Hernandez’s glove when he originally set up the target for Price. And he missed the target by 
about a foot. 
 
Chris Iannetta 6/17/2009 

 
Later in the game, Price would leave another slider over the fat part of the strike zone. In a very similar 
fashion to Tulo’s atbat, Price throws a first pitch inside slider for a called strike, second pitch fastball that 
misses (this time low), and on 1-1 throws another fat slider, this time to Iannetta. I doubt Iannetta knew 
the same thing happened to Tulo earlier (I can’t attest to it though) but it appears that he too was 
primed to see a bad slider. 
 



 
It is not as clear but Price did miss the location of Hernandez’s glove. 
 
Andruw Jones 7/4/2009 
 

 
First pitch fastball over the heart of plate, called strike one. Price comes with the slider that has an 
above average amount of rise, 5.31 inches, and would be located in almost the same exact spot except 
on the other side of the plate, inside to Jones. Maybe that extra “float” on the slider gave Jones enough 
time to recognize it wasn’t a fastball and a slider that was hittable. 
 



 
The only homer where Dioner Navarro was behind the dish, Price threw it almost exactly where Navi 
wanted it vertically and even went slightly further inside. But maybe that “float” gave Jones a chance to 
hit it out (I don’t know if float exists or even if float is a good term for it). 
 
Paul Konerko 7/20/2009 
 

 
Veteran Paul Konerko takes a first pitch slider from Price for strike one. Not a good location, Price 
catches a break. So Price decides to go slider again except try a little further inside which is good. 
However this is where Konerko catches a bad break and turns on it for a three run homer. I’ll give credit 
to Konerko on this one having recognized the first slider and then hit the very next one even if it was 
running inside and on its way to its intended target. 
 



 
 
I guess it had to be below the knees.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Victor Martinez 8/5/2009 
 

 
As with the previous four home runs, it occurs early in the count this time on the second pitch. Price 
attempts to start with a slider for a first pitch strike but misses high. Then he goes to it again and brings 
it down around the knees but Martinez was able to golf it over the wall in left. An alright place to locate 
it but it had that “float” where it had spin movement of five inches off his average around 1-2 inches. 
 



 
Hard to tell but it looked like Hernandez wanted it even lower than the knees. The true negative here is 
not the home run rather that Martinez now plays full time in the AL East. 
 
All of the homers except for the one hit by Tulo, were hit in a horizontal area three inches wide three 
inches away from the center of the plate and vertically between an area a foot and nine inches to two 
feet and two inches above the ground. Very strange to have them all hit in a 3 by 5 inch box. It must be 
in just the perfect spot for hitting home runs on sliders. 
 
This look at individual at bats was to prove my point that his slider location and pitch sequencing were a 
possible cause to his lackluster success with the slider.  
 

So where is that hope? 
 
Let’s go back to the metrics that I used previously and try to find out if it is possible Price to improve his 
numbers in 2010. 
 
If you take rv100 and subtract erv100, the delta should tell if the pitcher had favorable batted ball 
outcomes. And in the case for my analysis, use it on a start by start basis and compared it to a pitcher 
who had one of the best sliders in baseball last season: Paul Maholm. Who? A starter for the Pittsburgh 
Pirates who posted a sweet 3.83 FIP last season yet won only 8 games. Conveniently they both pitched 
in 19 starts where they registered a pitch in the same “David Price slider” parameter. 
 



 
Maholm had over twice as many starts where he pitched better than expected and had five starts where 
he had a delta lower than Price’s best delta. Now this could be part luck and part skill, but Price was 
definitely not getting the same results as he should have been. 
 
So can Price improve the run values and SLGCON on his slider this season?  
 
Yes. SLGCON is like BABIP so it should fluctuate yearly. And run values are directly tied to batted ball 
outcomes and might also fluctuate yearly. To test this, I ran the year by year correlations of these 
metrics for pitches in the special parameters. The R² numbers were pretty low, only .3 for erv100, and 
less than .1 for rv100 and SLGCON. But that is a very small sample size so I expanded to all sliders 
classified by Gameday. The numbers were essentially the same with virtually no correlation again for 
rv100 and SLGCON and a .22 R² for erv100. So Price having the best slider in 2010 is definitely not out of 
the question. 
 
Now that I have shown it is possible for his slider turn a 360, can he really do it? The slider’s poor 2009 
season wasn’t the sole doing of bad luck as shown through the home run bit. What Price really needs to 
do is command the slider and in better sequences. So can he improve that part of his game? 
 
Well that is up to him. Price started to shy away from the slider later in the season and replaced it with 
the spike curve. He could have lost some confidence in it or was turned away. by its meager 
performance.  
 
If he could take something from his former teammate Scott Kazmir, it is that his slider can make a 
comeback. Having a highly praised slider when coming up with the Mets and then the Rays, Kazmir 
eventually lost it, possibly in part of his arm injuries and mechanical issues forcing him to lose it in the 



process of minor changes. After bringing it back to its highest use since 20068, Kazmir has decide to bring 
it back to prospect form by working with a new grip9 and improving his conditioning. 
 
In reserve, Price has the holy moving fastball, an improving changeup, and now a spike curve that just 
adds more thoughts into the batter’s mind. His slider doesn’t need a complete transformation to “best 
in league” status in order to be a successful pitcher this season. But having return to league average or 
better is an excellent start for this extraordinary10 young man’s baseball career. 
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SLGCON Meltdown by Andy Hellickstone  

It’s pretty common knowledge that a pitcher is going to use different elements of his repertoire 
depending on whether a batter is left-handed or right-handed.  Most pitchers are going to go 
fastball/slider to same-handed batters and fastball/changeup to opposite handed batters.  With the rise 
of pitch f/x data, and the databases required to organize and easily analyze the data becoming more 
prevalent, it has become possible to look at what pitchers are offering to our hitters on a batter-by-
batter basis.   
 
Not only can we see what pitchers are offering based on handedness, but we can also look at how our 
batters have done against those pitches.  Now, a fastball from Roy Halladay isn’t really the same as a 
fastball from Carl Pavano, even if they throw with the same appendage, but the point is that over a large 
enough sample we can start to get an idea of how a batter fares against pitch type based on 
handedness.   
 
SLGCON and Swing Strike % are two metrics that can show how well a batter performs against certain 
pitches.  The idea behind SLGCON is to get an idea of how well a batter can drive a pitch when he does 
put it in play.  For example, if Evan Longoria puts four balls in play during a game and gets a single and a 
double, then his SLGCON would be .750 for the game for getting three bases on four balls in play.  
Ideally, we want as large of a sample as possible when looking at this to remove the variance that is 
inherent in something like this.  Using just data from 2009, and then breaking it down by pitch-type and 
handedness is going to leave only a few balls in play for some pitches.   
 
That means a lot of these subsets are not going to be large enough to really get many meaningful 
answers.  Other pitches are going to have a decent-sized sample that will give us a good idea of talent-
level, but should not be considered definitive as they are still not large enough.  It doesn’t mean that we 
can’t form some opinions on some of the larger samples as they can give an idea of the extremes.  A guy 
that has been obscenely good or bad, probably leans that way, though probably not as good or bad as 
the number indicates.  It’s the guys that are more middle-of-the-road, that could really go either way, 
that are tougher to get a bead on.  With that caveat out of the way, I also want to mention that I won’t 
be listing the actual number of balls in play, but will instead use the actual number of pitches thrown.   
 
The second metric mentioned in the preceding paragraph was Swing Strike % or SS%.  This is simply all 
pitches that a batter took a cut at, but was not able to foul off or put in play.  This is a nice measure to 
look at as guys that swing-and-miss a lot may struggle with a pitch quite a bit, but this should not imply 
that guys that don’t swing-and-miss a lot can handle that pitch.  It’s even possible that a guy whiffs a lot 
on a pitch, but does have quite a bit of success if he can put it in play.  I like SS% as more of a secondary 
look to be used in conjunction with another statistic like SLGCON for this reason.  Some examples from 
the data would be Pat Burrell posting a SLGCON of 0.182, while having a SS% of 16% versus changeups 
from righties.  For the second example we can look at Dioner Navarro putting up a 0.318 SLGCON while 
only whiffing around 5% on four-seamers from righties.   
 
The last example that I want to look at is Carlos Pena versus sliders from lefties.  In this scenario, Pena 
whiffed about 25% of the time, but when he got into one he was able to put up a SLGCON of 0.818, 
almost a base every single time he put a ball in play.  With this little bit of background, I now want to 



show some a couple of tables and charts so that the discerning reader can get an idea of where guys fall 
compared to each other.   
 
First off, I want to post this table: 
 

Lefties 
 

Righties 

Player 
# 
Thrown  SLGCON  Whiff 

 
Player 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON  Whiff 

Shoppach 
           
262  

         
1.530  21% 

 
Pena 

        
1,446  

         
0.849  15% 

Zobrist 
           
819  

         
0.744  7% 

 
Longoria 

        
1,881  

         
0.704  12% 

Pena 
           
791  

         
0.722  16% 

 
Zobrist 

        
1,586  

         
0.636  7% 

Longoria 
           
721  

         
0.674  8% 

 
Bartlett 

        
1,490  

         
0.616  9% 

Bartlett 
           
714  

         
0.545  5% 

 
Crawford 

        
1,727  

         
0.589  7% 

Navarro 
           
549  

         
0.463  5% 

 
Upton 

        
1,692  

         
0.587  10% 

Crawford 
           
787  

         
0.459  9% 

 
Burrell 

        
1,341  

         
0.573  9% 

Burrell 
           
565  

         
0.416  7% 

 
Shoppach 

           
985  

         
0.472  16% 

Upton 
           
827  

         
0.364  8% 

 
Navarro 

        
1,001  

         
0.293  6% 

 

        
6,035  

         
0.598  8.9% 

  

     
13,149  

         
0.609  9.9% 

 
What we have here is the total number of pitches seen from each side of the rubber under the # Thrown 
column, overall weighted-average SLGCON (the weights are, again, based on total pitches, not the 
number of balls put in play, even though SLGCON is calculated correctly), and overall Whiff rate.  You 
can see that in a little over double the amount of pitches, The Rays actually hit righties for slightly more 
power, though at an increased Whiff rate.  I will go through this in a little more detail, but first I want to 
post this in chart form for those that are more visual: 



 
 This is pretty simple once you realize that each color is for each player, while diamonds are the numbers 
versus lefties and the circles are versus righties.  The absolute first thing that becomes apparent to me is 
that Kelly Shoppach fills a glaring hole vs. lefty pitching, even if the price for his crazy SLGCON is a Whiff 
rate above 20%.  Bartlett, Navarro, Burrell, Upton, and Crawford were all sub-0.600 against all pitches by 
lefties in 2009.  Intuition would lead us to believe that the first four names on that list are here because 
they can mash when they are in the platoon advantage, i.e. versus lefties, but clearly that was not the 
case as management saw the need to bring in someone that actually does rock abnormally-armed 
hurlers.  
 
Other notes of interest include Pena actually not having much of a difference depending on the pitcher-
handedness (slightly higher SS% against lefties, slightly higher SLGCON vs. righties), Longo hitting righties 
slightly harder than lefties, Zobrist mashing lefties and righties while not missing many pitches from 
either side, the utter suck that is Dioner Navarro, Pat Burrell showing to get more bases on balls in play 
versus righties, and the rest of the team being somewhere in between.   
 
Next, I want to take a look at each player one at a time.  For each batter we will look at % thrown of 
each pitch, the actual number of that pitch thrown, SLGCON, the number of Swing Strikes, and lastly 
Whiff Rate.  I will highlight the pitches (red for SLGCON < .450, green for SLGCON > .650, yellow for .451 
< SLGCON < .649) that are seen more than 10% of the time and give some brief commentary.   
 
First up, Jason Bartlett: 
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Lefties Righties 

Pitch 
% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown 

 SLGCON   SwStr  Whiff 
% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown 

 SLGCON   SwStr  Whiff 

CH 18% 126 
         
0.364  

          
16  13% 6% 90 

        
0.750  

              
19  21% 

CU 8% 55 
         
0.500  

            
3  5% 14% 205 

        
0.550  

              
21  10% 

FA 4% 30 
                
-    

           
-    0% 3% 51 

        
1.000  

                
2  4% 

FC 3% 23 
                
-    

            
2  9% 4% 60 

        
0.286  

                
9  15% 

FF 44% 317 
         
0.694  

            
4  1% 51% 758 

        
0.660  

              
38  5% 

FT 8% 60 
         
0.300  

            
1  2% 3% 38 

        
0.667  

                
2  5% 

SI 0% 3 
                
-    

           
-    0% 1% 17 

        
0.333  

                
1  6% 

SL 14% 100 
         
0.778  

            
9  9% 18% 270 

        
0.511  

              
35  13% 

 
Bartlett is a pretty good four-seam fastball hitter, doing well against both types of pitchers.  He really 
seems to struggle on the changeup from lefties, but the slider features his highest SLGCON.  The slider 
from righties is his second worst pitch, though he isn’t much better against the right-handed curveball.  
Next up is Pat Burrell: 
 

Lefties Righties 

Pitch 
% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  Whiff 

% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  Whiff 

CH 17% 98 
         
0.467  

          
11  11% 7% 93 

         
0.182  

          
15  16% 

CU 11% 61 
         
1.000  

            
4  7% 13% 172 

         
0.571  

          
12  7% 

FA 3% 19 
         
0.667  

            
1  5% 3% 35 

                
-    

            
3  9% 

FC 2% 11                 -    
            
1  9% 6% 83 

         
0.333  

            
8  10% 

FF 47% 266 
         
0.297  

          
12  5% 48% 648 

         
0.651  

          
41  6% 

FT 6% 35 
         
0.286  

            
1  3% 2% 29 

         
1.000  

           
-      

SI 1% 8                 -               -    0% 1% 18 
                
-    

            
1  6% 

Pitch 
% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  Whiff 

% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  Whiff 

SL 12% 67 
         
0.400  

            
8  12% 19% 255 

         
0.654  

          
35  14% 

 



The Bat had a pretty miserable season against lefties as they did a good job of mixing up the four main 
pitches.  It is evident that he really struggled with the slider while finding a decent amount of success 
against the curveball.  What really got him in trouble was the high Whiff rate against the change and the 
utter disappearance of his ability to drive a four-seam fastball.  It wasn’t quite as bad against righties as 
he did a pretty good job of handling the four-seam fastball, while showing more risk-reward with the 
slider as compared to the curveball.  Next up is Carl Crawford: 
 

Lefties Righties 

Pitch 
% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  Whiff 

% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  Whiff 

CH 6% 44 
         
0.125  

            
5  11% 14% 238 

         
0.787  

          
26  11% 

CU 7% 57 
         
0.231  

            
4  7% 9% 160 

         
0.972  

          
18  11% 

FA 4% 33 
         
0.444  

            
2  6% 3% 57 

         
1.000  

            
1  2% 

FC 1% 10 
         
1.000             -    0% 5% 78 

         
0.944  

            
5  6% 

FF 56% 439 
         
0.452  

          
31  7% 53% 921 

         
0.459  

          
46  5% 

FT 4% 28 
         
0.500  

            
2  7% 3% 44 

         
0.182  

            
3  7% 

SI 1% 7                 -               -    0% 1% 18 
         
0.600  

            
1  6% 

SL 21% 169 
         
0.625  

          
23  14% 12% 200 

         
0.500  

          
27  14% 

 
Craw sees mostly sliders and fastballs from southpaws.  He seems to do a pretty good job of getting 
bases on the slider, but swings through twice as many as compared to the fastball, which he doesn’t 
handle all that well when he does put it in play.  Against righties, he has a lot of success against the 
change though he does whiff at a high clip.  Again, he doesn’t do much with the fastballs that are put in 
play, but he doesn’t miss as much as against lefties, while the slider barely missed out on being a pitch 
that he struggles with.  What’s odd is that the curveball barely missed the cut at 9% usage, but he 
hammers it when he is able to put it in play.  Now we move on to Evan Longoria: 
 

Lefties Righties 

Pitch 
% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  Whiff 

% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  Whiff 

CH 18% 131 
         
0.750  

          
16  12% 9% 162 

         
0.933  

          
29  18% 

CU 10% 71 
         
1.000  

          
10  14% 12% 227 

         
0.370  

          
28  12% 

FA 4% 28 
         
0.400  

            
1  4% 3% 54 

         
0.833  

            
5  9% 

FC 4% 30 
         
0.500  

            
4  13% 4% 81 

         
0.571  

          
12  15% 

FF 41% 299                      3% 48% 908                    9% 



0.702  8  0.728  78  

FT 8% 58 
         
0.778  

            
6  10% 2% 40 

         
1.600  

            
4  10% 

SI 1% 4 
         
2.000             -    0% 2% 36 

         
0.667  

            
5  14% 

SL 14% 100 
         
0.273  

          
14  14% 19% 359 

         
0.652  

          
54  15% 

 
Longo is a great hitter of the fastball.  He is more prone to swing-and-miss against righties, but he makes 
up for that by posting an excellent SLGCON.  He cuts down on the whiffs against lefties, while maintain 
that great SLGCON.  He really seems to struggle with sliders from lefties and curveballs from righties, 
however.  Both feature high rates of whiffing as well as low-levels of SLGCON.  He is able to drive the 
change and curve from lefties, but does swing through quite a few of them, while the slider from righties 
is virtually the same.   
 
Whether it is pitch recognition or just struggling with these pitches, it would be good to see him cut 
down on the Whiff rate during his third season.  Of the two metrics looked at, I would think that Whiff 
rate is the one that has more of a learning curve, while SLGCON is more innate ability, so hopefully he 
can make strides in that department moving forward and become one of the best hitters in the game.  
Let’s take a look at Dioner Navarro: 
 

Lefties Righties 

Pitch 
% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  Whiff 

% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  Whiff 

CH 18% 99 
         
0.609  

            
8  8% 12% 125 

         
0.400  

            
7  6% 

CU 9% 51 
         
0.455  

            
4  8% 11% 113 

         
0.154  

          
16  14% 

FA 6% 34 
         
0.125  

            
3  9% 4% 42 

         
0.429  

            
1  2% 

FC 3% 15                 -    
            
1  7% 3% 33 

         
0.200  

            
2  6% 

           
Pitch 

% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  Whiff 

% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  Whiff 

 
FF 

 
46% 

 
255 

         
0.482  

            
6  

 
2% 

 
51% 

 
512 

         
0.318  

          
26  

 
5% 

FT 6% 34 
         
0.667             -    0% 4% 38 

         
0.571  

           
-    0% 

SI 1% 3                 -    
            
1  33% 1% 10 

         
1.000  

            
1  10% 

SL 11% 58 
         
0.364  

            
5  9% 12% 119 

         
0.059  

            
6  5% 

 
Everyone’s favorite punching bag has earned the ire of fans for good reason.  First the good, it looks like 
Navi is pretty decent against changeups from lefties and not horrible against four-seam fastballs from 
the same.  Unfortunately, not horrible is the closest that you can give as a complement as he IS horrible 



against just about everything else.  Sliders from lefties and changeups from righties give him a little 
trouble, but check out those numbers against sliders and curveballs from righties.  On the plus side, he 
doesn’t Whiff a ton against most pitches outside of the right-handed curveball, but that will tend to 
happen when you have hacker tendencies and pitchers know that you will never put the ball in play with 
much power.  To cheer up the faithful reader that has come this far, let’s take a look at Carlos Pena: 
 

Lefties Righties 

Pitch 
% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  Whiff 

% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  Whiff 

CH 5% 37 
         
0.167  

          
10  27% 17% 243 

         
0.680  

          
63  26% 

CU 8% 66 
         
0.167  

          
10  15% 12% 169 

         
0.700  

          
27  16% 

FA 4% 29 
         
0.250  

            
3  10% 2% 25 

         
2.250  

            
2  8% 

FC 2% 15                 -    
            
1  7% 4% 60 

         
0.545  

            
6  10% 

FF 52% 413 
         
0.810  

          
52  13% 50% 717 

         
0.757  

          
80  11% 

FT 4% 34 
         
1.600  

            
4  12% 2% 33 

         
2.000  

            
3  9% 

SI 1% 4                 -    
            
1  25% 1% 20 

         
1.500  

            
3  15% 

SL 24% 193 
         
0.818  

          
49  25% 11% 165 

         
1.053  

          
31  19% 

 
Everything that C-Pain puts in play is hard.  This should not come as a surprise if you’ve ever seen him in 
the box.  High Whiff rates come with the territory, but from the looks of this, everything that he puts in 
play is rocked.  Lefties give him a steady diet of four-seam fastballs and sliders.  He’s more prone to 
swing through the slider, while getting virtually the same amount of bases per ball in play.  Over to the 
righties, Los shows that if he does struggle with a pitch, it is probably the right-handed changeup.  The 
curveball would be his next worst pitch against righties, but he does a pretty good job with the fastball, 
and mashes the slider when he is able to put it in play.  Up next is another high risk-high reward batter 
in Kelly Shoppach: 
 

Lefties Righties 

Pitc
h 

% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  

Whif
f 

% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  

Whif
f 

CH 16% 41 
         
4.000  

          
14  34% 5% 49 

                
-    

          
14  29% 

CU 9% 23 
         
0.500  

            
4  17% 12% 121 

         
0.125  

          
22  18% 

FA 8% 21 
         
2.500  

            
1  5% 3% 32 

         
0.889  

            
3  9% 

FC 2% 4 
                
-    

            
2  50% 5% 45 

         
0.400  

            
5  11% 

FF 35% 92                    13% 46% 455                    10% 



0.786  12  0.568  44  

FT 10% 25 
         
0.667  

            
6  24% 1% 12 

                
-    

            
2  17% 

SI 0% 0 
                
-    

           
-    0% 1% 14 

                
-    

            
2  14% 

SL 21% 56 
         
1.500  

          
15  27% 25% 248 

         
0.583  

          
58  23% 

 
Since we haven’t come up with a suitable nickname yet, I shall call him Shopp.  Bear in mind, the sample 
sizes are minute here, like equivalent to a day at the cage for a lot of guys, but Shopp mashes lefties.  
Kills them.  Eats them for brunch and then seconds for lunch.  A quick aside, I’m a fan of nuclear power.  
When ran correctly it is one of the least dirty energy sources while being able to put out massive 
amounts of energy.   
 
The downside is that the possibility of a meltdown is very real.  If Milton Bradley is Chernobyl, then Kelly 
Shoppach’s approach versus lefties could probably be considered Three Mile Island.  Massive amounts 
of kinetic energy get transferred from wood to rawhide when they actually come in contact with one 
another.  This is most evident on the change where he Whiffs over a third of the time, but hits a dinger 
when he does put it in play.  The four-seam fastball is actually pretty close to Los, mentioned above, 
with the same Whiff rate and a slightly lower SLGCON.  The two-seam fastball and slider are more like 
the change than the fastball, results-wise.   
 
Against righties, the sample is a little larger, and he doesn’t hit with quite as much boom, though the 
Whiff rates are lower for the most part.  He sees a curveball about once every eight pitches and looks to 
really struggle against it.  High risk-high reward is one thing, but high risk-low reward is quite the other.  
Hopefully, either righties throw him less curves or he figures it out, because it looks like a big hole at this 
point.  He does reasonably well against the four-seam fastball as he can usually manage to make 
contact, but again, the slider shows an inability to consistently put balls in play.  Shopp should be a lot of 
fun to watch, but if you don’t like to see guys strike out, it could be a good time to go get a beer.  With 
only two guys left, let’s take a look at B.J. Upton: 
 

Lefties Righties 

Pitc
h 

% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  

Whif
f 

% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  

Whif
f 

CH 15% 126 
         
0.318  

          
10  8% 6% 102 

         
0.647  

            
9  9% 

CU 7% 58 
         
0.462  

            
5  9% 10% 174 

         
0.552  

          
15  9% 

FA 6% 47 
         
0.333  

            
2  4% 2% 40 

         
1.000  

            
6  15% 

FC 1% 11 
                
-    

            
4  36% 4% 71 

         
0.429  

            
8  11% 

FF 47% 387 
         
0.453  

          
25  6% 55% 923 

         
0.643  

          
90  10% 

FT 8% 63 
         
0.167  

            
1  2% 2% 31 

         
0.500  

            
3  10% 

SI 0% 4                            0% 2% 28                      11% 



-    -    0.400  3  

SL 16% 131 
         
0.250  

          
21  16% 18% 307 

         
0.455  

          
38  12% 

 
Beej had a rough year in 2009, but he’s another guy that I can’t seem to figure out why opposite-handed 
pitchers had such a field day with him.  B.J. should rock lefties.  The sun rises in the east and sets in the 
west and B.J. Upton should be able to make a lefty feel like taking a sick day.  This clearly was not the 
case last season as he did moderately well against the fastball, when he swung and put it in play, but 
really struggled with the slider.  Upton versus the changeup wasn’t a whole lot better, though he did cut 
his Whiffs in half.  Versus righties was a slightly better tale as he did pretty well against the four-seam 
fastball, just missing the green-zone.  Righties tend to give him a slider the next most, and he really 
didn’t do much with it, putting up a SLGCON approaching what he did to left-handed fastballs, but 
doubling the Whiff rate.  He seems to be pretty solid against the curveball, though he could cut down on 
the whiffs a bit, he tends to get some bases when he is able to put it in play.  Lastly, we’ll take a look at 
Ben Zobrist: 
 

Lefties Righties 

Pitc
h 

% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  

Whif
f 

% 
Thrown 

# 
Thrown  SLGCON   SwStr  

Whif
f 

CH 16% 128 
         
0.524  

            
8  6% 16% 258 

         
0.459  

          
35  14% 

CU 8% 65 
         
0.750  

            
4  6% 13% 200 

         
0.563  

          
15  8% 

FA 4% 33 
         
1.000  

           
-    0% 4% 59 

         
0.375  

            
2  3% 

FC 2% 20 
         
0.667  

            
2  10% 4% 67 

         
0.900  

            
3  4% 

FF 44% 361 
         
0.714  

          
16  4% 44% 698 

         
0.696  

          
25  4% 

FT 9% 75 
         
0.583  

          
11  15% 2% 35 

         
0.333  

           
-    0% 

SI 2% 17 
         
0.500  

            
1  6% 2% 28 

                
-    

            
1  4% 

SL 15% 120 
         
1.143  

          
14  12% 14% 226 

         
0.875  

          
23  10% 

 
One day some of the pitchers from the Majors stopped throwing him fastballs.  You know why? It was 
outta respect.  The man of a million nicknames (Zobie, Zobot, Zorilla, BenZo, The Shape-Shifter, The 
White Indian, The Tall Midget, etc…) really came out of the wood-work this year and it’s pretty evident 
to see why.  Against lefties, he’s merely good against the changeup, while rarely whiffing, pretty good 
against the four-seam fastball, again barely whiffing, but he turns into Kid Dynomite against the slider.  
Yes, his Whiff rate does become elevated, but he’s averaging over a single every time he puts a ball in 
play off the pitch.  It’s more of the same against righties as he heats up as the velocity on a pitch rises.  
The changeup features quite a few misses and not much power.  He’s better against the curveball by not 
missing as much and getting better results on balls in play, but he manhandles fastball, rarely missing.  
The slider gets him to fan the breeze a little bit more, but it’s really the pitch that he hits best from 



righties.  Ben is a well-rounded hitter that doesn’t really struggle against any pitch and can hit them all 
for a good amount of power.  It will be interesting to see if it carries over into next season.   
Some things to remember about all of this are that we are looking at small sample sizes.  None of this is 
meant to indicate true talent-level or that the future will be similar to what happened last year.  Another 
is that the data has come a very long way in the last few years, but mistakes still happen.  This mostly 
happens with pitch recognition by the system.  Occasionally, pitches get mislabeled.  I have not adjusted 
any of these, but hopefully this is an issue that gets solved by either (a) larger sample sizes or (b) more 
sophisticated ideas regarding pitch recognition within a database.  I hope that the reader enjoyed this 
piece or at least feels like they learned something.   
 
During the season I want to take a look at this from both the pitcher and batter-side for not only the 
Rays, but also for our opponents.  If anyone would like to view or have the workbook, please e-mail me 

at sabresrule79080@yahoo.com and I will send you the file for either the individual players or for this 
report.  This would not have been possible without the database put together by Joe Lefkowitz, so 
thanks Joe, keep up the great work.  Lastly, thanks to you, the reader, for taking the time to expand your 
knowledge a little bit.  I hope you found this interesting, but if not, send your criticism or suggestions to 
the e-mail referenced above.   
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The Managing Atheist by R.J. Anderson 

The role of manager sounds important and awe-inspiring in responsibility. The actual impact any given 
manager has is anything but. Lost in the shuffle of results-based analysis driven towards managers is 
how they handle the roster they are given.  It would be unfair to judge these managers simply by the 
amounts of wins and losses accumulated. Judging a win from a manager’s perspective is akin to judging 
on from a pitcher’s perspective: the result is a confluence of events that don’t entirely portray the true 
performance of the individual involved. If Maddon places his worst hitter in the leadoff spot and that 
player goes on to have a five-for-five evening … that is the result of luck, not skill. Sure, luck goes the 
other way too and we have to account for that as well. 
 
Before we get into the analysis section, let’s first review each of the men who have claimed the throne 
of manager throughout franchise history: 
 
Larry Rothschild 1998-2001 205-294 (.411)  
Rothschild served as the pitching coach for the in-state rival Florida Marlins since 1995 before being 
hired following the 1997 season. Reunited with former student Tony Saunders, things just never worked 
out for either in the Rays organization.   Rothschild’s ability to carve out a post-managerial career as the 
Chicago Cubs pitching coach shows his knowledge of pitching philosophy and to a lesser extent talent is 
true. A more ideal situation would’ve involved more stability and better talent immediately, but such 
are the breaks. Fired two weeks into the 2001 season since the Rays felt the extra 14 games told them 
something the previous 484 had not.  
 
Hal McRae  2001-2002 113-196 (.366)  
Manager of the Kansas City Royals from 1991 through 1994 and best remembered for his clubhouse 
tirades, McRae took over a horrible team and did about as poorly as expected. Formerly the bench 
coach, McRae stepped in after Rothschild’s abrupt dismissal, but wouldn’t last too long himself, 
managing only one full season. After the 2002 season, McRae would find work in the National League 
Central much like Rothschild and would become the hitting coach for the St. Louis Cardinals for a couple 
of seasons. 
 
Lou Piniella  2003-2005 200-285 (.412) 
After witnessing the love affair with hometown connection Jon Gruden, the Rays decided to pull a 
similar stunt and traded for the rights to Piniella. All it cost them was Randy Winn – perhaps the team’s 
best player at the time – and all for someone who would only marginally affect the outcomes. Even 
worse, Piniella caused a ruckus about what management did and did not promise him and allowed for 
retreads like Al Martin and Terry Shumpert to find work well beyond their days of usefulness. Piniella did 
not finish out his contract as the new ownership allowed him to go upon taking over. He did finish as the 
Rays most winning manager though. 
 
Joe Maddon  2006-Present 308-430 (.475) 
The quirkiest manager in the league, Maddon previously served as the bench coach in Anaheim for too 
many years to count. Maddon brought with him a literary sense, novelty eyeglasses, and an obsession 
with random attributes – such as ‘good face’ – all while tracking statistics that are questionable in value 
(i.e. “keep alives” – guys who get on base after the previous batter made an out). Maddon faced 
criticism out of the gate for losing with an awful group. The Rays stuck with him though and while he 



received far too much of the credit in 2008, he seems talented at working with people who possess egos 
larger than ostrich eggs.  
 
Managers can insert a pinch hitter, defensive sub, or pinch runner as they see fit throughout the course 
of a ballgame. Oh, and there’s the whole shuffling of a bullpen thing. Whether these are the correct 
decisions are not are up for debate and critiquing, right now we’re simply focusing on how these 
managers used the tools allotted to them by the rulebook.  
 
Note: Huge props to Baseball-Reference.com for making this data accessible.  
 

Table 1.1: Managerial offensive usage of bench 

Year Manager PH PA PH PA/G Pltn% PR PR/G 

1998 Rothschild 126 0.78 63 44 0.27 
1999 Rothschild 66 0.41 52 32 0.2 
2000 Rothschild 114 0.71 44 52 0.32 
2001 Roth/McRae 80 0.49 52 29 0.18 
2002 McRae 49 0.3 51 13 0.08 
2003 Piniella 148 0.91 57 29 0.18 
2004 Piniella 96 0.6 59 25 0.16 
2005 Piniella 118 0.73 49 18 0.11 
2006 Maddon 80 0.49 53 26 0.16 
2007 Maddon 80 0.49 49 19 0.12 

2008 Maddon 131 0.81 66 16 0.1 
2009 Maddon 138 0.85 62 21 0.13 

Career Rothschild 313 0.63 53 130 0.26 

 
McRae 122 0.39 52 40 0.13 

 
Piniella 362 0.75 55 72 0.15 

 
Maddon 429 0.66 58 82 0.13 

 
Year, Manager: Self explanatory  
PH PA: Throughout a season, the amount of pinch hit plate appearances, and PH PA/G is a per-game 
ratio. 
Pltn%: The percentage of plate appearances in which the batter held the platoon advantage (i.e. a lefty 
versus a righty). 
PR: The amount of pinch runners used throughout a season, PR/G is a per-game ratio. 
 
With regards to offensive substitutions, Rothschild is easily the most active manager the Rays have ever 
employed. He used seven players as pinch hitters at least a dozen times each in 1998, including Mike 
Kelly 16 times and Wade Boggs 15 times. Kelly was also used 10 times as a runner and Randy Winn was 
used 13 and 10 times each as well. Paul Sorrento and Rich Butler were restricted to hitting.  
 
McRae was the exact opposite of Rothschild. Rarely, if ever, did he awake from his nap to implement an 
offensive substitution. Barely using pinch hitters and using minimal amounts of relievers too, we’ll visit 
that in a moment. The title of the chapter is a direct reference to McRae. No, best to my knowledge, 
nobody has ever called him the Managing Atheist, but he sure did approach the job with the attitude 
that nothing he did really mattered.  



 
Piniella on the other hand loved him some pinch hitting. He nearly used one per game in 2003. Al Martin 
was used an astounding 40 times, Terry Shumpert 23 times, Marlon Anderson 18 times, and surprisingly, 
Jason Tyner 14 times. Martin was almost always used in high leverage situations which make his 
struggles all the worse.  
 
Maddon is the one most tied to platoon splits and uses the occasional pinch hitter because of it. He’s 
not one to use a runner though, whether that would change with a differently constructed bench is up 
to anyone’s guess.  
 

Table 1.2: Managerial usage of the bullpen 

Year Manager RP APP RP APP/G Pltn% MultIP BTB 

1998 Rothschild 410 2.53 57 159 68 
1999 Rothschild 453 2.8 54 183 89 
2000 Rothschild 401 2.49 50 170 81 
2001 Roth/McRae 370 2.28 55 165 57 
2002 McRae 306 1.9 55 159 34 
2003 Piniella 372 2.3 54 183 59 
2004 Piniella 401 2.49 55 204 60 
2005 Piniella 401 2.48 60 174 67 
2006 Maddon 444 2.74 56 179 79 
2007 Maddon 483 2.98 55 122 113 

2008 Maddon 448 2.77 51 134 112 
2009 Maddon 510 3.15 56 136 141 

Career Rothschild 1294 2.59 54 512 238 

 
McRae 646 2.09 55 324 91 

 
Piniella 1174 2.42 56 561 186 

 
Maddon 1885 2.91 54 571 445 

 
Year, Manager: Self explanatory  
RP APP: The amount of relief appearances throughout the season, RP APP/G is the per-game ratio. 
Pltn%:  The percentage of plate appearances in which the pitcher held the platoon advantage (i.e. faced 
the same hand). 
MultIP: The amount of appearances in which the pitcher threw more than one inning in relief. 
BTB: The amount of games in which a pitcher threw without any previous days rest. 
 
As mentioned, McRae could have slept in the dugout and nobody would have known any better. When 
he put a reliever into the game he expected you to go long enough that A) he wouldn’t need another 
arm for a while and B) the poor fellow couldn’t pitch the next day.  
 
The relationship between relievers used and reliever workload is intuitive and inverse. Maddon uses 
multiple pitchers per game on average, more than any other manager in team history, and with that he 
uses relievers for multiple innings fewer times than anyone else. As such, he also has the most relief 
appearances on zero days of rest. This column is labeled back-to-backs, but really, it could be back-to-
back-to-back or back-to-back-to-back-to-back.  
  



This does not necessarily mean Maddon is a better manager. Some would claim that micromanagement 
is the low-hanging fruit in the garden of temptation. It comes down to your definition of 
micromanagement. Changing pitchers to accommodate platoon splits gets repetitious. Sometimes that 
righty would have fared well against David Ortiz. And sometimes the marginal benefit simply isn’t worth 
the time of day. But relying on probability along with intuition is what separates Maddon from most 
managers who go solely on the chemical balance of their bellies.  
 
There’s also the unquantifiable and practically unknown part of managing: the human relations side. 
Anyone who says they know how Maddon deals with personalities is probably lying. A manager-player 
relationship is like oxygen; you don’t notice until there isn’t any to be had. That is, the only time we 
really hear about how managers deal with players is either through the manager/player himself (or, 
more accurately, a cliché machine) or when things erupt, as they did with Maddon and Delmon Young; 
or Piniella and Grieve.  
 
We know Maddon doesn’t go by The Book unanimously, and frankly expecting him to do so is 
unrealistic. Some decisions are going to be with the human relations aspect in mind. In the end, you just 
want a manager who can make those moves marginal, something Maddon seems to do well enough. 
Even if he catches some grief for resting his guys or swapping pitchers a whole bunch for the slightest 
shift in run expectancy.  
 
It’s not so much an appeal to authority when we defer to the Rays on intimate decisions like coaching or 
scouting personnel. It’s just the truth.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Prospects in the Outfield by Tommy Rancel 

This just in: being ranked as a top 10 prospect doesn’t guarantee Major League success. This 
has been extremely true for Rays outfield prospects. Depending on how long you’ve been 
following the organization, your “future” outfield at one time or another consisted of names 
like: Carl Crawford, Rocco Baldelli, Josh Hamilton, Wes Bankston, Joey Gathright, Elijah Dukes, 
and more recently Desmond Jennings. I know B.J. Upton is in the current conversation, but he 
was never an outfielder in the minor leagues. While all of the above names have played in the 
Majors with varied success, only Crawford has really lived up to the hype in a Rays’ uniform.  
 
Since 1999, Baseball America has ranked 13 different outfielders in the top 10 of the Rays 
system. 11 of those players have played at least one game in the majors and the two that 
haven’t are still in the Rays system. Eight of the 13 played for the Rays at some point in the 
career. Here is the list 
 

Names Years Ranked 

Alex Sanchez 1999 

Kenny Kelly 1999, 2000 

Josh Hamilton 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 

Carl Crawford 2000, 2001, 2002 

Rocco Baldelli 2001, 2002, 2003 

Wes Bankston 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 

Jason Pridie 2003 

Delmon Young 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 

Joey Gathright 2004, 2005 

Jonny Gomes 2004 

Elijah Dukes 2005, 2006, 2007 

Desmond Jennings 2008, 2009 

Ryan Royster 2008 

 
Alex Sanchez 
 
Sanchez gets the honor of being the first Rays outfield prospect as he was the top outfielder on 
the list in 1999. Although he made his major league debut with the Brewers in 2001, Sanchez 
worked his way back into the Rays organization in 2005. Sanchez put up decent numbers over 
the course of his career (.296/.330/.372), but is most famous for being the first player busted 
for violating MLB’s steroid policy.  
 
Kenny Kelly 
 
Kelly sounds a lot like the first coming of Carl Crawford. A two-sport star who was not only 
offered a big time football scholarship, but was actually the starting quarterback for the 
University of Miami’s football team. Kelly spent four seasons in the Rays system and made his 
major league debut for the then Devil Rays in 2000. He played two games for the Rays that 



season before he was cast off to Seattle. He spent the next few seasons switching from 
organization to organization before splitting 24 Major League games in 2005 between 
Cincinnati and Washington. According to his Wikipedia page, he was arrested in 2008 on three 
felony drug charges. 
 
Josh Hamilton 
 
The name needs no introduction and we all know the story. The Natural was supposed to be 
the face of the Devil Rays franchise for a decade plus, but personal problems derailed those 
plans. Hamilton was left unprotected in the 2006 Rule 5 draft and was selected by the Cubs 
with the third selection. He was dealt immediately to the Reds where he not only made the 
team, but hit 19 home runs in 90 games. Once again, he was dealt in the offseason this time to 
the Texas Rangers where he has become a star. He had a monster 2008 season in which he hit 
.304/.371/.530 and captured the entire country’s attention in the home run derby. Injuries 
limited Hamilton to just 89 games in 2009. While some would say he “made it” Hamilton will 
never truly live up to all the hype that surrounded him and never played a game in a Rays 
uniform. 
 
Carl Crawford 
 
Not much to say here. Crawford was everything we expected and more. Billed as a speed 
demon with good pop and a below average arm, CC has been just that in his career with the 
Rays. The first true home grown star, Crawford is easily the greatest player in the Franchise’s 
history. 
 
Rocco Baldelli 
 
One of my favorite Rays, Baldelli’s story could’ve been just as good if not better than 
Crawford’s; however, his body wouldn’t let that happen. Baldelli was ROBBED (ok, not really) of 
the Rookie of the Year award in 2003. He would be just as good in 2004, but that’s when things 
took a turn for the worst. Baldelli would be injured in the offseason while playing with his 
younger brother and miss the entire 2005 season with a knee injury. During his comeback, 
Baldelli also suffered an arm injury that required Tommy John surgery. He came back to the 
Rays in 2006 and posted his best season to date (3.6 WAR). Since has been diagnosed with a 
mitochondrial disorder that has taken him from future star to oft-injured bench player for the 
Boston Red Sox. Oh, what could’ve been.  
 
Wes Bankston 
 
Most of you may remember Bankston as the Rays “first basemen of the future,” but Banskton 
started out in the Rays outfield. He would make the Rays top 10 list four times or as many as 
Hamilton and Delmon Young, but never played a game for the Rays. After a breakout season in 
2005, Banskton would just kind of hang around in the Rays organization before moving to 



Oakland in 2008. He did play 17 games for the A’s in 2008 before spending this past season at 
the Triple-A affiliate for the Reds.  
 
Jason Pridie 
 
Pridie made the Rays top 10 one time in 2003, however, he was never really much of a 
prospect. In fact, most people will remember Pridie as being the third piece of the Delmon 
Young, Brendan Harris trio that landed the Rays Jason Bartlett, Matt Garza and Eddie Morlan. 
Pridie played 10 games for the Twins in 2008, but spent most of 2009 in the minors appearing 
in just one MLB game without registering an at-bat.  
 
Delmon Young 
 
Oh Delmon, how we used to love thee. After posting a slash line of .336/.386/.582 as a 19 year-
old in AA in 2005, Rays fans fell in love with the “future hall of famer.” A former first overall 
pick, Young would become famous before his major league debut for throwing a bat at a minor 
league umpire. He had a nice debut for the Rays in 2006 hitting .317/.336/.476 in his first 30 
major league games which only added to his hype. He played every game for the Rays in 2007, 
but disappointed at the plate to the tune of .288/.316/.408. In the signature move of the 
Andrew Friedman Era, Young was the centerpiece in a trade package that brought Matt Garza 
and Jason Bartlett to the Rays from the Twins. The Twins were banking on that HOF talent, 
however, Young has been pedestrian in his over 1800 major league plate appearances 
.290/.322/.416. The good news is Young is still young enough to live up to some of the hype. 
For his career, Young has swung at 40% of pitches outside the strike zone.  
 
Joey Gathright 
 
Gathright is another player who may be more famous for doing something off the field than on 
it. However, Gathright’s feat wasn’t anything bad. He is known as the guy who plays baseball 
and jumps over cars in parking lots. Gathright was, is and will continue to be fast for a t least a 
few more years, but that’s really all he is. He played for the Rays major league team in parts of 
the 2004, 2005, and 2006 season before being traded to the K.C. Royals. We fondly remember 
Gathright because it was the Gathright trade that brought us the Iceman, J.P. Howell. Since 
2006, he has played for the Royals, Cubs and most recently joined the Red Sox as a defensive 
replacement/pinch runner. He has played in 37 games his year with 32 plate appearances. 
 
Jonny Gomes 
 
Jonny F’n Gomes to be exact. Even though Gomes was a top 10 prospect in 2004, he never had 
the hype of some of the others on the list. Nonetheless, Gomes proved to be pretty productive 
in his debut season of 2005 when he hit .282/.372/.534 with 21 home runs and finished third in 
the AL ROY vote. Gomes would start out on fire in April 2006 before a shoulder injury hampered 
him for the reason of the season. Gomes would never be the same on the field and was 
relegated to cheerleading duties for the 2008 World Series run. Easily one of my top three 



favorite Rays of all time, Gomes has bounced back in for his new team, the Reds, and has 
enjoyed his move to the great American sandbox to the tune of .267/.338/.541 with 20 home 
runs in 98 games. Good for you Jonny. 
 
Elijah Dukes 
 
Once again, we have a case of what could have been. A Tampa native, Dukes showed all the 
physical tools to be an elite hitter throughout his minor league days with the Rays. However, 
the ability of Matt Kemp also came with the sperm of Shawn Kemp and personal and legal 
issues led to Dukes’ exit from the Rays organization after hitting 10 home runs in just 52 games 
in 2007. He posted an .864 OPS for the Nationals while playing in 81 games in 2008, however, 
his OPS dropped to .729 in 107 games in 2009. 
 
Ryan Royster 
 
Royster made the list in 2008 on the strength of a 30 home run season during the 2007 in Class 
A . After that monster .982 OPS season, Royster has posted OPS’s of .691 and .607 at the 
advanced A level. At least he’ll always have 2007. 
 
Desmond Jennings 
 
Following in the footsteps of Kenny Kelly and Carl Crawford, Desmond Jennings is the latest 
toolsy outfield prospect for the Rays. A two-sport star like Kelly and Crawford, Jennings left an 
offer from the University of Alabama on the table to play for the Rays. After a few injury filled 
seasons, Dez broke out in 2009 and won the Southern League MVP even though he played in 
just 100 games at the level. After dominating AA to the tune of .316/.395/.486, he was 
promoted to AAA where he continued his domination and hit .325/.419/.491 in 137 plate 
appearances. Jennings will most likely start the season in Durham, but is clearly the heir 
apparent to one of the current outfield spots.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



A Primer on Attendance by Steve Slowinski 

For those of you that are loyal DRaysBay readers, you’ll be aware that over the past month I’ve 
been attempting to tackle, piece by piece, all the different variables that influence attendance 
for sports teams, specifically looking at how these variables impact the Rays.  I’ve always been 
annoyed by people that do nothing but trash talk the Tampa-St. Petersburg area, claiming its 
not good for baseball because of how the (Devil) Rays have only ever drawn poorly.  They take 
one look at our year-end attendance figures each year and draw giant conclusions about the 
viability of our franchise, throwing out hypothetical other cities where we could move to 
without stopping to consider if those cities would actually do any better than Tampa-St. Pete.  
It’s a great example of taking an incredibly complex issue and boiling it down to sound bites and 
emotions, while distorting and/or ignoring all of the facts besides the ones that support their 
case.  It is – at the risk of making a drastic understatement – damn frustrating.  

How can we combat such reckless anti-intellectualism?  Well, by standing up and saying, “No!”  
In the following, I’ve summarized all that’s been discussed in the “Attendance Analysis” series, 
while also touching on a couple other points too.  As I see it, there are eight interrelating 
variables that influence attendance and the viability of a metropolitan area as a sports market.  
Some are working in the favor of the Rays, some against; things certainly aren’t all peachy keen 
for the Rays down in Tampa.  However, too many people forget the positives we have going for 
us, and that’s why it’s up to us to educate them.  So in case you happen to ever get into a 
conversation with someone concerning the viability of the Tampa-St. Pete market (who doesn’t 
want to talk about that?), here are some talking points to help out: 

- Winning - There’s a simple relationship here: the more a team wins, the more fans will support 
them.  The correlation is fairly robust: .52 between current win percentage and attendance 
figures, and .45 between the previous year’s win percentage and current attendance numbers.  
Also, when you take a weighted average of the team’s current winning percentage and their 
winning percentages the previous two seasons, the correlation gets as high as .60. 
 
Attendance is also very fickle and can change dramatically depending upon a team’s current 
level of success.  Teams that have had good attendance figures over a period of time can still 
lose that attendance quickly if the team begins losing consistently (like Cleveland from 1994-
2004); similarly, teams that have had poor attendance figures can turn them around by winning 
consistently (see: Milwaukee from the 1990s-2000s).  However, if a team has had a long history 
of losing, it can take time for the fans to respond when they finally win (see: Seattle in the 
1990s).  These things don’t change overnight. 
 

- Age of Franchise- While a franchise’s age and their average attendance numbers don’t correlate 
strongly, consider this: if the Yankees were all of a sudden to lose 70 games this year, how 
would that affect their attendance?  Obviously, the Yankees have lots of things going for them, 
like a history of winning and a new stadium to name a few, but I doubt their attendance would 
drop off a significant amount.  They’ve been around for a long time and therefore, they’ve had 



the time to develop a significant, loyal fan base.  Now, what if the Rays regressed and lost 70 
games this upcoming season?  Do you think fans would be as forgiving?  I tend to doubt it. 
 

- Market Size- Here’s a pretty staggering statistic: the difference in size between the largest 
metropolitan area supporting a baseball team and smallest is 17.25 million people.  Seventeen 
million people.  That’s four million people more than the second place city!  Combine 
Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Kansas City, Pittsburg, Denver, Baltimore, and Tampa-St. Pete 
and you still have a smaller market size than New York.  Actually, seventeen clubs are located in 
metropolitan areas with less than five million people, five clubs are in areas with between five 
and ten million people, and the remaining four clubs are in areas with more than 12 million 
people.   
 
In short, should we be comparing the Rays’ attendance numbers to the Yankees’?  Should we 
even be comparing the Rays (metro. area size = 2.73 million) to the Rangers (6.15 million), 
Phillies (5.8 million), Giants (4.2 million), or White Sox (9.5 million)?  How is that in any way fair? 
 

- Competition- The Rays aren’t the only sports team in Tampa, with the Lightning and Buccaneers 
drawing from the same pool of fans as the Rays.  The Rays are the youngest franchise of the 
three and the one with the least amount of success to this point, meaning that the Rays may 
have to overcome already established fan loyalties in order to grow their fan base.  Overcoming 
these loyalties will take time, although how much time is very tough to say. 
 
Also, the Rays were ranked in a recent study as the fourth most overextended city in all of MLB.  
In other words, we’ve got too many professional sports teams in the Tampa area to adequately 
support all of them with the metropolitan area’s financial base.  That doesn’t mean that the 
Rays will never have good attendance numbers (the Rockies are even more overextended than 
us, but have a consistently above-average attendance), but it does mean that it will be tougher 
to grow a fan base and maintain high attendance figures over time. 
 

- Stadium- Opinions on the Trop vary depending upon who you talk to, ranging from extremely 
positive to extremely negative.  While I have never been there and can’t speak from personal 
experience, from what I gather, it certainly isn’t the best baseball experience and could use to 
be improved.  I don’t believe that the Trop’s physical appearance keeps people from attending 
games (and if it does, it’s most likely only has a very minimal influence), but a new stadium 
would certainly attract more fans.  Also, depending upon the new stadium’s location, it may be 
more convenient to reach than where the Trop is currently. 
 

- Demographics- This is a topic I haven’t gotten around to studying yet because 1) there’s limited 
readily available data, 2) it’d take a better statistician than me to draw conclusive results from 
this type of data, and 3) it’s a pain in the butt.  It’s quite possible that the demographic 
composition of the Tampa-St. Pete area influences the Rays’ attendance to a certain degree, as 
demographic shifts have changed attendance trends in past teams (the 1980s-1990s Expos jump 
to mind, hat tip CubsFanRaysaddict).  If nothing else, we do know that the Rays get less support 
from local companies than most other franchises, with local companies only buying one-third of 
the Rays’ total season ticket sales (compared with the average of two-thirds).  Also, the Tampa 
area, in the words of Matt Silverman, has a “…scarcity of large, corporate headquarters.” 
 



- Public Transport- Again, I don’t live in the Tampa area and I haven’t personally used their public 
transport system, but I’ve done a bit of independent research on the matter.  After consulting 
with people who do live in Tampa and looking at Tampa’s bus and subway maps myself, I’ve 
come to a conclusion: it sucks!  From what I can tell, if you want to get to the Trop from 
downtown Tampa Bay by using public transport, you’d have to transfer between at least three 
different buses and it definitely wouldn’t be a quick or easy trip.  If people are going to attend 
games at the Trop, they’re forced to drive themselves, which could limit how many people 
attend weekday games. 
 

- Economy- In case no one noticed, we’ve been in the midst of a pretty deep recession for over a 
year and the unemployment rate in Tampa-St. Pete is still 12.3% (as of November 2009).  
Despite that, the Rays were one of only eight teams to increase attendance this past season, 
while attendance league-wide shrank by over 6%.  A notable accomplishment, even if we still 
ended up with a 79 Att+. 

Phew…so there it is.  Now if you’re ever confronted by a blowhard that’s trash-talking the 
Tampa area, you’ve got all the necessary tools to rationally discuss with them the challenges 
the Rays face and why they should be optimistic.  Or, if you like, you can just slug him one.  I bet 
it’d feel really good. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Deserved Wins by Andy Hellickstone  

Taking a look back at the history of (Devil) Rays starting pitchers can be somewhat of a fool’s 
errand, in that, it may cause one to go blind from the grotesque horror show that was the first 
nine years of the organization.  Guys like Dennis Springer, John Halama, Tim Corcoran, Dewon 
Brazelton, Jae Seo, Seth McClung, Tanyon Sturtze, and Rob Bell were all counted on to take the 
ball every fifth day and give the team a chance to win.   
 
There’s varying reasons why these men were entrusted with such an important position, 
whether it be for potential or because of track record, it can be said that it was almost never 
because of star quality.  Looking back, we can see that the rotation, for many years, featured 
more patchwork than an AIDS quilt and was nearly universally as depressing.  
 
The past few seasons have given way to more optimism as slick trades and actual pitchers have 
made their way into the starting rotation, and have been, gasp, able to stay there for the most 
part.  In order to get an idea about which guys have contributed the most I went through and 
looked at every season from 1998 – 2009 from the perspective of my Deserved Wins.   
 
Clicking the link will bring you to the methodology of the workbook, but a quick synopsis is that, 
I’ve taken a look at FIP & wOBA both for our pitchers and the opposition starters.  Much like in 
the real game, a team must score more than the other to earn a win.  In these cases, I look at a 
FIP (or wOBA) by our starters for a given game and then compare that to all the FIP’s that our 
batters put on opposition pitching over the course of the year.  This spits out a percentage of 
how many times that pitcher could have expected to have done well enough to earn a win.   
 
This takes into account how good of an offense the (Devil) Rays could muster, so it is not 
surprising that teams of past that could not hit nor pitch are not going to give out many wins, 
while pitchers in more recent history might not have needed to be as good since the offense 
was there to pick up the slack.  For example, in 1999 one of our pitchers would have had to put 
up a FIP of 3.95 to be expected to get a win 55% of the time.  In 2008, an FIP of 4.02 would get a 
starter an expected winning percentage of 61%.  To rack up a lot of wins in 1998, a guy would 
have to undoubtedly be a stud pitcher.  Think Zach Greinke in 2009.   
 
Combining all the expected wins for all the years shown, we can rank each of the 66 pitchers 
that have started one of the 1,941 starts in team history.  I should mention that my formula for 
FIP uses a constant term of 3.2 for all years and my formula for wOBA does not remove 
intentional walks and does not include batters that reached on error.  You can check out the 
workbook HERE.  From this, we can see that by FIP, Scott Kazmir had the best season in Rays 
history in 2007 when he was good for 21.26 wins.  Here’s a look at the top-10 seasons by FIP: 
 
 

      

http://www.draysbay.com/2009/3/20/805184/pitcher-performance-with-n
http://spreadsheets.google.com/ccc?key=0AhdYS83t3IB7dHhUNUNHTGpYUThiUkZTMmI5Tm9tY0E&hl=en


Pitcher Year PROBw FIP 
 

Starts  
 Est. 
Wins  

Kazmir 2007 62.5% 
     
3.50  

          
34  

           
21.26  

Shields 2008 59.8% 
     
4.27  

          
33  

           
19.75  

Shields 2009 58.8% 
     
4.18  

          
33  

           
19.41  

Sonnanstine 2008 60.4% 
     
4.28  

          
32  

           
19.34  

 
Shields 

 
2007 

 
59.1% 

   
4.01  

          
31  

           
18.32  

Garza 2009 55.2% 
     
4.56  

          
32  

           
17.66  

Kazmir 2005 54.9% 
     
4.02  

          
32  

           
17.57  

Niemann 2009 53.7% 
     
4.38  

          
30  

           
16.10  

Garza 2008 50.4% 
     
4.66  

          
30  

           
15.13  

Kazmir 2006 62.4% 
     
3.81  

          
24  

           
14.98  

      I hope that people remember Kazmir for being the sunshine during some dark times instead of 
as the unreliable tease that he was over the last two seasons.  You’ll notice two entries from 
the 2007 team and maybe wonder what happened.  Well for those that can remember all the 
way back to 3 years ago, you will remember a team that hit pretty well, had two good-great 
starters, and one of the worst defenses and bullpens of all-time.  You’ll also notice that Andy 
Sonnanstine was worth over 19 wins in 2008.  Yes, FIP loves Andy, but he was pretty good.  To 
wit: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Sonnanstine - 2008 Kazmir - 2007 

PROBw  FIP  
 
Starts  

 Est. 
Wins  PROBw  FIP  

 
Starts  

 Est. 
Wins  

61% 
     
4.03  

            
1  

             
0.61  7% 

    
6.80  

            
1  

             
0.07  

32% 
     
5.37  

            
1  

             
0.32  32% 

    
4.91  

            
1  

             
0.32  

0% 
   
14.61  

            
1  

                  
-    69% 

    
3.33  

            
1  

             
0.69  

80% 
     
2.64  

            
1  

             
0.80  36% 

    
4.70  

            
1  

             
0.36  

71% 
     
3.20  

            
1  

             
0.71  30% 

    
5.00  

            
1  

             
0.30  

80% 
     
2.70  

            
1  

             
0.80  6% 

    
7.49  

            
1  

             
0.06  

74% 
     
3.03  

            
1  

             
0.74  91% 

    
2.03  

            
1  

             
0.91  

71% 
     
3.20  

            
1  

             
0.71  33% 

    
4.78  

            
1  

             
0.33  

64% 
     
3.83  

            
1  

             
0.64  71% 

    
3.20  

            
1  

             
0.71  

22% 
     
6.03  

            
1  

             
0.22  69% 

    
3.40  

            
1  

             
0.69  

99% 
     
1.00  

            
1  

             
0.99  85% 

    
2.49  

            
1  

             
0.85  

89% 
     
2.14  

            
1  

             
0.89  96% 

    
1.63  

            
1  

             
0.96  

83% 2.60  1  0.83  38% 4.60  1  0.38  

96% 
     
1.32  

            
1  

             
0.96  100% 

    
0.53  

            
1  

             
1.00  

79% 
     
2.80  

            
1  

             
0.79  3% 

    
7.87  

            
1  

             
0.03  

86% 
     
2.40  

            
1  

             
0.86  38% 

    
4.53  

            
1  

             
0.38  

84% 
     
2.49  

            
1  

             
0.84  7% 

    
6.95  

            
1  

             
0.07  

74% 
     
3.06  

            
1  

             
0.74  80% 

    
2.70  

            
1  

             
0.80  

1% 
   
10.52  

            
1  

             
0.01  69% 

    
3.40  

            
1  

             
0.69  

52% 
     
4.49  

            
1  

             
0.52  79% 

    
2.87  

            
1  

             
0.79  

30% 
     
5.45  

            
1  

             
0.30  93% 

    
1.91  

            
1  

             
0.93  



93% 
     
1.70  

            
1  

             
0.93  91% 

    
2.15  

            
1  

             
0.91  

89% 
     
2.11  

            
1  

             
0.89  99% 

    
1.03  

            
1  

             
0.99  

93% 
     
1.70  

            
1  

             
0.93  97% 

    
1.49  

            
1  

             
0.97  

20% 
     
6.20  

            
1  

             
0.20  98% 

    
1.37  

            
1  

             
0.98  

7% 
     
7.47  

            
1  

             
0.07  91% 

    
2.03  

            
1  

             
0.91  

0% 
   
11.61  

            
1  

                  
-    33% 

    
4.79  

            
1  

             
0.33  

43% 
     
4.87  

            
1  

             
0.43  93% 

    
1.95  

            
1  

             
0.93  

90% 
     
2.06  

            
1  

             
0.90  2% 

    
8.20  

            
1  

             
0.02  

83% 
     
2.53  

            
1  

             
0.83  19% 

    
5.91  

            
1  

             
0.19  

77% 
     
2.90  

            
1  

             
0.77  98% 

    
1.20  

            
1  

             
0.98  

9% 
     
6.91  

            
1  

             
0.09  100% 

    
0.53  

            
1  

             
1.00  

60% 
     
4.28  

          
32  

           
19.34  71% 

    
3.20  

            
1  

             
0.71  

    
100% 

  
(0.13) 

            
1  

             
1.00  

    
63% 

    
3.50  

          
34  

           
21.26  

 
He had stretches where he was so good at denying walks, getting K’s, and keeping the ball in 
the yard.  I’ve also included Kazmir’s 2007 for comparison.  Those with short memories have 
surely forgotten what an absolute stud he was that year.  Bear in mind, that the average FIP in 
the last column is based on an average of all the game-to-game FIP’s, not the actual FIP.  I did 
this to purposefully add weight to awful starts that will work to inflate the overall average.   
 
We can also look at the top-10 pitchers in history from the perspective of wOBA.  There will be 
an inherent bias towards pitchers that played in front of good defenses.  Across a season it’s ok 
to look at the different starters and form an opinion, but across seasons the wOBA angle leaves 
a lot to be desired since different years featured different (in)competencies of defense.  
Whereas FIP looks at the things a pitcher can control, it does not include data about balls that 
are put into play.  wOBA doesn’t focus on strikeouts, but it can be a good measure of how hard 
a guy gets hit.  Using linear weights, it can really show the difference between a start that has 
low walks and singles vs. a guy that gets wild and gives up extra bases.  I like both metrics, but 
you have to remember what, exactly, you are measuring.  Here’s the top-10: 



 

Pitcher Year PROBw 
 
wOBA  

 
Starts  

 Est. 
Wins  

Shields 2007 60.9% 
     
0.301  

          
31  

           
18.86  

Garza 2009 56.8% 
     
0.310  

          
32  

           
18.19  

Kazmir 2007 53.2% 
     
0.315  

          
34  

           
18.09  

Shields 2008 51.6% 
     
0.308  

          
33  

           
17.03  

Shields 2009 51.5% 
     
0.328  

          
33  

           
17.01  

Garza 2008 54.6% 
     
0.307  

          
30  

           
16.38  

Sonnanstine 2008 50.4% 
     
0.329  

          
32  

           
16.12  

Kazmir 2005 49.5% 
     
0.326  

          
32  

           
15.83  

Niemann 2009 51.3% 
     
0.328  

          
30  

           
15.40  

Kazmir 2008 56.8% 
     
0.319  

          
27  

           
15.33  

 
Many of the same names reappear.  From the wOBA side, James Shields is a definite stud.  Yes, 
he will give up the occasional big fly, but when he keeps the ball in the yard it is usually going to 
go for a single.  Additionally, because he works quick and keeps his pitch count down, he’s 
usually going to face a lot of batters in each outing.  For example, in 2007 Shields faced an extra 
two batters per start compared to Kazmir (28 vs. 26), and 4 more than Edwin Jackson that year.  
That’s two less batters that a situational bullpen does not have to worry about.   
 
Lastly, I wanted to take a look at career leaders in both of these metrics.  As previously 
mentioned, there was a lot of bad hitting, pitching, and fielding in the bad old days, but these 
men went out there and gutted it out.  They should be commended for doing everything they 
could to get their team a win.  Here’s the top-10 leaders in career deserved wins for both the 
FIP and wOBA metrics, as well as, an average of the two: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



FIP wOBA Average 

Pitcher Wins PROBw Pitcher Wins PROBw Pitcher 
 
Wins  Starts PROBw 

Kazmir 
   
81.7  55.6% Kazmir 

   
74.0  50.0% Kazmir 

                 
77.9  144 54.1% 

Shields 
   
67.9  56.9% Shields 

   
60.8  50.4% Shields 

                 
64.4  118 54.6% 

Sonnanstine 
   
37.8  50.6% Garza 

   
34.6  55.7% Sonnanstine 

                 
34.9  72 48.5% 

Garza 
   
32.8  52.8% Sonnanstine 

   
32.1  43.4% Garza 

                 
33.7  62 54.3% 

Rupe 
   
31.4  38.2% Rupe 

   
31.8  37.8% Rupe 

                 
31.6  83 38.1% 

Rekar 
   
30.9  37.8% Rekar 

   
30.0  37.8% Rekar 

                 
30.4  79 38.5% 

Hendrickson 
   
29.8  40.6% Hendrickson 

   
29.8  42.1% Hendrickson 

                 
29.8  74 40.3% 

Kennedy 
   
26.4  37.1% Alvarez 

   
27.4  40.6% Kennedy 

                 
26.4  72 36.7% 

Jackson 
   
26.3  36.0% Kennedy 

   
26.5  36.5% Jackson 

                 
26.0  63 41.3% 

 
I apologize for the formatting, but I wanted to showcase these side-by-side for quick reference.  
I’m sure in 20 years we’ll be talking about Kazmir, Shields, and Garza, but guys like Mark 
Hendrickson, Joe Kennedy, Edwin Jackson, Bryan Rekar, Ryan Rupe, and yes, Andy Sonnanstine 
all did everything in their power to move the team up the standings.  Now that Scotty Kazmir 
has moved on, it looks like Shields and Garza should be able to take a run at that career wins in 
the organization title that is oh so coveted around the league.  Again, check out the entire list 
on Google docs at this LINK. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://spreadsheets.google.com/ccc?key=0AhdYS83t3IB7dHhUNUNHTGpYUThiUkZTMmI5Tm9tY0E&hl=en


The Value of Rafael Soriano by Eno Sarris 

This winter produced a few acquisitions that made heads shake.  
 
Brandon Lyon to the Astros for 3 years and $15 million was so bad that Dave Cameron labeled the move 
the worst signing of the winter. Two years and $11 million for Fernando Rodney had Matt Carruth at 
FanGraphs skewering the Angels for “signing Rodney’s 2009 save percentage.”  
 
But these signings also created a little interwebbings backlash against FanGraphs’ perceived 
undervaluing of relievers. Some of the public, myself included, wondered on Twitter and on message 
boards if the was a ghost in the FanGraphs’ matrix and if the player valuations just didn’t work very well 
for relievers.  
 
That quickly prompted a response from Dave Cameron. In the response, Cameron defended the use of 
chaining to determine how much of the leverage index should go into a late-inning relievers’ value. The 
basic argument went that even though a closer’s average leverage index is around 1.8 (meaning he 
pitches in plate appearances that are about 80% more important than the average plate appearance), 
it’s not fair to give him full value for that leverage index. Basically, because of the fungibility of relievers, 
the closer would not be replaced by a league-average player, he would be replaced by the setup man, 
who would be replaced by as seventh-inning guy and so on. Therefore, the leverage index should be 
chained to figure out the true value of the closer’s leverage.  
 
The reasoning seems sound, but the fact remains that the player valuations on FanGraphs seem to 
undervalue late-inning relievers… or do they? A seeming throw-away line at the end of Cameron’s article 
was the statement that a “half dozen major league clubs are overvaluing proven relievers.” At first 
blush, that number seemed low.  
 
As a low-tech approach to testing that assertion, I took the top 100 relievers by FanGraphs’ dollar values 
and tested those values against their real-life contracts. Guess how many players were paid more than 
their value on the list? Sixteen. After a couple doubles on the list, about twelve teams are guilty of over-
valuing a relief pitcher last year. 
 
It’s not as simple as that. Of the top 100 relief pitchers by value last year, all but 26 of the relievers were 
still in the arbitration process, so in those cases, you could say it’s the arb process that is undervaluing 
them.  
 
Really, you have to look at free agent signings to see how the open market values a late-inning reliever. 
And here’s the bad news for those that like the bauble of a late-inning stopper. Of the 33 relievers that 
were on free-agent contracts in 2009, only Mark Hendrickson, Jon Rauch, Jeremy Affeldt, Arthur 
Rhodes, Kiko Calero, Rafael Betancourt, Chan Ho Park, Darren Oliver and Trevor Hoffman were worth 
their contracts. That doesn’t seem like a good success rate, especially considering some of the salaries 
and years handed out to the likes of Francisco Cordero (-$5.53 million net value) and Francisco 
Rodriguez (-$7.67 million net value). It would take a comprehensive look at salaries and other position 
players to say any more than the vague “it seems like a bad idea to pay late-inning relievers a lot of 
money.” 
 

http://www.fangraphs.com/blogs/index.php/the-worst-signing-of-the-winter
http://www.fangraphs.com/blogs/index.php/the-angels-sign-rodneys-2009-save-percentage


All of this serves as preamble (!) to a discussion of the value of the Rays’ new reliever acquisition, Rafael 
Soriano. It will all become relevant, I assure you. 
 
On the face of things, the signing seems reasonable. He’s signed for his final year of arbitration for a 
one-year, $7.25 million contract, and FanGraphs valued his performance last year at $9 million because 
of his two wins above replacement. Factoring in the fact that he’s in the final year of arbitration, where 
a player is usually paid about 80% of their market value, this contract seems right on the money, 
provided Soriano can repeat his career season. 
 
That’s where the cracks begin to form in the foundation. Soriano has averaged only about 41 innings per 
season in his career, as he’s missed significant portions of three years to injury. He’s coming off of a 
season in which he logged a career high in innings and punched out a career-high 102 batters. His nice 
3.21 BB/9 seems repeatable, given his 2.81 career rate in that category, but expecting Soriano to move 
to the tougher league and retain that 12.13 K/9 from 2009 is folly. Hoping for his career number (9.87 
K/9) would seem like a good idea. Most of the projection systems are calling for a step back in innings 
and Ks, so this seems like a commonly-held sentiment.  
 
In fact, the fans on FanGraphs are currently projecting Soriano’s combined stats to produce one-and-a-
half wins above replacement next year. The market seemed to be paying a little bit less per win this 
year, and 1.5 WAR might only be ‘worth’ $5.25 million in 2010.  
 
Uh-oh. 
 
So now we’re talking about the third-highest paid player on the Rays being a closer and closers are often 
overvalued in general. He’s coming off a career year and should regress some to career norms in key 
categories. The Rays are a small-market team that can’t afford to go wrong, and they seem to be living 
on the edge with this signing. Can Soriano really be worth $7+ million dollars next year to the Rays? 
 
Let’s call our personal closer Dave Cameron back in from the bully. He wrote a post about the marginal 
value of a win that described situations where a win would be worth more than market value to a team. 
Say your team is in a hotly-contested division. Said team has proven that they are close to the 
postseason and will post a win total in the high eighties or low nineties. This team also has a hole on the 
roster that can be filled with a short-term, high-value contract.  
 
I’d say that’s check, check and check for the Rays. If you prefer graphical representation, user 
stevesommer05 at Beyond the Box Score uses some nice graphs to outline situations where a win might 
be worth as much as $5.5 million dollars to a team expecting to win about 87 games.  
 
Now we’re talking. Now Soriano’s 1.5 wins above replacement could be worth as much as $8.25 to the 
Rays as they search for those marginal wins. While it may not be worth the money on the open market 
to every team, a short-term contract for a high-leverage late-inning reliever with excellent strikeout 
ability might be just what the Rays need to make another run late into the fall in 2010. 
 
At the very least, Rays’ fans should enjoy their fancy bauble for a year. 
 
Eno Sarris writes on FanGraphs.com, RotoExperts.com, GodBlessBuckner.com, and 
FantasyLoungeSports.com. 
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The Rays & The Dow by Tommy Bennett 

For many expansion teams, the first taste of playoff baseball has come too early, and the 
waters of fan support have failed to rise accordingly. The Marlins, World Series champions in 
1997, just four plus years after their first game, alienated fans with their knee jerk fire sale. The 
Rockies made the playoffs even sooner, losing a four game NLDS to the Braves in 1995. They, 
too, lost fans as they failed to replicate the success of the Blake Street Bombers in subsequent 
years. The Arizona Diamondbacks, the fastest expansion team to win a World Series, stood right 
on the edge of the abyss. After their tremendous success in 2001, the Diamondbacks 
floundered for five seasons before returning to the playoffs in 2007. The interim tested the 
limits of Arizona fans. 
 
Other expansion teams have leveraged their first postseason appearances into lasting, 
franchise-building moments. The 1969 Miracle Mets loom large in the memories of their fans 
not only because their success was so improbable, but also because the Mets returned to the 
playoffs in ("Ya Gotta Believe!") 1973. That second playoff run, though not as memorable as the 
first, played an important role in cementing the memory of the first.  
 
We can tell two stories about the early years of an expansion franchise, then. One story is 
about how they got to the playoffs for the first time. This is a story of team assembly, of smart 
drafts, and of shrewd free agent acquisitions. But we can tell another story about how 
expansion franchises cope with the playoff hangover, how they do battle with the mighty and 
impersonal forces of attrition and regression.  
 
Arrested Development 
 
The early years of the Devil Rays were a reflection of the times. Yes, I mean in part to invoke the 
questionable color palate and the aging hitters (average batter age, '98-'00: 29, 30, 30). But I 
also mean to point out that the Devil Rays were never anything more than a reflection. In those 
early years, they were agreeing to play by the rules of the more successful and established 
teams in their division. Somewhat predictably, they did not thrive under this approach. A forty-
something Wade Boggs is not the path to repeatable success. 
 
Perhaps the most important cultural development of the late 1990s was the massive growth of 
the internet. The internet not only penetrated more and more aspects of daily life, it also drove 
one of the most sustained periods of economic growth in recent history. On the day Vince 
Naimoli's group was awarded an expansion franchise (March 9, 1995), the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average stood at 3983.39. By the time the Devil Rays played (and lost) their first game at home 
against the Tigers (March 31, 1998), the Dow Jones had more than doubled to reach 8799.81. 
Unfortunately, the debut of the new club had come too late to benefit directly from the 
explosive growth in the economy. 
 



Keeping Up With the Joneses 
 
Every once in a great while, someone says something that is so inadvertently honest it slaps you 
in the face. In 2005, then-GM Chuck LaMar dumbfounded observers from all walks of life when 
he observed of his ward: 
 
"The only thing that keeps this organization from being recognized as one of the finest in 
baseball is wins and losses at the major-league level." 
 
The great virtue of statements that are this unabashedly honest is that they very often turn out 
to be true. One wonders, observing now in retrospect, if LaMar realized he was marking a great 

inflection point in the trajectory of the team that (at that point) no other man had run. Here, a 
chart of Rays wins by year will help to illustrate. 
 

 
 
The year before LaMar's famous pronouncement was the team's first 70-win season. The 
emergence of Baldelli, Crawford, Huff, Kazmir, Cantu, and Gomes signaled that the desperation 

of an earlier era was coming to an end. Of course, 2005 was LaMar's last season as GM, and he 
was replaced by Andrew Friedman and his merry band of private equity experts. LaMar did not 
get to experience the rise that his tin-eared comment had augured.  
 
The replacement of LaMar with Friedman was not an accident and it did not happen in a 
vacuum. In May 2004, Stuart Sternberg (a former partner at Goldman Sachs) purchased a 
controlling interest in the Devil Rays franchise from Naimoli and his group. On Wall Street, it is 
just as good to move against the market as to move with it, so long as you have planned 
accordingly. Here's a deep puzzle, in the form of a chart. This chart is very similar to the wins 
chart from above. However, I have added a series representing the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average in the last week of the year (this corresponds to the left hand scale). I have simply 
placed the two lines on top of one another. 



 

 
 
The most immediately striking thing about this chart is how closely the Rays' win totals track 
the year-end Dow. Now, I don't think anything voodoo is happening here, and the 
correspondence is almost certainly a result of some convenient axis shifting and line placement 
(guilty as charged). But look again at the moment when Stu Sternberg took the reins of the 
Rays, in mid-2004. It is at that point that an opposite, but equally striking, trend takes hold. 
After years of moving in lockstep with the economy, the Rays fortunes began to appear 
countercyclical. 
 
I don't think the Rays season win totals have any predictive value for the economy as a whole; 
that is not the point of this exercise. Further, it isn't the case that the team's payroll was 
countercyclical (indeed, 2009 was a team record in that regard). I think more than anything, the 
chart reminds us by crude analogy of two things. First, ownership matters. Sternberg, through 
his management and hiring, has made the team more efficient. But second, it reminds us that a 
successful team under conditions of extreme scarcity should not (and really, cannot) operate 
like its less-restricted competition. To buy into the prevailing wisdom is to fall in lockstep with 
the market logic of the game.  
 
What's Past is Prologue 
 
The alternative, however, is not a land of rainbows and lollipops. The alternative to the cold 



realities of payroll magnitude is creative reinvention. Put another way, to survive, a team like 
the Rays must constantly destroy and renew itself. The old Carlos Peña was cheap; the new 
Carlos Peña is signing elsewhere. The old Carl Crawford represented (finally!) wins at the major 
league level; the new Carl Crawford is already being measured for pinstripes.  
 
The process of creative destruction can be done a) poorly but with fan support (Rockies), b) 
well but without any fan support (Marlins), c) poorly without fan support (Diamondbacks), or d) 
well and with fan support. That last one is nice work if you can get it. The Rays have one more 
season before that moment of reckoning comes; one last season to keep the band together. 
After this year, the contracts of Peña, Crawford, Burrell, and Rafael Soriano (combined, 
approximately $36 million of salary) expire. There are already indications that Sternberg, 
Friedman & Co. would like to liquidate their assets at the height of the market.  
 
The Rays fortunes, like the fortunes of the economy, are extremely difficult to predict: one 
could just as easily imagine them winning 80 games as 100. However important the 2008 
season was for the Rays franchise, the legacy of 2008 is not set in stone. The 2010 and 2011 
seasons may do as much to cement that feeling as Matt Garza's performance in Game 7 of the 
2008 ALCS. Another playoff berth would lock-in and multiply the good feelings; it would solidify 
the fan base; it would announce baseball's longevity in Florida. A decline back to baseball's 
second tier would at least have the potential to cause lasting harm to the franchise.  
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Buchholz High Missile Crisis by R.J. Anderson 

The Rays inability to sign their top two draft picks in 2009 deserves more than a cursory glance. The 
game of chicken between the Rays and LeVon Washington’s agent, Scott Boras, are worth examining. 
During the Cold War, the standoff between Washington, D.C. and the Soviet Union teetered near 
catastrophic ends.  The phrase brinkmanship was thereby coined. The term is defined, courtesy of the 
good folks at Merriam-Webster, as “*The+ art or practice of pushing a dangerous situation or 
confrontation to the limit of safety especially to force a desired outcome.”  
 
Not to compare a potential nuclear holocaust with failure to sign a baseball player. After all, if John F. 
Kennedy were competing with the New York Yankees and Boston Red Sox he probably would have 
altered his actions too. The Rays held steady in their offer and watched the premise of signing 
Washington go up in flames like Elijah. How does one examine the situation? The logical starting place is 
to look at this from either side’s perspective.  
 
The Rays’ point of view 
 
Boston selects before the Rays and by doing so select 18-year-old Reymond Fuentes from Puerto Rico. 
Pre-draft reports pegged Fuentes as one of the Rays targets at pick 30, with him off the board the hot 
name is powerful catcher Tommy Joseph buzz like a queen bee’s cell phone. The pick comes in quickly 
and the name LeVon Washington is erased on dry-erase boards across the nation. A speedy local 
centerfielder with a commitment to the University of Florida, Washington invokes comparisons to 
Johnny Damon and Luis Castillo. Labrum surgery held him out of action and there are questions as to 
whether he’s a centerfielder or second baseman in the Majors.  
 
Washington is evidently thrilled with the potential of being part of the Rays’ organization. Soon after, 
Washington is interviewed during the Rays’ telecast, speaking of how he yearns to quickly sign and 
report. Washington’s agent, the infamous Scott Boras, has other ideas. Boras’ routinely asks (and 
delivers) on over-slot payments. This case will be no different than the other half-dozen Boras will 
encounter in this draft. Boras and Washington hold leverage in the sense that Washington can still play 
college ball with the Gators and re-enter the draft years later.  
 
This possibility within itself depends on the cost/benefit analysis Boras and Washington have done. 
Mostly Boras, since it seems unlikely a player would admit that three seasons from now he would be 
worthy of a worse draft position. News that Washington is ineligible to attend U.F. does not become 
public until the morning of the signing deadline. This effectively limits Washington to a junior college (in 
which he would be allowed to re-enter the draft twelve months afterwards) or signing.  
 
Baseball America estimated slot value at pick 30 just shy of $1.1M, which is what Camp Washington will 
claim the Rays offered (and wouldn’t budge on) despite a pre-draft agreement. Regardless of the validity 
of the statement, the Rays offer came down to their perceived value of Washington versus that of 
receiving a pick of similar depth in next year’s draft. There are at least a half-dozen variables to account 
for in trying to measure something like this. Not the least of which is just how the Rays felt about 
Washington.  
 



Sources with knowledge of the draft budget and proceedings described like this: “We spent $6M on 
*David+ Price and *Tim+ Beckham’s signing bonuses, let’s take that money and get a handful of guys 
instead of just one.” Failure to sign either of their top picks landed the Rays amongst the teams who 
spent the fewest dollars on the 2009 class, a departure from their usual high-spender status in the world 
of amateur talent. To their credit, they would sign risky picks like Las Vegas first baseman Jeff Malm, 
Texas outfielder Todd Glaesmann, and catcher Luke Bailey. The Rays hold intent in signing nearly every 
selection they make, including Washington and second rounder Kenny Diekroeger (who choose a 
Stanford education over the minors) however the disconnect in money demanded and money offered 
seemed to differ by more than a few hundred thousand.  
 
It’s possible the main difference in evaluations is simply the future value of LeVon Washington. Or, to be 
more precise, the future draft value. After all, if Washington and Boras conceded that Washington, 
however his career may play out, is unlikely to raise his stock from the bottom of the first round, then 
signing for slot makes more sense than going to Junior College for a year and trying the entire process all 
over again. It’s time to look at this through Washington and Boras’ perspective.  
 
Boras’/Washington’s point of view 
 
Coming off a labrum issues, Washington’s best and most secure asset were his legs. Scouting reports 
pegged his plate discipline and presence as that of a prototypical leadoff hitter. The questions were 
whether he could play center or second and whether his arm would recover strength. As seen with 
numerous players over the years, labrum injuries to throwing arms take some time to fully heal from. By 
giving the Rays the ultimatum to pay Washington over-slot by x amount of dollars, or otherwise enjoy as 
he played and re-entered the draft later, Camp Washington gambled that Washington’s stock would rise 
naturally alongside his health.  
 
Clearly it’s too soon to say whether this strategy will work. The gamble of re-entering the draft a year 
later is riskier than most would like to acknowledge. Reputations for tough signs can cause teams to pass 
on potentially better talents for more favorable signs and there’s always the time value of money. The 
slot money for pick 30 next year may be increments higher than it was in 2009, but it will likely be less 
valuable since it would be paid 12 months later.  
 
Using the present value formula: PV=FV/(1+i)^n where i represents the interest rate while n is the 
period deferment number, one can find out that a million dollars one year from now with a 5% discount 
rate is worth. The answer is nearly $50K less in present day value; or roughly $950K. If Washington 
receives a $1.5M signing bonus next draft, the value will be akin to $1.43M in 2009 draft dollars.  
 
The incentive for Boras is to get his clients the most money in order to maximize his earnings. Truth be 
told, he can sustain the lost value through waiting an additional year or three than most of the draftee 
families. It would seem that most fans view Boras as a ruthless mercenary out for himself while turning 
their beloved hometown heroes into greedy bags of filth. That’s just the Major League view of him. 
Making 17-19-year-old high school baseball players hold out for more cash is about as evil in American 
as selling nubile daughters to foreign lands as mail-order brides.  
 
Even so, the work Boras is doing has to be done from the player’s perspective. $400K is no small sum of 
cash, no matter the person, however relative to the earnings Major League teams make off players. At 
the worst levels, it’s almost akin to indentured servitude. Washington may never reach the Majors, and 



if he does, he may never reach free agent status. This is his best shot at setting him for life. Perhaps the 
difference between $1.1M and $1.5M is greed. Or maybe it’s added security during uncertain times.  
 
The truth is we know not of the validity of either premise involved. Maybe the Rays did promise 
Washington an amount before the draft that exceeds their final offer, or maybe they didn’t. In the end it 
comes down to whether Washington progresses as a baseball player, not as a person. It’s impossible to 
tell the motives of a person on whether they sign or do not sign for a certain amount of money. Yet, this 
happens annually. If the player doesn’t sign, he is labeled and treated like a villain; something less than a 
human being just wanting to be paid his just worth.  
 
If Washington goes in the top-half of the first round in 2010, good for him; if not, it shouldn’t be 
celebrated as something to be proud of. It’s a shame that Washington isn’t a Ray at this moment and all 
you can do is hope that everything works out for the young man and the Rays. That there are no losers 
or villains in this resolution is the best possible result, but unfortunately probably not the best result 
possible.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



Ace of the Rays by Tommy Rancel 

As the ace of the 2008 American League East Champion Tampa Bay Rays' James Shields was introduced 
to the league as the rest of the world on the game's biggest stage. However, unlike most ace pitchers 
who get credit for leading their teams to success, Shields' playoff notoriety came largely because of a 
nickname that was bestowed on him in the lower levels of the minor leagues.  
  
I'm sure you all remember the mini hysteria over moniker "Big Game James" that came to light during 
the 2008 playoffs. Many national pundits and talking heads turned up the snark meter when talking 
about a "Big Game James" who had never won a big game at the major league level. I'm not disputing 
the fact that the nickname was a little goofy and it's true that Shields doesn't have a bloody sock game 
to his credit, but what is not a joke is the fact that James Shields is an ace; the first true ace in Tampa 
Bay's history. 
  
If you would query a room of casual observers of baseball on who the ace of the Tampa Bay Rays has 
been over the last few seasons most would quickly answer with Scott Kazmir. One could pose a pretty 
good argument for that. Acquired in one of the franchises' best moves, Kazmir career with the Rays 
started with tremendous promise. It wouldn't take long before he was the team's opening day starter 
and not too long after that his left arm would be rewriting the young franchises' record book. 
  
A two-time All-Star in his five-plus seasons with Tampa Bay, Kazmir remains atop many of the important 
records people look at to determine the most successful pitchers in the team's history. Traded in late 
August to the Los Angeles Angels, Kid K is still the franchise leader in starts (144), wins (55), innings 
pitched (834.0), strikeouts (874) and adjusted ERA+ (114). Quite a resume given the team's losing history 
and the long trail of failed starters before him. 
  
For all those accomplishments, Kazmir's tenure with the Rays will largely be remembered for what could 
have been or what we think should have been. For all the hype that came with Kazmir, his true potential 
was never reached. I'll be the first to tell you that in 2005-2007, Kazmir was the ace of the staff. He 
averaged nearly 180 innings and an FIP nearly 3.50 for those three seasons. However, those seasons 
would be the peak of the young lefties career with the Rays. The last two seasons for him were largely 
mired by inconsistency and injuries. Tossing a little over 260 innings in 2008 and 2009 for Tampa Bay, 
his  FIP rose to a replacement level like 4.5. 
  
Despite the last two seasons, and the partial disappointment of never becoming that dominant ace 
many expected, Kazmir was/is still regarded as the best pitcher in Rays' history; I, on the other 
hand, disagree with this sentiment. When I think of the best pitcher to ever don the green and white 
and then the blue and white, I think of one name...James Shields. 
  
Since 2007, Shields has widely been considered the Robin to Kazmir's Batman. Shields wasn't blessed 
with the natural stuff as Kazmir and upon arrival to the Rays rotation, there was no cries out to the 
heavens to thank the baseball gods for a savior. Despite the lack of fan fare, the one known as "Big 
Game" has steadily produced alongside his left-handed comrade. If you look at Kazmir's records there is 
one name that follows him like a shadow. 
  



Ranking second on the team's All-Time list in starts (118), wins (43), innings pitched (774.1), strikeouts 
(615) and adjusted ERA+ (112) is James Shields. That's right, the 16th round pick in the 2000 draft out of 
Newhall, California is poised to do some record writing of his own. If Shields has been anything over the 
past three seasons, it has been consistent. Since 2007, he has thrown 215 innings twice and set a career 
high of 219 this past year. In 2008 and 2009 he posted identical .292 BABIPs and his FIP over the past 
three years is just under 3.90. Along with Roy Halladay, he is just one of two American League starter to 
top the 4 WAR mark in each of the past three years. Thanks to Halladay's move to to the senior circuit, if 
he does top 4 WAR again 2010, he will be the only AL starter to reach the threshold in each of the last 
four years. 
  
Thanks to that consistent performance, projecting Shields' 2010 should be easy. Despite being an above 
average pitcher over he last three seasons, Shields hasn't exactly racked up the wins he should have. 
Nonetheless, you can pencil him in for at least 12 wins which would tie Kazmir for the All-Time lead. If 
Shields gets any kind of run support, he is very likely to pass the mark he shares with Rolando Arrojo and 
Edwin Jackson for the single-season win record of 14.  
  
Beyond wins, Shields is almost a lock for 200 innings and given the fact that he only trails Kazmir by 60 
innings, that record will likely be his by June 1 at the latest. Shields has been able to rack up all those 
innings by averaging 32 starts a year since 2007. All he needs in 27 to take yet another record from Kid 
K. As mentioned, Kazmir owns superior stuff to his average tossing right-handed pal. This is why it is no 
surprise that Kazmir holds a 259 strikeout advantage over Shields. Shields has never topped 185 
strikeouts in a season, so that record is likely in Kazmir's possession until some time in 2011. To satisfy 
my sabermetric urges after all this walk of regular wins, Kazmir was worth a 16.7 WAR in his five plus 
years with Tampa Bay. Shields has been worth 14.7 in his three and a half big league career. Regardless 
of your horse in this race, Shields will easily pass Kazmir in terms of WAR this year; another feather in 
the navy blue cap worn by #33. 
  
There is another element to Shields being the best pitcher in the team's brief history. He is truly a home 
grown talent unlike Kazmir. Drafted by the Devil Rays in 2000, Shields worked his way through the 
organization. He battled injuries along the way, and was never considered a top prospect, yet nearly 10 
years after he signed his first contract, Shields is on the verge of all everything I've mentioned above. 
The Rays have had others try and become the first home grown starting pitcher to have major league 
success but names like: McClung, Waechter, Standridge, Kennedy, Brazelton and others have failed for a 
variety of reasons. 
  
Signed in the 2008 offseason to one of the best contract you never hear about outside of Tampa Bay, 
Shields could be in a Rays uniform through the 2014 season. Looking at the extrapolated career 
projections of the ZiPs system, Shields is on pace for 160 wins. While I rather not speculate on his final 
number, it is likely that one day over the next five years, Shields will be making a run for win #100 in a 
Rays uniform. I know wins are not a true talent indicator, but they still mean a lot to a large number of 
baseball fans and a Rays' pitcher approaching the century mark with the franchise will likely be a big 
deal to the locals.  
  
Personally, I don't need wins to know that Shields is the ace of my favorite team. Beyond the standard 
and sabermetric numbers, to the mark of a true ace is the feeling that your team will win or at least has 
a good chance to win every time that pitcher is on the mound; I get that feeling when James 
Shields takes the ball every five days. I have no doubts that as more naturally talented arms pass 
through the system like David Price, Wade Davis and Jeremy Hellickson, that one day Shields will no 



longer sit atop Mount Tropicana. However, while we still have him here and while he still has a ways to 
climb to reach the summit, please take a minute to enjoy the first true ace in the franchise's history. 
After all, you only get one first time.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A Divisional Preview by Marc Normandin 

When the 2009 season began, the American League East looked like a three-team race. This 
potential excitement turned into a two-team race that was, in actuality, just the New York 
Yankees steamrolling everyone while the Red Sox played lucky ball and the Rays not so lucky 
ball. The Bombers were the superior club, and as the best team in baseball11, deserved to be 
World Champions as they were crowned.  

Both of the losing front offices realized their team's true talent level though, and made 
levelheaded, productive decisions over the winter--these additions and subtractions to the 
lineup, rotation and bullpen made both clubs stronger and more prepared for the task of taking 
down the Yanks. New York was also busy making moves, but whether they did enough to stay 
ahead of the competition or were simply running in place to match last year's effort is to be 
seen. 

We could spend time talking about the other two teams in the division, the Toronto Blue Jays 
and the Baltimore Orioles, but we could also do the Cliff's Notes version of their off-seasons to 
save time. The Orioles have an exciting young core, and there are reasons to believe they will 
contend in the near future, but 2010 is a tad optimistic on that front. The Jays have a brand 
new general manager and shifted around a lot of bodies--including that of perennial ace, Roy 
Halladay--in an effort to rebuild, so expecting them to compete is asking too much. They 
struggled to overtake New York and Boston when they had one of the best pitching staffs and 
defenses in the league--now they are weak in both areas, though their lineup is much 
improved. Either way, neither team is part of the 2010 discussion, despite their potentially 
bright futures. 

With that out of the way, let's turn our focus to the three clubs that may very well all be 
fighting for one or two playoff spots come year's end. The Yankees did not need to do much to 
their club, but they made moves anyways, which should come as a surprise to no one. Hideki 
Matsui was not brought back, and Johnny Damon also seems to have been relieved of his 
pinstripes. Melky Cabrera was dealt to the Braves in a deal we'll talk about momentarily, 
leaving just Nick Swisher and Brett Gardner as the sole returning outfielders for the champs. 
This situation was quickly rectified when the Yankees stuck their nose and prospects into a 
three-team deal that netted them Curtis Granderson from the Tigers. At worst, Granderson will 
be able to replicate Damon's production, and he should provide a defensive boost as well, so 
this was a deal that made the Yankees at least slightly better, at best wins better. 

                                                 

11
 The best team does not always win. Rather, the team who wants it more, or who has a story 

of perseverance (real or contrived) that can be repeated over and over again by generic on-air 
personalities, generally wins. Everyone else loses. 

 



Nick Johnson was brought in to replace Matsui as the DH--staying off of the field should keep 
him healthy, and even with his power outage from 2009 his bat had value thanks to his patient 
eye. The last major move was the deal to Atlanta mentioned earlier--the Braves sent Javier 
Vazquez, one of the best pitchers in the National League last year (and a former Yankee) to 
New York, where he will now be the third or fourth most important starter in the rotation. This 
is almost too depressing to write about, even though pitching in the American League, and in a 
hitter-friendly park, should do some damage to Vazquez' numbers, the fact that he is buried in 
the rotation behind other quality arms is maddening when you're a fan of one of the other 
guys.  

You have to remember a few things about New York's 2009 though. Almost everything went 
right for that team--Derek Jeter came back from one of the worst offensive seasons of his 
career to have an MVP-caliber season, Jorge Posada, who looked old and on a downward slide 
himself, came out swinging and had a great season at the plate, A.J. Burnett only kind of drove 
his fans and the team insane with his talent/production ratio: the list goes on. Banking on all of 
that to happen again is asking too much--take a look at the projected standings from any 
forecasting system, and you'll see what I mean. The Yanks had to take a step forward in order 
to avoid the full brunt of their inevitable steps back.  

The Rays went about upgrading their roster in much more subtle ways. They traded Akinori 
Iwamura to the Pirates to open room for Ben Zobrist at second base, which also opened right 
field for Matt Joyce and his bat. Kelly Shoppach was acquired to try to stem the flow of suck 
from catcher, as Dioner Navarro struggled to reproduce his 2008 success.12 The other sources 
of upgrades in the lineup are going to come from players who are already there--Evan Longoria 
should continue to improve as he moves towards his peak years, B.J. Upton, who should have a 
healthy shoulder this year, has left himself room to improve over the last two injury-plagued 
seasons, and with Sean Rodriguez around (or, conversely, the team's known willingness to go 
defense first in right field) I find it hard to believe the club will put up with Pat Burrell as the DH 
all season if he continues to hit like a middle infielder.  

The pitching also saw some upgrades via transaction and promotion, with Rafael Soriano the 
most significant name added to the roster. Soriano gives the team a True Closer type, which 
while not entirely necessary for that specific purpose (see: Rays, 2008-2009) fits the pen well 
due to the abundance of quality options already available for the middle innings and high 
leverage situations. Other than that, the Rays are expecting better things from David Price as 
the third man in the rotation behind James Shields and Matt Garza, a formidable 1-2 punch. 
Then you have Jeff Niemann and Andy Sonnanstine--Niemann probably can't be as good as he 
was in 2009, but Sonnanstine probably won't be as bad. If one of them slips up though, Wade 
Davis is waiting to take over--according to scouts, projection systems, R.J. Anderson, the KGB 

                                                 

12
 And the award for understatement of the annual goes to... 



question and answer texting service, and yes, even both Democrats and Republicans think that 
this is a good thing.  

The one area of concern is with Jason Bartlett. He won't hit as well as he did in 2009--he didn't 
even hit as well as he did in 2009 during the second half--so the Rays may need a return to form 
by Upton or the upgrade of Joyce just to get back to where they were in some regards. This is 
why if Pat the Bat goes flat they need to replace him--they already spent a significant chunk of 
the offseason trying to do just that, so they may as well keep at it. All in all though, the Rays 
club stepping onto the field to begin the season is better than last year's, and that team was an 
88-90 win team despite their less impressive final record of 84-78. 

Finally, we have the Red Sox, who were the busiest of the AL East clubs in the winter of 2009-
2010. Boston somehow won 95 games in 2009, in spite of a pitching staff that never settled on 
a fifth starter, injuries, Jason Varitek, Julio Lugo, 300+ plate appearances from Nick Green, one 
of the worst defenses in the majors, half-a-productive year from David Ortiz--there was far too 
much to complain about for this team to have legitimately been a 95-win club. In truth, they 
wer closer to the Rays, in the 88-90 win range, and based on the moves made by the front 
office, you know Theo Epstein and Co. were aware of that fact. 

Gone is Jason Bay and his bat, replaced by Mike Cameron's combination of defense and power. 
That signing shifts Jacoby Ellsbury to left, where his defense should be plus-plus while his bat 
should be average. It's hard to believe that Jacoby Ellsbury: Left Fielder = Jason Bay, but it's 
close enough to get away with when you're upgrading with Cameron at the same time. Marco 
Scutaro was acquired to replace the Julio Lugo/Jed Lowrie/Nick Green/Alex Gonzalez 
ridiculousness at shortstop--even if he hits closer to 2008 than 2009, he's going to be an 
upgrade over that tired foursome. Adrian Beltre and his potentially rebounding bat were signed 
to replace the now one-legged Mike Lowell at third. Even with Beltre's struggles, his defense 
made him more valuable than Lowell in 2009, meaning a return to form at the plate would 
make him a serious upgrade.  

All of those players are quality defenders, some of them wonderful ones, meaning that you can 
expect the Sox defense to jump back into the top five or so in Defensive Efficiency this year, 
rather than the bottom five as they found themselves in 2009. This should stabilize the 
rotation, making things easier on staff co-aces Jon Lester and Josh Beckett, while also giving 
Daisuke Matsuzaka the wiggle room he needs to get away with the mistakes he makes. Clay 
Buchholz should continue to develop into the starter many analysts and scouts believe he can 
be--he's their #3 pitcher, in this contributor's mind--and the acquisition of John Lackey helps 
give the Red Sox arguably the best rotation in the league, rivaled only by the two other pitching 
staffs we've already discussed in this space. 

It's difficult to determine just who is going to come away as the division winner, as all three 
teams are close enough in talent that any order of finish is as possible as another. Sure, the 
Yankees and Red Sox may be a smidge better than the Rays given they are relying less on 
upside and rebounding, but as 2009 showed us, you don't need to be as good as your record in 



order to post it (or as bad either)--the Yankees were not a 103 win team, the Red Sox were not 
a 95 win club, and the Rays were certainly better than their 84 wins. Could 2010 finish much 
like 2009, with one team outpacing the others, ahead of even the most optimistic projections? 
Of course it could--this is baseball, and things like that are why we watch. Just kick back and 
know that 2010 is going to be a fantastic season for fans of American League East teams, even if 
you're one of the cellar dwellers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Fantasy Section by Jason Collette  

The rapid success the Rays have found on the field these past two seasons has also been 
noticed in the realm of fantasy baseball these days. For most of the history of this franchise, 
fantasy players focused on grabbing Carl Crawford, Scott Kazmir, and maybe Aubrey Huff while 
hoping to avoid most every other pitcher on the staff save whoever owned the closer role. In 
2008, it became safe to own James Shields and B.J. Upton and in just two seasons, Evan 
Longoria is now being taken ahead of Carl Crawford in some leagues. Additionally, it is quite 
possible that all five Rays starters could be taken in mixed league formats in 2010 – a notion 
that would have been laughed at even last year. Just last year in the infamous A.L. Tout Wars 
draft that has fantasy dignitaries such as Ron Shandler, Matthew Berry, and Jeff Erickson, I 
grabbed Ben Zobrist as my middle infielder for $2. Needless to say, the days of grabbing Rays 
players at a discount are over.  
 
As I warned you all last year, it is very important to use your head and not your heart when 
drafting Rays players in your fantasy leagues. It is natural for any Rays fan to be optimistic, even 
overtly optimistic, when considering drafting a Ray. For each guy (me) that is sour on Pat 
Burrell, there is someone out there who thinks he will return to his previous power glory. That 
said, isn’t it nice that Burrell and Navarro are the only players currently on the 25 man roster 
that are generating negative talk? Think back to just three years ago when most of us were 
walking around like the two guys in the movie Major League and saying, “these guys suck!”  
 
The overly aggressive style of Joe Maddon is a benefit to the Rays in fantasy baseball because 
his style fuels the steals department. Steals are not all about a player’s speed; managerial 
tendencies also have a strong influence on how often a player will run. Maddon has even sent 
Burrell and Navi in motion on the basepaths so he rarely lets an opportunity to move 
baserunners go by. Crawford, BJ, Bartlett, and Zobrist all stole at least 10 bases last year while 
Longoria and Iwamura just missed the cut. Factor in the likely appearance of Desmond Jennings 
in 2010 and Matt Joyce and the Rays could have as many as seven players with 10 or more 
steals in 2010. While steals are plenty on our roster, batting average is not. Crawford and 
Bartlett fueled that category last season but players like Upton, Burrell, Navarro, and Pena 
really hurt fantasy players with terrible batting averages. Home runs, runs, RBI, and steals are 
all over this roster but this is not where you want to look for batting average help. 
 
On the pitching side of the equation, it is tough to excel when you’re pitching in the AL East 
most years and this year is no easier. The Yankees have reloaded with Curtis Granderson, Nick 
Johnson, and Marcus Thames while Boston adds Mike Cameron, Adrian Beltre, and Marco 
Scutaro. Baltimore has added Miguel Tejada and Garrett Atkins to a young core of talent that is 
only going to get better while Toronto is still trying to figure out how to construct their lineup. 
Needless to say, the division has not gotten any tougher. ERA’s are going to be tough for the 
Rays with the division and the fact 3/5ths of the rotation has a year of major league experience 
or less. The addition of Rafael Soriano should help the bullpen do a better job of holding leads 



for the starters as J.P. Howell, Dan Wheeler, and Grant Balfour can be used earlier in games and 
the club is not starting out the season with a questionable closer for the first time in a few 
seasons. There is not a #1 fantasy option on the Rays in any league format while Shields and 
Garza are rather low end #2s. All five Rays starters are obviously rosterable in AL Only leagues 
but in a standard 12 team mixed league, Shields, Garza, and Niemann are safe picks while Price 
and Davis present risk as well as upside. If Price’s K/9 does not rebound or if Davis reverts back 
to his high walk rates of the minors, they could hurt a mixed league pitching staff.  
 
The table below reflects the players Average Draft Position from MockDraftCentral.com as well 
as their Mixed League value (M$) and AL Only League Value (AL$) according to the Fanball 
projections that I help put together. All 3 formats assume a 12 team league and the auction 
values assume a $260 draft budget: 
 

Hitting Projections and Values 
 

Player MDC M$ AL$ AB R HR RBI SB AVG 

Aybar - - - 299 45 10 42 3 .258 

Bartlett 104 $8 $16 500 84 6 48 23 .286 

Brignac - - - 100 12 2 10 1 .230 

Burrell 332 $2 $11 451 75 23 76 0 .246 

Crawford 16 $29 $30 558 98 13 69 50 .305 

Joyce 330 - $7 261 38 14 46 4 .261 

Kapler - - $3 200 30 6 29 4 .270 

Longoria 10 $24 $27 574 96 36 118 10 .286 

Navarro 331 - $2 228 31 5 26 2 .254 

Pena 78 $12 $18 486 83 38 103 2 .239 

Perez - - - 120 17 1 10 8 .242 

Rodriguez - - - 203 25 7 27 1 .207 

Shoppach 324 - $6 296 43 16 51 0 .240 

Upton 60 $17 $22 538 91 11 69 43 .262 

Zobrist 58 $19 $23 496 86 28 94 15 .284 

 
Willy Aybar: Aybar’s value comes from his positional flexibility as he enters the season 
qualifying at 1B, 2B, MI, and CI and will pick up 3B eligibility during the 2010 season as he fell 
just two games short of the 20 games needed last year. He is more valuable from the middle 
infield positions with his pop and he does better with more playing time. When he got playing 
time in May, June, and September, he hit .294/.377/.477 and hit 9 homers with 33 RBI but 
when Maddon sparingly used him in other months, that line fell to .172/.234/.293 in 110 plate 
appearances. The only way Aybar earns more value is if someone gets hurt and none of us want 
to see that happen. 
 
Jason Bartlett: This is the regression I worry most about as it is the most obvious one on the 
roster. Bartlett had just about every single thing work in his favor last year from BABIP to LD% 



and he had a career year. He also doubled his walk rate from 2008 and spiked his OBP nearly 70 
points which gave him all of those opportunities to run. The problem is, when a guy has that 
type of year at 30, they very rarely repeat it. I think the front office was thinking that too since 
Bartlett was only given arbitration after failed talks at a longer term extension. Shortstop is 
rather thin in 2010 so Bartlett will still have decent value, but anyone betting on another .300 
average with all of those runs and steals will be disappointed. Additionally, keep an eye on his 
K% which has worsened each of the last four seasons.  
 
Reid Brignac: Like Aybar, Brignac only has value if Bartlett is injured or traded. I expect Brignac 
to get time at both middle infield positions but given the fact he does have another option 
remaining, he could also go back to Durham for a third straight season. Scouts continue to talk 
about his power potential but that just has not translated into his stat line and his glove work 
remains ahead of what he has been able to show with his bat so far. Certainly, the addition of 
Sean Rodriguez only muddies Brignac’s immediate future as both could serve in the same type 
of utility role. Brignac’s status is helped more by the fact that this could very well be Bartlett’s 
last season with the Rays. 
 
Pat Burrell: Six straight seasons of Isolated Power growth came to a screeching halt in 2009 as 
Burrell battled upper back issues in the first half of the season. He maintained a strong walk 
rate but struck out more than he had since the 2004 season. Can he bounce back? Burrell 
definitely owns old man skills and was already a three true outcome player. He only qualifies at 
DH which makes him a later pick in mixed leagues as most drafters like to keep that utility spot 
open and the same goes for AL leagues that require a DH position. He only helps in two 
categories while hurting you in steals, runs, and batting average because he is slower than 
traffic on the Howard-Frankland bridge during rush hour. I expect him to rebound somewhat, 
but I do not expect him to hit 30 homers again in his career.  
 
Carl Crawford: He is entering the perfect storm for an athlete – a contract year for a player just 
into the start of his statistical prime age years. 2009 was nearly identical to his 2006 that got 
everyone excited for his future except Crawford posted his best walk rate of his career which 
fueled a career high .359 OBP. He is a five-category contributor but if he could get his OBP up 
closer to .380, he would be a lock for 100 runs and could win the AL stolen base crown since 
Ellsbury is expected to regress in 2010. His current ADP of 16 presents a bargain because 
Crawford has the potential of finishing 2010 in the top ten. If Upton improves in front of him 
out of the leadoff position, that will only enhance Crawford’s RBI and batting average potential.  
 
Matt Joyce: Gabe Gross is no longer with us but the younger version of his skill set is in Joyce. 
Joyce was solid in AAA with his power (.209 IsoP) and his walk rate and strikeout rates were his 
best in three seasons. Lefties are still an issue for him which limits his playing time but the job is 
his to lose as the Rays start camp this week. He has proven to be a player that can help in the 
power categories and has the skills to throw in double digit steals under Maddon’s running 
philosophy. A lot of off-season drafters are ignoring him right now because they think Jennings 
will be the starter so the earlier you can draft for your league, the better. He could at least 
double that $3 value if he can reproduce his work from AAA last year. 



 
Gabe Kapler: The less time he sees against righties, the better his numbers will be. Despite 
walking 12% of the time last year while striking out just 19% and posting a 23% line drive rate, 
he hit just .239 thanks to a deflated .259 BABIP. He had all of his homers and all but two of his 
RBI from at bats against lefties while hitting just .150 in 60 at bats against righties. Maddon 
should consider never letting Kapler see another righty again and just living with the solid 
production Kapler gives as a defensive replacement and lefty killer. Unlike Aybar, Kapler is not 
someone fantasy players want to see get more time because that means more at bats against 
righties.  
 
Evan Longoria: In his third year, he has snuck into the 1st round in some mixed league fantasy 
drafts and is already a first round lock in AL drafts. The only reason he is not taken ahead of A-
Rod in every draft is Rodriguez still produces a little more in the stolen base department. 
Longoria is as dreamy in the fantasy world as he is to every female that shows up to Tropicana 
Field to stare and whistle at him. In his rookie season, he struggled against lefties and in 2009, 
he corrected that problem just like I said he would. I spent a lot of time on fantasy radio shows 
a year ago defending my choice of Longoria in the late 2nd round of drafts over the calls of 
homerism from my peers. What’s next for Longoria? If he can steal double digit bases in 2010 
and continue to hit for the power numbers he has put up so far, he’ll finish the season as a top 
ten player in mixed league formats. Third base has a rather thin player pool compared to year’s 
past so having Longoria on your roster makes you that much better than your competition 
because the tiers at 3rd base are quite spaced out. 
 
Dioner Navarro: 2008 was quite the bargain for fantasy owners who likely acquired Navarro at 
$1. Unfortunately, he played like a $1 in 2009 and if not for Pat Burrell’s awful season, Navarro 
would have been the most hated Rays player on the roster last season. Navi’s 2008 was a 
ceiling that he is unlikely to reach again as far as batting average. If he would give up the 
approach of swinging from his heels and just focus on hitting the ball to the gaps, he could once 
again become a serviceable asset in AL only leagues. As it stands now, I can only recommend 
taking him in the reserve phase of your draft. I would rather spend my pick on a 2nd catcher 
with upside such as Seattle’s Adam Moore. 
 
Carlos Pena: The power resurgence was nice last year and it is a shame that the hand injury had 
to cut his season short. Teams showed Carlos a ton of respect last year with the Ortiz-like shift 
Joe Maddon made famous and Carlos suffered against that defense as his BABIP was .253 last 
year thanks to that defensive alignment. Los’s swing does not often produce much the other 
way outside of the occasional bomb or flyball off the fence so unless he lays down more bunts, 
he will see more of that alignment in 2010. He will have to continue to sustain his lofty HR/FB 
rate to have success as a fantasy player because his value is quite reliant on his HR, RBI, and 
runs production to offset his poor batting average. Now that teams are employing that shift as 
much as possible, his 2007 batting average is a thing of the past and anything he hits over .250 
should be considered a bonus 
 



Fernando Perez: As it stands now, Perez is the 5th outfielder with the club meaning his only 
fantasy value will be the handful of steals he is able to collect as a pinch runner. He could start 
on another team but the best he could hope for at this time is to steal at bats from Kapler as 
the right-handed part of the right-field platoon. If Perez is getting more at bats, it means 
something terrible has happened to Crawford or Upton. He is handy to have around for cheap 
speed and if the Rays were to trade him away to a team that could give him more playing time, 
his value would jump purely on his stolen base potential. 
 
Sean Rodriguez: His resume in his last two years of playing in the PCL is impressive: 
.302/.382/.628 slash line but that also comes with a 27% strikeout rate. Last year before the 
Kazmir trade, Rodriguez hit .299 in AAA and walked 12% of the time but struck out a whopping 
33% of the time – nearly double his strikeout rate from the season before. Perhaps the change 
of scenery is just what the doctor ordered for Rodriguez as he no longer gets to enjoy the cozy 
confines of the Pacific Coast League. He enters 2010 much in the same capacity as Ben Zobrist 
last year in that Rodriguez can play both middle infield positions and even fill in as an outfielder 
so that positional flexibility will help his fantasy value but he must cut down on those strikeouts 
because major league pitchers will continue to punish him as they have in his previous 192 at 
bats as a big leaguer in which he hit .203/.268/.333 with a 32% strikeout rate.  
 
Kelly Shoppach: He is, at best, a second catcher in a mixed league format and low end #1 in AL 
Only leagues. Shoppach is a two category player who can help in homers and RBI but the more 
at bats he gets against righties, the worse his batting average will be. Given that both he and 
Navarro struggle against righties, the best thing for Shoppach’s fantasy value is to see those at 
bats split equally. Ideally, Shoppach get 400 at bats and hits 16-18 homers and tries to keep his 
average above .240. 
 
B.J. Upton: Not only did he disappoint many Rays fans last year with his struggles at the plate, 
he was a fantasy killer as many owners drafted him hoping for the 2008 playoffs Upton rather 
than a repeat of the 2008 regular season Upton. Despite his struggles at the plate, he nearly 
matched his 2008 stolen base total with an on base percentage 74 points below his 2008 
efforts. I am one to write off 2009 to his shoulder problems as I have had the surgery he had 
twice and am all too familiar with how tough the rehab process is to get the shoulder back to 
full strength and range of motion. He is still just 25 years old and his best years should be ahead 
of him. If he can get his walk rate back to the double digits, he could steal 50 bags in 2010 and if 
the shoulder is 100%, he could approach 20 homers – the total homer output of his last 1091 at 
bats.  
. 
 
Ben Zobrist: The guy every fantasy pundit expects to regress in 2010. It is understandable 
because the numbers did come out of nowhere and Zobrist’s 1st and 2nd half splits were quite 
drastic. A closer look at those numbers show a six week period from the all-star break to the 
end of August where Zorilla really struggled against off-speed pitches as pitchers simply 
stopped throwing him fastballs but a resurgent final five weeks of the season give Rays fans and 
keeper league owners hope that Zobrist can repeat. At worst, he is valuable on positional 



flexibility alone as he qualifies at 2B, MI, and OF. If he can build upon that late season success 
and make adjustments as pitchers work him differently this year, he can repeat a 20+ homer 
season in 2010. 
 

Pitching Projections and Values 
 

Pitcher ADP M$ AL$ IP W SV K ERA WHIP 

Balfour - - - 61 4 3 71 3.25 1.25 

Choate - - - 40 2 2 26 4.05 1.40 

Cormier - - - 58 3 0 33 4.50 1.50 

Davis 323 $1 $6 144 10 0 103 4.19 1.38 

Garza 126 $11 $18 194 15 0 165 3.80 1.28 

Howell 198 $1 $7 66 5 8 73 3.55 1.24 

Niemann 228 $1 $7 145 10 0 106 4.16 1.32 

Price 175 $2 $8 169 11 0 133 4.42 1.36 

Shields 130 $13 $20 217 16 0 167 3.86 1.23 

Sonnanstine - - - 70 4 0 42 4.50 1.37 

Soriano 155 $6 $12 54 2 20 65 2.83 1.02 

Wheeler - - $3 64 4 3 51 3.80 1.20 

 
Grant Balfour: The Thunder from Down Under came back to earth in fantasy land as everything 
that went right for him in 08 failed him in 2009. A .233 BABIP spiked to .305; a 88% LOB% fell to 
65%, a 3.4 K/BB fell to 2.1. On the plus side, he improved his GB/FB rate and his numbers 
should improve in 2010 simply with a regression to the mean on his LOB%. The addition of 
Soriano allows Maddon to push Balfour back to the 6th and 7th inning work he flourished in back 
in 2008 and makes him a solid reserve pick in AL rounds. Despite his flamethrowing ways, he is 
the last guy I expect the club to give the ball to in the 9th in a save situation because his make 
up is just too intense and he has not held up well in that situation the few times he was given 
the chance to do so. 
 
Randy Choate: An extreme lefty-killer was fun to watch last year. He struck out 22 lefties in 
23.1 innings of work against them giving up just 3 runs in that time. He got some fantasy action 
last year with a few surprise saves that had AL owners spending FAAB money to speculate on 
him to no avail. If you play in a 40 man roster AL Only league, he’s draftable. Otherwise, pass. 
 
Lance Cormier: He fell into a 3.26 ERA last year despite a pathetic 4.2 K/9 and a 1.4 strikeout to 
walk ratio. A .275 BABIP and 76% LOB% will help do that as will a 53% groundball rate with a 
good infield defense. He has no chance at saves with such a poor strikeout rate and K/BB rate 
so like Choate, is only rosterable in the deepest of leagues.  
 
Wade Davis: Davis is one of three pitchers in the starting rotation that will have less than two 
years of major league experience and he is expected to win the fifth spot in the rotation. The 
Rays allowed Davis to get a significant amount of time in AAA before promoting him and that 



seemed to pay off as he looked quite good in the final weeks of the season as the Rays fell out 
of contention. He has improved his walk rate each of the last three steps and has maintained a 
strikeout rate of at least 8.0. The key to his 2010 success will be holding onto those gains in his 
command because he’s already there as a source of strikeouts and as long as he can last into 
games, wins should be there as well. He could have a Niemann-type impact across a full season 
if everything goes well as his everything is moving in the right direction for him statistically. Call 
me a homer if you will, but I like Davis’s odds at winning the AL Rookie of the Year.  
 
Matt Garza: Garza’s strikeout to walk ratio has improved four straight seasons and with that, 
his xFIP too. 2009 was better than 2008 at times as he spiked his K/9 from a pedestrian 6.2 to 
an excellent 8.4 while lowering his opponents’ batting average for a third straight season. He is, 
however, becoming more of a flyball pitcher which has led to his home run rate going up each 
of the past three seasons. If he can cut that flyball growth, 2010 could be a solid year for Garza 
because that would help his ERA and wins which would add to his already solid contribution in 
strikeouts and WHIP. ADP sees this too as Garza is already being taken before Shields in a lot of 
drafts despite the fact projections see Shields as the staff ace this season. 
 
J.P. Howell: The Dude abode for most of the season until the 2008 post-season workload plus 
the WBC workload, plus carrying the bullpen on his back for most of the season finally caught 
up with him in mid August. On the plus side, Howell’s K/9 has increased for four straight 
seasons from 6.7 to 9.3 but on the downside, his walk rate has worsened from 3.0 in 2006 to 
4.5 this past season. Howell is an excellent middle reliever to target in AL leagues because 
Soriano does not have the best health track record and Howell is still put into a lot of high 
leverage situations that could net him into wins to enhance his value that comes from his ERA, 
strikeout, and WHIP already. ADP has him in the top 200- incredible for a guy that is not even a 
closer. 
 
Jeff Niemann: Niemann clearly showed strong growth across the season but hit a wall 
physically in September as he and the team tired out  down the stretch.  If you look at 
Niemann’s splits pre- and post-All-Star break, his growth is quite noticeable. 
 

Split ERA IP K/9 HR/9 K/BB FIP GB% LD% FB% 

Pre 3.73 91.2 5.1 0.8 1.4 4.47 34% 16% 50% 

Post 4.15 80.0 7.4 0.9 3.5 3.56 35% 21% 44% 

 
In the first half, his production out-paced his stats, but in the second half he was a tough luck 
pitcher that made strong gains in his strikeouts, command of the strike zone, and keeping the 
ball in the park. In fact, while James Shields and Matt Garza struggled in the second half, it was 
Niemann and David Price that were doing the best pitching on the staff. Not many noticed this 
after the Rays traded Scott Kazmir.  The work that Niemann did in the second half is exactly the 
kind of growth you want to see from rookie pitchers in their first year, as many of those guys 
tend to fade off a lot earlier than September as they adjust to the biggest workload of their 
professional career. Most people missed Niemann’s second-half growth as the Rays fell out of 
contention so mixed leaguers can still land him for a few bucks and he could possibly triple that 



investment by the end of the 2010 season while AL leaguers will have to pay a few bucks more 
but could see Niemann earn $10-$12 by season’s end.  

David Price: Price had a first half full of ups and downs as he would either throw 100 pitches in 
less than four innings or strike out 11 through six innings. Price changed his pitch selection in 
the second half by decreasing the use of his slider and increasing the use of his change-up as he 
got more comfortable using it. In fact, in the three starts in the second half where Price threw 
more change-ups than sliders, he was 2-1 with a 2.11 ERA and gave up zero homers in those 
21.1 innings.  A third pitch is essential for a major league pitcher to be effective unless two of 
their offerings are just plus-plus pitches and that is not something that can be used with Price at 
this time. His fastball is a very good pitch, but his slider is not to the point where it can be good 
enough as a starting pitcher to ignore the development of a third pitch.  

In 2008, Price was a key cog in the bullpen in the post-season throwing all fastballs and sliders 
and that combination has worked very well for relievers in the past but even Randy Johnson 
had to learn a third pitch in his career. Price’s increased use of his change-up and improved 
control in the second half of the season gives hope for Price in 2010 as he becomes more of a 
complete pitcher rather than a thrower. While his name is certainly not a sleeper, his 2010 
statistical line very well could be and I have already made the bold prediction in the Fanball 
print magazines that Price could be the first or second highest fantasy earner in the Rays 
rotation this season. 

James Shields: When Shields first came up, he was primarily a two pitch pitcher who relied 
upon getting ahead of batters to put them away with his change. He has since incorporated a 
better curveball and a cut fastball, but here is the mix of pitches for Shields in recent years: 

YR FB CH CV CT 

2007 47% 30% 11% 12% 

2008 45% 26% 10% 19% 

2009 43% 24% 15% 18% 

I guess cutting down on your change-up usage 20% in two seasons is one way to protect from 
over-exposing it but the mix of pitches in 2007 was his most successful mix. Has he gained 
anything in his splits against righties and lefties by mixing up his pitches? 

 2007: .250/.290/.428 vs righties; .243/.280/.393 vs lefties 
 2008: .253/.291/.389 vs righties; .255/.306/.429 vs lefties 
 2009: .279/.318/.438 vs righties; .272/.314/.464 vs lefties 

As he has become less and less reliant upon his change, lefties have hit him better and better 
both in batting average and in slugging.  I am not sure why Hickey is working with Shields to mix 
up his pitches like this, but certainly, the results are not terribly desirable as his opponents’ 
batting average has climbed each of the past three seasons and lefties are slugging 71 points 
higher against him now than they were just two seasons ago. Personally, I want more 



changeups because his R/L splits are trending in the wrong direction and so are his tERA and 
xFIP. If these trends continue, Garza will take over as the statistical ace of this team in 2010.  

Andy Sonnanstine: I have my doubts Sonnanstine is on this squad as the team breaks camp or 
even in this organization. Until last season, he made the most of what was the least amount of 
talent that was in the rotation but last year it all fell apart as he continued to struggle with 
stranding runners and his strikeout rate worsened. That strikeout rate fell to 5.4 last year – 
which is unacceptable for a fantasy starting pitcher much less an American League starting 
pitcher. To complicate matters, his walk rate went from a stellar 1.7 all of the way up to over 3 
last year and the 1.7 home run rate was the icing on top of the crap cake. He should see some 
of that bad luck change in his favor in 2010, but I am still not touching him for anything more 
than a reserve pick in a deep AL league I hopes that he latches on with a job in another AL 
division with a more forgiving park, like Seattle. 

Rafael Soriano: When healthy, he has one of the best skill sets of any closer in fantasy baseball 
but health has always been an issue for him. He is one of those rare closers that helps out in 
four categories like a Jose Valverde but gets treated as a second class closer by fantasy leaguers 
and his 155 ADP right now highlights that fact. The only worry with Soriano is a regression to 
injury issues of the past but there is absolutely nothing to be worried about in his skill set. Sure, 
he does give up his share of fly balls and that led to 12 homers in 72 2007 innings but his HR/FB 
rate normalized since then and he has only given up 7 homers in his last 90 innings. Considering 
that the Rays opened the last two seasons with either Al Reyes or Troy Percival as the closer, 
fantasy players are looking at the Rays for a serious closer for the first time since possibly Danys 
Baez. 

Dan Wheeler: The signs of pending doom are there: a strikeout rate that has fallen from 9.9 in 
2007 to 7.0 this past season and a flyball rate that has climbed from 44% in 2006 to 56% this 
past season. His strikeout to walk rate has been solid and he’s been incredible against righties 
but the issues with lefties and his extreme flyball tendences should keep him away from any 
save chances in 2010. The way Maddon has used him the past two seasons have allowed him to 
put up an astonishing .202 BABIP and 79% LOB% across that time but it would be asking a lot 
for that kind of production to last a third straight season. The potential is there for large losses 
in both his ERA and WHIP from the previous two seasons so take him as a lower end middle 
reliever rather than someone who might run into some saves.  

The Rays also have a number of rookies that could make a serious fantasy impact in 2010 but 
that will likely hinge upon how long the club can stay in contention. Desmond Jennings should 
be an immediate help in batting average, runs, and steals once he is promoted because he has 
such solid command of the strike zone as a batter – better than most rookies of his stature. 
Wade Davis is the guy penciled in as the 5th starter but it is Jeremy Hellickson who is showing 
up higher in the prospects rankings this off-season. There is a chance Hellickson comes up in a 
Neftali Feliz role this year and works in relief until he is needed out of the rotation as he 
obviously has little left to prove in AAA. Keeper leaguers in Ultra style leagues (40 man rosters) 
should look to make room for names like Matt Moore, Nick Barnese, Alex Torres, Jacob 



McGee, and Matt Sweeney that represent the next wave of young talent for the Rays with 
Moore being the most impressive on the pitching side and Sweeney being the closest impact 
player on the hitting side.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Cult Classics by Steve Slowinski  

I love Casey Fossum.  There, I said it.  That statement might shatter any semblance of respectability that 
I’d gained over this past year and discredit me as a sabermetrician, but it needed to be said.  I 
unequivocally, irrevocably love Casey Fossum.  I love his goofy delivery, his killer nickname (The Blade!), 
his “Fossum Flip”, and his rakish good looks.  I love him so much, you’re looking at one of the two 
founding members (…and only members) of the Casey Fossum Fan Club.  Maybe I’m getting ahead of 
myself, though; let’s start at the beginning… 
 
It all started on May 10, 2007, when I went to watch the Devil Rays play the Orioles at Camden Yards.  I 
don’t remember much from the game except for a couple highlights, which isn’t too much of a surprise 
considering I have a really bad memory.  Apparently (according to Retrosheet), Daniel Cabrera started 
for the Orioles and let up homeruns to Elijah Dukes and B.J. Upton.  Huh.  Those certainly sound like 
memorable events, but I can’t claim that I have more than a vague recollection of them, sadly.  What I 
do remember (and this is telling of my pre-DRaysBay self) is that the Devil Rays lost that day, Ty 
Wigginton was thrown out of the game for arguing a call at third, and Casey Fossum started for the Devil 
Rays.  Fossum was in rare form that day; he gave up 8 runs (5 earned) in 5.2 innings, allowed nine hits, 
walked three batters, hit a batter, somehow managed to strike out two, and…stole one heart. 
 
What is it about replacement level players that somehow captivate us?  Every year, there seems to be at 
least one bench player that gains a cult status among fans, despite their obvious lack of talent on the 
field.  For example, in 2008 Jonny Gomes contributed -1.2 WAR to the team (that’s right, he cost the 
Rays over a win), but you’d have been hard pressed to find a player more well-liked and joked about 
among the fans.  He had a great background story, he swung for the fences on every pitch, he donated 
lots of money to charity, he drank beer from his teammates’ jock straps, and he beat the crap out of 
Shelley Duncan and Coco Crisp.  What wasn’t there to like?  He was a lovable, amusing character, lent 
himself well to jokes, and hey…we all loved Jonny. 
 
Speaking of 2008, I’d be remiss if I didn’t mention Dan Johnson as another cult hero from that season.  
Dan Johnson catapulted himself into Rays lore with a game-winning homerun against the Red Sox in 
early September, right after being called up from the minors and nearly missing the game due to his 
flights.  He also had a great beard, which certainly helped matters.  According to rule 3b in the official 
“Cult Hero Handbook”, when lacking a humorous personality and/or a big clutch performance, killer 
facial hair is another way to achieve legendary status among the fans (see: Dale Thayer). 
 
One thing that I noticed last season, though, is that it’s tough for a highly competitive team like the Rays 
to have players worthy of gaining cult status.  Think about it: by definition, to be a cult player you have 
to be on the very fringes of major league society.  Ben “Late Inning Lightning” Zobrist was a cult player 
back before he became a regular, but since he evolved into “Zorilla” he lost the ability to be called cult.  
He’s like the underground band that used to be cool, but then got discovered and turned mainstream; 
he’s still good, but your love for him isn’t quite the same.  Maybe the problem is that on a championship 
team, we need to expand our definition of who to consider a “cult” player.  For instance, among the 
DRaysBay community, I’d say that BJ Upton has gained cult status merely by being awesome in ways 
that average fans don’t appreciate.   
 



Personally, though, something doesn’t quite feel right with that.  BJ Upton is a great player and it’s 
perfectly rational that I appreciate him…but for me, cult players aren’t supposed to be loved for 
rationale reasons.  I know that our DRaysBay community prides itself on rationale discussions and 
analysis, but sometimes I like to open my heart and embrace something for reasons I can’t logically 
explain.  That’s why I still love Casey Fossum after all these years (who, in case you were wondering, has 
signed with the Hanshin Tigers in Japan) and why I’ll always have a soft spot in my heart for Jonny 
Gomes.  I know they stink, but that’s the beauty of it; it’s a guilty pleasure. 
 
So who do I see as the Rays’ guilty-pleasure cult favorite in 2010?  Guilty pleasures are very personal 
things and so it’s tough to say what everyone else is going to think, but my gut is telling me that Kelly 
Shoppach is going to be the man.  Since Jonny Gomes left, we’re been really missing that all-or-nothing 
swing; even though Pena’s swing is quite impressive, there’s something to be said for a non-star player 
to go up there, do or die, every single time at the plate.  I can’t wait to watch some epic homeruns and 
some even more epic strike outs.  While hopefully Shoppach manages to actually be a valuable asset to 
our team, I have a feeling I’m going to really enjoy watching him play.  Who knows what his personality 
is like, but if nothing else, it’ll be nice to see someone not named Navi behind the plate. 
 
Oh, and if anyone wants to join the Casey Fossum Fan Club, we’re currently accepting new members. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



What LaMar Left by Free Zorilla 

  

 
  
Chuck Lamar’s draft picks made up 30.8% of the 2008 AL championship roster’s production while 
accounting for 24.2% of the payroll. Lousy teams do a decent job of drafting all the time. The mantra 
that small-market teams serve as the Yankee’s farm system has held true for many years. What 
separates the Rays? Andrew Friedman’s crew has been able to consistently “win” in the trade market by 
acquiring low-priced cost-controlled options in exchange for players with escalating contract values.  
Players Friedman and company acquired via trade made up 35% of team WAR production while 
accounting for just 13.4% of the payroll in 2008.   
  
2009: 
Team Payroll: $71 million 
Team WAR: 51.3 
 
  

 
  
  
2009 found Friedman’s trade acquisitions and draft choices compiling 57.2% of the team’s WAR 
production on 23.5% of the team payroll. This is where the magic happens for the Rays while other 



teams farm their prospects alongside minimal production at an increased cost. Lamar left behind some 
talented prospects, but it is Friedman who outworked other general managers on the trade front. It is 
Friedman who has truly achieved payroll efficiency. 
 
The one area where the team has struggled to achieve performance is in the high-priced free agent 
market. Names such as Percival, Burrell, Floyd, and Iwamura have made up 29.5% of payroll in both 
2008 and 2009 while producing just 5.5% and 0.6% of the team’s WAR. To fail so badly with high-priced 
results while still turning out 97 and 84 win seasons is  a true testament to the Rays’ ability to 
continuously exploit market inefficiencies.   
 
The Rays have perhaps their most talented opening day roster yet heading into the 2010 season. For the 
first time, the Rays have traded away cost-controlled youngsters with upside in Mitch Talbot and Jesse 
Chavez to address weaknesses by acquiring higher priced veterans in Kelly Shoppach and Rafael Soriano. 
The trade hardly represents a change in team philosophy. Rather, it is telling of a coming of age.  The 
Rays have stockpiled so much pitching depth on the farm that they were able to trade away from a 
position of strength.  The bread and butter of this front office will continue to be payroll efficiency, 
market inefficiencies, flexibility, and a commitment to focus on long-term success over short term-gain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Revisiting Crawford/Clemente by Tommy Rancel 

Around this time last year I stumbled on a rather fun comparison. Here in our little hub of 
Tampa Bay we know how special Carl Crawford is. However, outside of the area Crawford is 
mostly known in fantasy circles or as that guy the Yankees will sign one day. What most don't 
realize, both here and abroad, is CC is pretty much the offense equivalent to a member of the 
3,000 hit club and a legend. Through seasons in which they were 26 year-old before June 1st, 
our own Carl Crawford was nearly on the same offensive path as the late, great, Hall of Fame 
outfielder, Roberto Clemente. For those who missed out on Crawford and Clemente part one, 
here is a brief recap.  
  
Both born in the month of August nearly 47 years apart, the pair of outfielders each made their 
Major League Baseball debut at the tender age of 20 years-old. From there the numerical 
similarities just continued to present themselves. Through the "age 26" seasons, Crawford and 
Clemente were near offensive mirrors of one another. The difference in most statistical 
categories were within single digits. Defensively, both were regarded among the best at their 
positions for different reasons even if Crawford doesn't have a gold glove to his credit. In 
another similarity, they both were two-time All-Stars by this point in their careers. 
  
At the end of the 1961 season, Clemente's career slash line (batting average/on-base 
percentage/slugging percentage) was .298/.331/.431 with an ISO of .131. Note that his career 
total at that point included a ridiculous .351/.390/.559 showing in '61. This means Crawford had 
quite the advantage before age 26. Upon the conclusion of Tampa Bay's magical year known as 
2008, ironically the second worst season of his career, Crawford's slash stats were 
.293/.330/.435 with a slightly higher than Clemente ISO of .141. That puts them within five 
points in average, four points in slugging and just one point in on-base percentage. The ISO 
differential is the only one in double-digits, however that is because Crawford turns anything 
that falls in the gap into a three-base hit which boosts his ISO a bit. 
  
Any predictions based off historical comparisons should be taken with a grain of salt. It's highly 
unlikely that two players, especially ones playing over 35 years apart, are going to travel down 
similar career paths. Nonetheless, there is no harm is peaking at the older player's track record 
to see what the future may or may not hold. For Clemente, after that 1961 season came the 
bulk of his Hall of Fame resume. From 1962 until his career was tragically cut short in 1972, 
Clemente hit .329/,376/.502. He would make the All-Star team in 10 of the next 11 years, while 
earning a Gold Glove in each of those 11 seasons. At the age of 31 he was named the Most 
Value Player in the National League.  
  
One could only hope for similar results for the man who is the face of the Rays' franchise. In last 
year's annual, I concluded that 2009 might be a breakout power year for Crawford; I'm sure I 
wasn't the only one. At this point of his career, Crawford has shown some power in flashes. He 
has yet to put together a season in which his home run total topped 18 or his slugging 



percentage topped .482. In fact, his ISO has topped .170 just one time. Before the 1961 
breakout, Clemente had shown a similar power output. That said, Clemente's power stroke 
blossomed over the final 11 years of his career. As mentioned above, he slugged over .500 
during those seasons with an average season ISO of .173. No, CC did not have a breakout power 
season, nonetheless he arguably turned in his best season to date as a major league player. 
  
The 27-year-old version of Crawford finished 2009 with a slash line of .305/.364/.452; the .364 
on-base percentage represents a career-high. There was not a sudden power surge, but his .147 
ISO was slightly higher than his career average and was a over a 20 point jump from 2008. Also 
up from 2008 was his slugging percentage by a full 52 points. The biggest and most welcomed 
change to old man Crawford's game was his patience. 
  
Having watched Crawford for the past eight seasons, patience is not the strongest part of 
Crawford's game. Never one to take many pitches, and in-turn free passes CC's walk totals 
never surpassed 37 in a single season. In terms of percentage, his walk rate was around 5% and 
he topped 6% just one time. That changed last season starting right off the bat. Here are his 
BB% by month: 8.2, 7.6, 6.3, 9.9, 3.7 and 9.5. In past seasons the 3.7% he had in August 
would've seem par for the course, but in 2009 it looks like the outlier. Of course, at a 7.6% 
overall for the season he has plenty of room to improve, but his 51 walks were by far a career-
high and progress is a slow progress. As for Clemente, he was never one for the walks as well 
and finished his Hall Of Fame career taking a walk just 6.1% of the time. 
  
With a career-best wRAA of 21.1, a near career-best wOBA of .367 (.368 in 2006) and a robust 
17.6 UZR, CC earned himself a WAR of 5.5; another career-best. However, where does that 
leave us as far as the Clemente/Crawford comparison. The answer is actually closer than when 
we last left off.  
  
First, let's look at the individual seasons. I already went over Crawford's age 27 season that 
ended with a slash line of .305/.364/.452. Almost a half-century before him, the 27-year-old 
Roberto Clemente hit .312/.352/.454. Once more, Clemente maintains the higher batting 
average, but thanks to a more patient approach at the plate, CC reached base a better clip and 
beat Clemente's 1962 wOBA by 17 points. Their power numbers remain extremely close with 
Clemente holding a two-point advantage in slugging, but Crawford having a six-point ISO lead at 
.147 to .141. Going into the season with nearly identical numbers and finishing with similar 
single season stats yet again, our comparison is holding steady; at least for one more year. 
  
As of today, Carl Delmonte Crawford is a career .295/.335/.437 hitter. Once upon a time, 
Roberto (Walker) Clemente was a .300/.334/.434 hitter at the same age. The batting average 
difference of five points remain static as did the one point separation in OBP. The difference 
this time around is Crawford now holds the one-point lead over Clemente. CC's remains slightly 
more powerful, but the gap closed from four points to just three.  
  
Pardon me as it's getting a little dusty in here as I look forward to the upcoming season for 
Crawford. For many of us the reality of Crawford leaving Tampa Bay has always been there. 



However, as the calendar moved from 2009 to 2010 and continues to slowly towards 2011, that 
reality maybe come a nightmare for Rays fans soon. I know I'm being a little bit dramatic here 
especially since our next sweet price, Desmond Jennings is waiting in the wings, but Crawford in 
a different uniform will invoke emotions never felt by Rays fans before. In slight ray (awful pun 
intended) of hope, both sides of the equation have at least publicly expressed interest in an 
extension. Whether that is the best business move for the Rays is for Andrew Friedman and 
company to decide.  
  
Despite the uncertainty of the future, we can take this time, and take this comparison, to 
realize that what we've witnessed over these past eight years, 1081 games, and 4,732 plate 
appearances is pretty special. Hopefully for Crawford, the similar career path to Clemente 
continues from wherever he plays in 2010 and beyond all the way to the hallowed halls of 
Cooperstown. And for us, hopefully we can witness that journey in front of our very eyes. If that 
is the case, then we can all meet back here and revisit this topic in 12 short months. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Carlos Pena :) by R.J. Anderson 

Millions grow up reading Ernest Thayer’s classic Casey at the Bat. Thayer pens the tale of a hulking, 
perhaps menacing in any other context, slugger with a smile of “Christian charity” doing cowhide battle 
with the enemy in the ultimate war for sleepy little Mudville. Casey loses this particular duel by striking 
out. The town becomes blue. Casey likely goes on a drinking binge – paying his own tab, mind you –, and 
shortly thereafter the Mudville team folds.  
 
Okay, perhaps that’s melodramatic. The image of Casey sticks with the reader more than any other 
aspect of the tale. And because of that, it seems safe to say that Carlos Pena is the closest anyone will 
find to Mighty Casey. Albert Pujols is a better player and means more to St. Louis than Pena does to St. 
Petersburg. Pujols is too good to be Casey though. Pena is a flawed hitter, one constantly near the 
bottom of the league in contact rates. He hits majestic home runs, smiles, and always seems to come up 
when the game is on the line. Sometimes with the bases loaded. Sometimes he strikes out, sometimes 
he homers, sometimes he walks, but he always gets another at-bat. And he always smiles.  
 
Originally a first round selection by the Texas Rangers, Pena would find himself traded to the Oakland 
Athletics for a myriad of prospects and future major leaguers in January 2002. Six months later he was 
on the move again, this time being traded to the Detroit Tigers. After three years of hitting home runs 
and posting above average OPS, Pena would be released. He would latch on with the New York Yankees 
and then Boston Red Sox. Both wound up letting him slip through the cracks, back into free agency.  
 
The Rays inked him to a minor league deal and Pena would compete with another former top prospect 
with a powerful left-handed stroke for a roster spot. Hee Seop Choi is probably a nice enough guy and a 
decent enough ballplayer, but he stood no chance. Then again, neither did Pena. Before Greg Norton’s 
knee went out, Pena was told he wouldn’t be on the Major League roster.  
 
After being cut in spring 2007, Pena spoke about his visions. Dreams, he said, that had him standing with 
the other 24 Devil Rays along the third base line in Yankee Stadium. Standing underneath a flyover and 
the alongside the pageantry while being introduced as the Rays’ starting first baseman. His vision was 
off by a few months, but Pena’s Joan of Arc phase quickly turned into Pena’s Launcher of Arcs phase. 46 
home runs later, Pena would have one of the greatest breakout seasons in recent memory. From non-
roster invitee to nearly four dozen blasts, everything came together for Pena. 
 
That off-season, the Rays would extend Pena for three seasons. His agent being Scott Boras raised 
concerns about the possibility. At least one source with knowledge of the situation detailed the 
negotiations between the club and Boras taking an odd turn that eventually lead to Pena himself 
intervening in order to stay. Maybe Pena receives a few million more if he keeps quiet and lets Boras do 
his work, maybe he’s not with the Rays. Who knows. Such a bullet point helps his Rays’ legacy though.  
 
Few players produce more positive vibes. It goes beyond the smiles (although he does lead the team in : 
)%). As an extension, fewer players have a discernibly lower hate rate than Pena. Opposing fans offer 
plenty of distaste when Pena disposes of a fastball into their general vicinity, but that’s about as scornful 
as they get. The hedonic value of seeing Pena hit a homer is higher than that of say, seeing Chris Richard 
hit one; even when you adjust for situation, likelihood, and so on. We like Pena more. Not just because 
he’s a better player either. 



 
If that reasoning seems familiar to those who lived through the David Eckstein love affair or even Brett 
Favre, it’s because it is. Commonly though, players of Pena’s skill set aren’t thought of in such graces. 
Strikeouts aren’t the new black. They are, however, becoming more accepted by the mainstream as 
being only marginally worse than any other out. Pena has found a way to avoid the ravenous detractors 
by hitting homers, smiling a lot, and doing ridiculous pre-game dances in the dugout. Pena is 13 trots 
while holding onto his ear flap away from being the Rays’ all-time home run leader. Here’s hoping he 
gets the record -- even if it means a few strikeouts along the way. 
 
 As for Casey, the whole immorality thing seemed to work out okay.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



The Outro by R.J. Anderson 

So there you have it, 18 original chapters of content, an intro, this outro, and two additional 
‘classic’ chapters from site content over the last 12 months. Everyone involved put a lot of work 
into this and it truly was a project stemming from a half-year in the making. Somehow we 
managed to double the word count without losing quality – I think we gained quality, in fact – 
which is just incredible. 
 
There’s not much else to say except we hope you enjoyed this and thanks to the contributors 
and motivators alike.  
 
Until next year. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Best of DRB: 2009-2010 
 
Cracking the Zobrist Code by Tommy Rancel 

What happened to Ben Zobrist? Usually, when you're asking such a question it comes with a 
negative tone, however, in the curious case of Ben Zobrist, it is very much a positive. What 
turned a slap singles hitter into the man known as Zorilla? Until this point your guess was as 
good as mine. Statistically, there is nothing to explain the tremendous surge of power we've 
seen from Zobrist over the past year. He's turned from a 0.70 isolated power hitter in to a .250 
ISO hitter in just under 260 plate appearances. Yes, his plate discipline has improved, but simple 
plate discipline doesn't turn you into a home run hitter. 
 
There are those who believe working out has made Ben stronger and that's the reason. 
However, it hard to believe a few extra hours in the gym could turn you from Jason Bartlett to 
Carlos Pena. I'm sure it helped, but if it were that easy then all your David Eckstein types would 
be rushing to the weight room now. Another theory, and this one is the most popular thanks to 
quotes by Joe Maddon, is the "swing harder" theory. Sounds simple enough, if you want the 
ball to go farther then just swing harder. Again, it sounds easy, but if that was the case why 
wouldn't more people just swing harder? 

Basically we we're left in the dark as to why Zobrist has had an incredible increase in power. 
Take a look at the numbers. 

Here you'll find Zobrist's first 300 plate appearances compared to his last 250. 

Zobrist 06-07 08-09 

PA's 303 258 

HR 3 15 

HR/PA 1/101.0 1/17.2 

HR/FB% 4 19 

ISO 0.70 0.250 

SLG% 0.259 0.500 

As you can see there really is no comparison. He went from a fringe major league ball player to 
an above average power hitter pretty quickly.  We already know all of this, but still don't know 
why. Well, I think I may have found a man with a little bit of information that may help us. 



Recently I came in contact with a man who Zobrist has openly credited for his recent success. 
However, nobody has bothered to follow up on the story.  
 
Jaime Cevallos is known as the swing mechanic (it's true he has a website). Cevallos describes 
himself as "a lifelong below average hitter" who worked hard enough to earn the starting 
shortstop job at Division 1 Mount Saint Mary's University in 1996. However, the results were 
not there. He hit just .197/.277/.211 and had only one extra base hit. That off-season he 
decided he would become a hitter or just quite baseball all together. "Instead of listening to 
what others taught about the swing, which I had always done, I decided to study the mechanics 
of the swing on my own" he said.  "Back then I only had Sports Illustrated pictures of players so 
I tore them out and studied them.  I posed in the positions that I felt through my swing, 
compared them to the pictures and began to make some changes." The results were clear as 
Cevallos improved to a .364/.466/.523 hitter with four home runs in 1997, which earned him 
first team all conference honors and a scholarship. 

Cevallos, now an independent swing instructor, developed a passion for swing mechanics and 
said he dedicated his life "to learning the true key positions of the swing with precise 
measurable angles and how to train them." From there he started working on his theories and 
that led him to start his own company called Mkanx (pronounced Mechanics). "I started after 
the 2008 season" he says. He began working with college players (unfortunately, because of 
NCAA rules, he could not name names of some of the NCAA players he's worked with) in hopes 
of finding some professional ball players along the way. "I had just ventured out and worked 
with players for the first time after 2008, the results validated my work" said Cevallos. "I didn't 
want to give individual instruction because I want to help many players at a time" he explains. 
He invented the "Mkanx training bat" to give his students a better feel of what he was trying to 
teach them. "The Mkanx training bat communicates knowledge (through feeling) more than it 
does anything else" he claims. "Rather than me tell a player to try to feel this or that, I can just 
give them my training bat and they can feel it.  That is the purpose of it."  
 
Very interesting stuff, but what does this have to do with our own "late inning lightning"? It just 
so happens that Ben Zobrist started working with Cevallos, before the 2008 season.  "Two 
weeks after deciding that I had studied enough and it was time to teach" said Cevallos. "I began 
to knock on the doors of facilities to see if there was any interest in having me as a hitting 
instructor.  Most of the answers were no.  But I walked into Showtime Sports in Franklin, TN 
and the manager, Tony Naile, took me seriously, even when I said that I think my principles will 
change the way hitters practice at all levels of baseball.  So he asked me to walk to the back of 
the facility with him. That is where Ben Zobrist was hitting in the cage." Devine intervention? 
Maybe, but Cevallos said he immediately knew he could help Zobrist just by watching him in 
the cage. 

"I took one look at his swing and knew that I was going to help him.  Not that it was really bad, I 
just saw opportunity." After Zobrist's time in the cage was up, the two were introduced and 
Zobrist agreed to work out with Cevallos. The two would meet up a few days later and begin 
the process. Zobrist also brought along Drew Sutton, who was a former teammate of Ben's in 

http://theswingmechanic.com/


the Astros Organization and is currently in the Cincinnati Reds system. As part of Cevallos's 
system, he filmed the players from both angles as both Zobrist and Sutton are switch hitters. 

From there, Cevallos gathered the information needed and went to work. "I took the video 
home to analyze and we met again a few days later" he said.  "I broke down their swing the way 
I do. They had never seen anything like it.  I gave their swings a rating and showed them how 
they can improve the number." That rating is called CIR or Cevallos Impact Rating. "The swing 
rating scale measures how consistent and powerful a player is" Cevallos explains. "With the 
right mechanics, you will increase power and consistency at the same time.  They really 
complement each other, but the misconception has been that you sacrifice one for the other." 
Initially, Zobrist scored a 287 on the CIR scale. For correlation, Cevallos provided me with this 
list of players along with their CIR, Career OPS and SLG: 

Player CIR OPS SLG 

Babe Ruth 474 1.1638 0.69 

Ted Williams 429 1.1155 0.634 

Albert Pujols 409 1.0489 0.624 

Ken Griffey 400 0.9192 0.547 

Matt Holliday 393 0.938 0.522 

GradySizemore 351 0.8612 0.491 

Brian McCann 333 0.857 0.499 

Tony Gwynn 321 0.847 0.459 

Derek Jeter 318 0.848 0.458 

Dustin Pedroia 290 0.828 0.459 

As you can see Zobrist's power was that of a middle infielder, no surprises there. At first, 
Cevallos mentions Zobrist was a little apprehensive about changing his approach. "Ben was 
concerned that he would not be conforming to what the hitting coaches wanted him to be, 
which was a "spray" hitter, a situational hitter I believe he called it, a guy that is supposed to 
move guys around the bases and sacrifice himself.  I told him that he could be a power hitter 
AND increase his consistency. He didn't have to settle for that role, I told him, he could have his 
cake and eat it too." To me that sounds very similar to the change Joe Maddon talked about 
when Zobrist was told to stop being a singles hitter and "swing harder". 

After working together, Cevallos says Zobrist now rates at a 360 on the CIR scale, which would 
put him just above Grady Sizemore and approaching Matt Holliday. Is it realistic to think we 
have the next Matt Holliday? Probably not, but after the last 258 PAs of Zobrist's career you can 
never say never. 

I asked Jaime what his goals were for this system, and goals he has; lofty ones in fact. "The 
highest CIR rating that I have ever seen is Babe Ruth and he had a 474" says Cevallos.  "I believe 



that it is possible to eclipse that mark. That's my goal. I want to work with the next .400 hitter 
and the first 80 home run man." Cevallos also says players need to spend less time playing in 
the off-season and more time analyzing themselves. "Too many players want to keep playing 
during the off-season.  But you get better when you stop playing and start analyzing; as long as 
the analysis is sound." 

Back to Ben Zobrist. Is this going to be the norm from now on? Is Zorilla here to stay or is this 
just a phase? According to "the swing mechanic", not only is this real, but he expects Zobrist to 
continue to improve. I asked if a team gave Zobrist 500 at-bats in a season how many home 
runs he'd hit. Cevallos didn't hesitate, "30 plus." 30 seems like a big number for a guy who hit 
just three in his first 303 plate appearances, but Cevallos says this training doesn't only effect 
power. "It improves everything.  When searching for the key positions, I found many positions 
that improve the player in one way but not multiple ways. I didn't settle for that." He adds, "I 
knew that the true key positions would be great from many different angles so to speak.  The 
key positions improve power, consistency, discipline, quickness, comfort (less injuries)." 

So you be the judge, did Cevallos and his Mkanx training turn Zobrist into a hitting monster on 
its own? 

Personally, it's as good of an explanation as anything else we have. I know R.J and myself have 
looked for a statistical explanation only to come up empty handed. I guess it's the old maybe or 
maybe not, but it gives us more insight than the weight training and swing harder theories 
we've heard in the past. While I'm still not 100% sure it's the sole reason that BenZo's power 
has blossomed, it is a very valid explanation. If results like Zobrist and Sutton continue to show 
for Cevallos, I wonder if more and more teams and players will subscribe to this new method of 
swing training. 

As for now, the Zobrist Code just got a bit simpler. 

For more information on Jaime Cevallos, his work and his training, visit Mkanx.com or 
theswingmechanic.com.  
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Cracking the Zobrist Code Pt 2  by Tommy Rancel 

DRaysBay has done something nobody else has been able to do; we've captured Zorilla. 
 
After the 2007 season Ben Zobrist's future with the Tampa Bay Rays was uncertain. A year after 
being the team's opening day short stop, Zobrist was replaced by Jason Bartlett, and went into 
the 2008 training camp fighting for a roster spot; any roster spot. The Rays decided to groom 
Zobrist for a utility,or the more popular term "super" utility, role. He played all over the infield 
in spring including first base. He was also learning all three outfield positions in the process. I'm 
pretty sure if they asked, he would've donned the catchers gear or took the mound as well. 
 
To this point in his career Ben Zobrist's value was in his defense and positional flexibility. 
Offensively, however, he was a mess. Coming into 2008 he was a career .200/.234/.275 hitter 
with just 13 extra base hits and three career home runs. After showing good place discipline 
throughout his minor league career, Zobrist had just 13 walks while striking out 47 times in 303 
plate appearances. If Zobrist was going to have a serious major league career he would need to 
fix that. In case you haven't noticed, he's fixed it alright. 
 
In April, I "broke" the Zobrist code. I spoke to the swing mechanic, Jaime Cevallos, that helped 
turn Zobrist from the hitter I mentioned above, to the man that is hitting .287/.404/.622 with 
16 home runs this year. The beast who has hit 28 home runs in his last 477 plate appearances. 
 
Today, I bring you inside Zobrist code with the man, the myth, the legend that is Zorilla...Mr. 
Ben Zobrist. 

Recently, I had the honor of speaking with Zobrist about his side of the story. As mentioned 
above, after 2007 Ben was facing uncertainty in his career. As fate would have it Zobrist and 
Cevallos's paths would cross. Knowing he needed to improve, Zobrist was open to Cevallos's 
teachings. 

 "I knew something had to change," Zobrist said. "Jaime approached me at showtime with some 
video of good big league hitters and compared it with swings he had of mine, showed me the 
difference, gave me his philosophy of how I needed to change my swing." At first, Zobrist's 
admits that he was uncertain of Cevallos's technique. However after hearing a familar voice 
echo the same advice he bought into the system a bit more. "Jaime's techniques made sense 
but I wasn't too sure about making complete changes based on a guy that I didn't know too 
well, but when I heard Dan, who I knew well basically telling me very similar things in a 
different way, I knew I had to go with it," says Zobrist.  

http://www.sbnation.com/mlb/players/672/Ben_Zobrist
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The "Dan" he is referring to is Dan Heefner, manager of the baseball team at Dallas Baptist 
University where Zobrist played in college. He also happens to be Ben's brother-in-law. Heefner 
noticed things very similar to Cevallos and in different ways both coaches helped change the 
way Zobrist swung the bat.  

Heffner told him "to stay connected in the swing."  "What he meant," Zobrist explains "was to 
keep all body parts moving together into the ball instead of fluid separated swing that many 
hitting coaches teach.  When I worked on these things in my swing, I immediately saw the 
power difference in BP.  Taking it into the game was tough but I made the adjustments." 

Knowing it is almost impossible to quantify a coaches teaching in numbers, I asked Ben if he 
could elaborate on how both impacted his revamped swing. "I would say it was 50/50 what 
made me make the change between Dan and Jaime," he claims.  "I saw the evidence from both 
of them and couldn't refute it.  I was obligated to make the changes when I saw the evidence of 
a better swing." 

In all walks of life change can be a difficult thing. For a major league baseball player who has 
done things a certain way nearly all his life this can be even more difficult especially while 
facing the best competition in the world. Zobrist knew this, and yet decided for himself that the 
change was necessary for the better. "You have to be willing to commit to changing for the 
better.  Most big league hitters don't want to mess with something that got them so far in the 
game, but if you already have the tools, sometimes you just need someone to show you how to 
use them better," explains Zobrist. Ah, nothing like a trip to the ol' mechanic to get you going.  

Since training with Cevallos and Heefner, Zobrist has taken what he's learned from both and 
tried to pass it along to others. "I have told people about it and used some of the same swing 
truths when doing my own lessons in Nashville in the offseason, without trying to take the 
credit for coming up with anything," he says. When asked if he is still in contact with Cevallos, 
Zobrist said that the two were in contact recently and Cevallos is still "encouraging" him to keep 
up with the training. However, Zobrist added that during the season he tries "not to get too 
technical during the season especially if I'm swinging it well. I try to see the ball and swing at 
strikes." Sounds simple enough since swinging well is something he has done and continues to 
do.  

Even the most hardcore statistical analysts continues to marvel at what Zobrist has 
accomplished over the past year or so. While we at DRaysBay continue to be amazed by what 
he's doing on the field, Zobrist himself is taken back a bit by all the success he's having. Even 
with all the hard work he has put in, he admits that he sometimes is surprised by it all. I asked 
him the following question: Do you sometimes just sit back and say wow, this is pretty 
amazing? Answering honestly, he said "Yes, especially since I didn't realize I had the kind of 
power potential I have shown lately.  I give praise to God for the talents and abilities he gave 
me, for the opportunities I have right now, and for giving me the wisdom through these people 
in my life." The guy makes Tim Tebow look like a criminal.  



After Akinori Iwamura's injury, Zobrist has worked his way into an everyday player at second 
base. Even though he's looked comfortable at every position, he admits that the more he plays 
at a given position the better he feels. "I'm most comfortable where I have been playing most 
lately." While Zobrist has looked good defensively at each position he's played, not everything 
has come easy. I asked him which things were most difficult and here is what he said. "The 
difficulties are usually on certain plays....going back on a ball in the outfield, the 2nd base feed 
to SS, the backhand at short, etc." 

Injuries have shifted the Rays plans for Benzo. He is no longer just a super utility bench player, 
but now an everyday player without a permanent home. That suits him just fine. "I just want to 
play everyday to help the team, so wherever that is, I'm good with it." Whether starting or 
coming off the bench, Zobrist says mentality and attitude have a large role. I asked him about 
his late inning heroics and if there was a secret to the magic that is "late inning lightning." 
"Coming in late in the game and doing something good is mostly mental.  You have to maintain 
a positive attitude and build on little successes here and there, realizing that you might be just 
what your team needs to win the game.  No pressure, just fun," he replied. See guys, facing 
Matt Thornton or Joe Nathan with the game on the line is no pressure at all; it's just a little fun.  

Nicknames are also fun and nobody on the Rays has more than Zobrist does. Around these 
parts you may hear him referred to as: Late inning lightning, MVZ, Weapon Z, but he admits 
that his Zorilla is tops. "Zorilla's my favorite and the one that has been catching on lately," said 
Zorilla. He goes on to say that James Shields still goes by the moniker  "Big Game" and that 
recently demoted Andy Sonnanstine was/is known as "Boom Boom." For the player leading the 
American League in slugging and OPS maybe Boom Boom is a name better suited for himself. 

Whether it was the unorthodox teachings of the swing mechanic, the advice of his brother-in-
law, good luck, or a blend of all three, Ben Zobrist is proving he is the real deal. As long as he 
continues to play well, and  more importantly play well for the Rays, it doesn't really matter 
how, but more hopes that he can sustain it. The Zobrist code started out as a mystery, but is 
playing out more like a fairy tale and it could not have happened to a nicer guy. 
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Josh Hamilton: From Prodigal Son to Exploding Sun by R.J. Anderson 

Since the dawn of humankind, the sun has been an object of mystical amounts of infatuation and 
worship. Claiming something is "the center of (insert a team, person, something)'s universe," is a 
common phrase.  Blame Aristarchus and Copernicus for pushing the heliocentric theory. Blame the giant 
star ablaze with enigma and life for being the first super star that most encounter. Call it a cliché, an 
adage, a literary device, but here's fact: Josh Hamilton is the Rays version of the sun.    
 
Entering June of 1999 the Devil Rays held the first selection in baseball's amateur draft. Two prep 
players stood out above the rest of the crowd. The tantalizing arm of Josh Beckett was met with an 
attitude that set some off. The young Texan flame-thrower, capable of pumping upper-90s fastballs and 
mid-70s curves alike, was too arrogant and looked upon as having character flaws. Beckett was still a top 
draft pick, no doubt; however this was no ordinary draft since there was an equally sensational talent 
available.   
 
A young outfielder from North Carolina represented the paragon of the all-American boy. Josh Hamilton 
hit home runs, prayed to Jesus, loved his parents, and was destined for greatness. Comparisons to 
Mickey Mantle spread rampantly. Of course, those comparisons were based on baseball and would 
unfortunately extend to Mantle's off-field demons, but at the time Hamilton was a heaven-sent 
baseball-mashing gift.  
 
He batted and threw left-handed. He didn't just throw, he threw. Pre-draft workouts saw him hitting 96 
with regularity. Not many left-handers who can hit 96 are moved off the mound though, and that 
remains a testament to just how promising his bat was. Hamilton's power made scouts swoon. Batting 
practices often repeated the same scene: a silent, carefree swing gave way to a thunderous crack and a 
long-gone baseball. 
 
The thing people really raved about though? Hamilton's strong devotion to baseball. He loved the game. 
Truly, deeply. Loved it. Backed by strong family support and a modest, humble nature about his talents, 
Hamilton perfected the face-of-franchise role well before he could ever ascend to the throne. 
Baseball America ranked him the Devil Rays best prospect three years running and ranked him second in 
2003 behind Rocco Baldelli - citing constant injuries and plate discipline issues as the reason for 
dropping him a slot. 
 
A year later Hamilton's name would disappear from the prospect rankings for good. 
 
At the end of every day the sun settles beyond the visible border, not to be seen again until the forging 
of a new day. In this act, a sunset is usually created, except for on days with cloud cover or rain. 
Hamilton would take 235 trips to the plate in 2002 then disappear from baseball for the following three 
seasons. His plight to hell and back is well documented, for which the focus during this period should be 
elsewhere. 
 
During this time the Rays would remain miserable. The odds are good that Hamilton, much like Baldelli 
and Carl Crawford, becomes a starting outfielder by 2004. The Rays probably win more games with 
Hamilton in the outfield. With Aubrey Huff playing first base. With Delmon Young and B.J. Upton soon 



up. Playoff contenders? No, but mediocrities much like the present day Houston Astros isn't a far 
stretch. 70-80 wins annually. Maybe every little thing breaks right. Maybe they win 85 one year. The 
exact totals are meaningless. 
 
To allow for further crimes against imagination: 
 
If that comes to fruition then in 2004 the Rays don't take Jeff Niemann fourth overall; instead maybe Bill 
Bray. Wade Townsend never happens because the Rays are too busy taking Brandon Snyder. Evan 
Longoria, David Price, and Tim Beckham are likely never possibilities.  Chuck LaMar isn't fired and Vince 
Naimoli still owns the team. Andrew Friedman? You mean the Rays Director of Baseball Development 
who was hired by the San Diego Padres as assistant GM? 
 
The wayward possibilities are endless and - to an extent - terrifying. 
 
 
During one the shortest days in 2006, Hamilton re-emerged and wound up landing with the Cincinnati 
Reds via a Rule 5 pick-and-trade with the Chicago Cubs. Knee surgery upon his return to the Rays' minor 
league system convinced the Rays to leave him unprotected. After all, no way he sticks in the majors for 
a full year, right? Not many weeks later Hamilton's star illuminated the baseball world as an in-game 
spring training home run reportedly went over 500 feet. 
 
Hamilton became the toast of the Reds throughout his season. The Rays, meanwhile, were still poor. 
Their supreme outfield of Crawford, B.J. Upton, and Delmon Young had yet to take form, and the calls 
for Hamilton were plentiful. Shortly after draft day, a story was published by a writer in Cincy 
documenting a smudge in Hamilton's now-seemingly perfect character. During the ESPN broadcast, 
Friedman was interviewed, to which Hamilton reportedly yapped a quip about Friedman's intelligence 
and how Hamilton would be in the minors if it were up to him. 
 
Beyond belief, indeed. 
 
So, maybe it's ironic - or fitting even - that Hamilton's time to shine came during the Rays magical run 
and coincided with the team changing the imagery from sea creature to ray of light. He stole not from 
their attention. They were no longer the last team to give up on him and really they never were. Chicago 
and Cincinnati have those dubious honors - although Edison Volquez is nice.  Hamilton put on a display 
at Yankee Stadium reminiscent of his glory days a decade earlier. This was all different though. Tattoos 
and scars cover his body, essentially turning into mouths which constantly taunt him of his shaky past. 
His image was that of redemption rather than purity. No longer was Hamilton someone with a bright 
future, instead the question was: how much longer could his body hold up to this? Hamilton's frailty was 
always the largest knock against him and it showed once more in 2009 as he played in only 89 games; 
cementing 2008 as the only season throughout his entire career that he topped the 100 games played 
mark. 
 
Scientists expect the sun in which we take comfort in to undergo a metamorphosis into a red giant in a 
few billion years. During which, there's a distinct possibility that all of Earth's water will evaporate - 
seemingly ceasing life as we know it. A cruel reminder that even the most ballyhooed stars fade. 
Any bitterness on this side should cease. Hamilton's addiction - and excuse this for sounding cold-
hearted - changed the course of the Rays for better. 
 



Baseball’s Caste System by R.J. Anderson 

I have a theory. 
 
Every person possesses a desire to be great at something. Call it the history or bust gene. Everyone 
desires to be remembered well beyond their stay. This transcends religion, culture, so on. You want to 
be known for something, ideally as a talented or great individual. People possess the desire for 
appreciation, celebration, and declaration. 
 
You hear about this trait so often in sports that it loses all realism. This supposedly rarified drive to be 
great exists only in certain players. Usually those with physical anomalies. He's too short, too slow, too 
fat, and too ugly. The way some talk about it makes you think it should be a quality you should seek 
intently, poaching the possessors like elephant tusks. 
 
You see, in baseball, you're one of three categories. The major two sects being the hard-workers and the 
no-gooders. I want to address the hard-workers first. The royal class of the groupings. 
 
It just so happens the Rays are playing the Red Sox while I write this and they feature a handful of 
players who fit the bill. Dustin Pedroia is the most obvious. He's short. We all know this. Apparently he 
has the cockiness of a college kid and the self-importance of ... well a tiny person. This means absolutely 
nothing to most people. So what if he's short? If he can hit the baseball, let him play. Well it seems to 
mean everything to the people who cover the game. This isn't a self-esteem issue - although I'm sure 
little kids were and still are mean to Pedroia - but by golly Pedroia has apparently used it as steam. This 
is why he's great, because his disability causes him to aspire for greatness. 
 
Kevin Youkilis has god-awful facial hair, a smirk-inspiring batting stance, and thunder thighs that detract 
from his mobility. He attended the University of Cincinnati. After drawing a million walks and seeing Billy 
Beane swoon over him, Youkilis became an everyday player in the majors. Because Youkilis had to step 
on a college campus it means he is an underdog. That's how it works in baseball. The extremely talented 
kids never reach college and if they do it's because they want more money. Everyone ignores his 
phenomenal eye and obvious baseball skills in favor of the lunch-pail, blue-collar, everyday man. The 
media has made Youkilis into a politician. 
 
So we have Snoopy and Kevin the Baseball Player here, and they have this burning passion to win and 
succeed. How are we supposed to know this? We aren't. The trait just appears in random players across 
the league - although peculiarly enough seem to collect in large TV markets - only manifesting itself 
because so and so announced it during the game. 
 
I can safely say I've heard about a hundred different baseball players referred to with this rare 
performance enhancing distinction. Which makes me wonder how common is this? Are there pills you 
can pop? Syringes to load? How widespread is this damn epidemic? 
 
None of that is needed. It's all natural baby. Everyone I've talked to about this unclenching desire for 
long-standing recognition has experienced it. Some of these guys have played high school ball and 
maybe some college ball, but there aren't any professional players. So if normal people possess this then 
why is it glorified in professional baseball players? 



 
I loathe people who question a player's effort. Most of you work or go to school a good portion of the 
year. How many times can you say you've went 95% of your days without a careless mistake or without 
exhibiting some forgetfulness? Put your hand down in the back, no need to lie. Everyone has bad days. 
Baseball players are part of everyone. Basic SAT exercise here: therefore baseball players have bad days. 
Two players can have identically poor days, but we'll still lionize one the next day while cannibalizing the 
other based purely off the perception of effort. Derek Jeter dives for a ball three feet to his right and it's 
a difficult play. Jimmy Rollins boots a ball after running six feet and people question where his head is. 
The difference between the two is perception. Jeter has "it", the scar of victors. Rollins does not. Ignore 
his World Series ring and vindicated guarantees. 
 
There is no way to logically believe we can parse through all the players and separate those who have 
"it". Do some players long for fame or a certain hall while others want the money more? Sure but it's 
still a hope for history. Outside of baseball statistics there is no way to quantify greatness. Is it your bank 
account? Number of friends? The amount of sexual partners? Cars you own? Or is it an indescribable 
feeling of accomplishment after thirty-something years of work. 
 
Nobody tries explaining what that feeling is despite damn well knowing. Being alive and aware means 
you know it; the pang in the stomach followed by a sensation of driving numbness. At least that's what I 
know the feeling as, maybe it's a tumor or ulcer. It's overpowering in its persistence. For most of these 
players I assume this kept them going after that 0-6 night in Double-A. The one where mom said it 
would be okay if you moved back into your room if you wanted to move on. 
 
I was told Kevin the Baseball Player was on Jim Rome today complaining about how fans don't know 
what players go through; that being his reasoning as to why criticizing player's performances should be 
taboo. Yeah, except we do know what you go through. Adding to his everyman image he flares out in 
frustration, his situation as a baseball player is very isolated and unique. He's been crafted to believe 
this, just like everyone else. 
 
What's my purpose in writing this? What is my desired reaction, goal, why in the bloody hell am I writing 
another emo piece on here? Because I'm tired of fans questioning effort and feel they should know 
better. 
 
Now let's address the no-gooders. Call them pagans for not buying into this cliqued religion or simply 
being unaware of its existence. 
 
B.J. Upton is probably the least well-regarded player when it comes to benefit of the doubt given 
concerning his effort on the field. Upton is about the closest thing the Rays have to a true antihero. He 
goes against every sense of "rightness" they teach you in little leagues. He doesn't appear to run super 
duper hard, some could call him a bonafide showoff when it comes to basket catches, and he strikes out 
a ton in an area still stricken with K stigma. Oh and he uses rap songs about marijuana and oral sex as his 
ditty music, but I suppose that's implied by "rap songs".   
 
I write about him a lot and people usually ask me why I like him so much. The conversation goes like 
this: 
 
Them: Why do you like him so much? 
Me: Well, I got into advanced offensive statistics in 2007 and I realized he was really good. 



Them: Okay, but last year? 
Me: Well, I got into advanced defensive statistics in 2008 and I realized he was really good. 
Them: ...And this year? 
Me: Well, uh. 
 
The underdog aspect is compelling to a ton of people. I'm hardly original in rooting for the underrated 
but I never claimed to be. Upton is the lead hound in the pack and  boy people love wondering how 
much he likes baseball. 
 
Upton became a major league baseball player at age 19 and a regular before he could legally drink. His 
minor league debut came when he was 18 years, one month old. That means he's been involved in 
baseball essentially since he was born. 
 
The burnout rate for accountants is something like five-to-seven years.  The mental drain and repetition 
makes it a temporary career. Baseball is more of a physical burnout, but certainly the mental aspects are 
underplayed. We've seen about a half dozen players claim depression this season. It's not a new disease; 
players have dealt with stuff like this for years while keeping things low. Let me digress on this point and 
get back to Upton. 
Imagine practicing an instrument nearly every single day since you were 12-years-old. For more than 
half your life, all you know is playing that instrument. You play some concerts, some shows at a club, and 
as it turns out, people like you. The club starts paying you upfront and things look great, but you've been 
doing this for 12+ years. What drives you to continue? It wasn't the money until recently; it isn't the 
fame because you have little. Is it the desire to master the craft? 
 
Upton has put in more hours at a baseball field than most of us will our entire lives. By suggesting that 
he doesn't care about the game you're suggesting that most of his life is irrelevant to him. I suppose it 
could be true, but why the hell would he continue to play if he hated and was disinterested by it? 
Further, we know through statistical means that he's pretty good. Either he's the most talented man on 
Earth, capable of out producing thousands at half-effort, or he really does care. Those are the two 
options. You can choose one or the other, argue semantics, whatever. Point is, either he's ridiculously 
good without any effort or he puts forth effort and gets result. 
 
I'm sure when Upton was five-years-old he had zero desire to become a great baseball player. Well okay, 
he probably had the adolescent career equivalent of lust. Everyone wants to be a great baseball player. 
Most of us realize that isn't happening rather quickly. For Upton this was a realistic opportunity. His 
desire went from caterpillar to a swarm of butterflies over the years. 
 
Does Upton want to be great? He's human. I think it would be silly to assume otherwise. What person 
doesn't want to be at the top of their craft? 
 
August marked my third year on this site. Honestly, I was just looking for writing experience, nothing 
serious. It blossomed into a full time gig, per se. I should be horrified at the amount of time I've put into 
this place but instead all I want to do is focus on getting better. This entire piece is an effort to improve. 
I know my limitations as a writer. I can announce that I'd like to be considered good and it comes off 
arrogant every time. 
 
I consider myself competitive. There aren't millions of dollars on the line for me though; there isn't a life 
of glamour and fame based off what I do here or elsewhere. This is pretty much to appease myself. 



There's a fair chance I'm far off the base with this theory. I don't claim to be a psychologist or humanist. 
My only experience with human nature is being. With that being said there is no flipping way I would 
keep coming back every single day if I felt like there was nothing left for me to prove to myself. 
 
Back to Upton. There's a pretty good chance he doesn't give a damn about what you, I, or anyone says. 
That's not uncommon in professional anything, especially sports. We don't know these players and 
never will, but we spend so much time pondering them that eventually we create private personas for 
them. Expectations so to speak. We do this for people we know as well. What Upton portrays on the 
field -- that seemingly careless attitude -- people take that and apply it to him twofold. Ben Zobrist runs 
out everything and gets dirty. People look at him and figure he's probably a good guy in real life. Now 
they also have the whole religious freak aspect to act as an alibi, but my point is people create standards 
and imagery based purely off guys playing baseball. 
 
This leads to more conversations. These usually happen at the ballpark between friends or sometimes 
complete strangers. They go something like this: 
 
Them: "Pat Burrell seems like a snob." 
Me: "How would you know?" 
Them: "Eh, he just acts like one." 
Me: "Huh?" 
Them: "During the games. Head down, shrugging his shoulders, white gloves." 
Me: "Isn't that called professionalism?" 
Them: "Don't use big words. He smirks too." 
Me: "And?" 
Them: "Forget it." 
 We have multiple dynamics at work when it comes to assessing baseball players based purely off their 
play.   
 
There's a collection of players assigned a mysterious attribute that makes them want it more than 
others. Yet this is almost definitely baloney because every human being desires something just as much, 
that "something" simply possesses no definitive qualities on a case-by-case basis. 
 
Then we have players who don't seem to care or respect the game. These guys have their on the field 
actions taken to the nth degree despite putting in just as many hours as the first grouping of players if 
not more. Truth be told, these players are almost always more talented than their hyped-up brethren. 
There's another sect of baseball players who don't fall into either circle of the Venn diagram. Let's call 
these players lucky. While they don't get their hard work and dedication trumpeted, they can also be 
occasional boneheads without hearing about it non-stop. Most ballplayers fall into this group; they are 
largely met with apathy or general acceptance. 
 
Human nature leads us to storm these usually misleading identities up and classify players based on 
things we know absolutely nothing about. Does anyone's opinion of Evan Longoria change if we know he 
spends less time watching film or lifting weights than Dioner Navarro? At the same time, does anyone's 
opinion of Navarro change if we know he does more prep and strength work than Longoria? 
 
We don't need these generalizations based on who gives the best quotes or gets their jerseys dirty to 
actually enjoy baseball and understand the players better. Buying into these illusions created by others 
simply hurts the understanding of players if nothing else.   



 
The thing I want people to take from this isn't that B.J. Upton cares or that elf jokes are easy to make. 
It's that we talk about major league baseball players a lot without ever giving them proper credit.  Active 
players are, by and large, devoted to their careers through retirement, and even then you still see 
retired announcers, coaches, and scouts. It takes a special kind of deviant to put in those kinds of hours 
without going insane. We get a ton of entertainment value from the committed; don't give them 
disincentive by feeling the need to mold them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Sherlock Holmes, The Sabermetician by Steve Slowinski 

Through a series of events totally unrelated to the current movie, I've recently begun reading some 
classic Sherlock Holmes stories.  They're quick reads and really enjoyable, but (and I don't know what 
this says about me) I can't help but think that Holmes would make an excellent sabermetrician.  
 Ignoring the obvious problems with this presumption - Holmes is neither alive or real, he was English, 
and he "lived" during the late 1800s - you can take many of his quotes and apply them directly to 
baseball stats.  Am I crazy for doing so?  Possibly, but here are a couple examples: 
 
 "There is nothing more deceptive than an obvious fact." 
 
"It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data. Insensibly one begins to twist facts to suit 
theories, instead of theories to suit facts." 
 
"Problems may be solved in the study which have baffled all those who have sought a solution by the aid 
of their senses. To carry the art, however, to its highest pitch, it is necessary that the reasoner should be 
able to utilize all the facts which have come to his knowledge; and this in itself implies, as you will 
readily see, a possession of all knowledge, which, even in these days of free education and 
encyclopedias, is a somewhat rare accomplishment." 
 
If only we could get mainstream sports writers to read Sherlock Holmes, huh?  Obviously Holmes wasn't 
talking about baseball in these quotes, but the logic behind all of them holds true regardless.  And that's 
because sabermetrics, in its most plain and simplified form, can be defined as the question, "Why?"  It's 
long been an "obvious fact" that ERA and BA were good measures of talent....but why?  Why do some 
players have big breakouts only to be followed by off years?  Why does ERA fluctuate so much?  You say 
that Jeter is the most valuable player in baseball...but why? 
 
While Holmes is intent on solving a case, he's asking himself the exact same questions.  Why did this 
event happen?  What was the person's motive?  Does it fit with all the data that I've collected so far?  
People can go wrong when trying to answer the question "why", though, and that's part of the reason 
there are so many faulty arguments made in the media and by fans concerning baseball.  Someone can 
want to write an article about why Jeter is the best player in baseball, and then find the statistics to base 
up that assumption afterward.  Someone may try to explain why a player hit 70 homeruns one year, but 
not have all the possible data before them. 
 
Can we really blame people, though, for not knowing all there is to know about baseball?  Holmes had 
an impressive mind and intellect but he still needed to look things up to help solve his cases.  We can't 
expect the casual baseball fan (or even the casual baseball journalist) to understand baseball in as much 
detail as Dave Cameron or Tom Tango, and as a result, there are a lot of faulty arguments and false 
assumptions running around wild out there.  All we can ask for, really, is for people to listen. 
 
This brings me to another Holmes quote.  While reading The Man with the Twisted Lip, Holmes runs 
across a woman who is certain her husband hasn't been murdered, while the facts of the case seem to 
point otherwise; however, Holmes very graciously notes, "I have seen too much not to know that the 
impression of a woman may be more valuable than the conclusion of an analytical reasoner" (pg. 126).  
No, I'm not trying to say that women are intuitively smarter than experienced sabremetricians like RJ.  
Well...maybe I am.  Either way, though, the quote reminded me of a story. 



 
A couple days before the Hall of Fame voting was released this season, I was debating with my dad and 
brother who should get in.  My dad couldn't understand why Tim Raines deserved to get in (he didn't 
pass his "feel" test), so my brother and I were attempting to explain things like on-base percentage, 
stolen base efficiency, and historical context to him.  He was slowly coming around and admitting that 
we might have a point, when my mom walked through the room (who, I should add, doesn't follow 
sports too closely), listened in for a couple of minutes, and said, "I can't understand how you can 
compare stats between players anyway - all the fields are different sizes!"  
 
Could you ask for a better set up line for an introduction to sabremetrics than that?  I had to restrain 
myself from violently hugging my mom and yelling, "Yes Yes YES! That's exactly it!!"  Yes, fields are 
different sizes and so obviously, a homerun hit at Fenway is different than one hit in PETCO.  I tried to 
remain calm and to not get carried away, although I soon found myself digressing to park effects and 
DIPS theory and BABIP and fielding statistics and and and...I finally caught myself about 10 minutes 
later.  
 
My mom was very receptive to the whole discussion and thankfully, I didn't seem to overwhelm her that 
much.  Our conversation got me wondering, though: if my mother, a casual baseball fan, could realize 
that park size matters when evaluating stats, why can't we get more people to understand and to 
listen?  Why are journalists, sportscasters, players, and some fans so against thinking about things 
critically?  That's a huge question and I certainly don't intend to answer it in this article; it's part history 
and tradition, part ease of explanation...part of a million and one different reasons that are too 
numerous to get into.  We can, though, keep starting the discussions and trying to help more people 
understand that there are other ways to think about things than the old "obvious facts".   
 
If you want to get someone thinking, the next time you hear someone using RBIs or BA as an evaluative 
tool, simply ask them why.  Wait...why does having 100 RBIs make you a good player?  Why is a .300 BA 
good?  Isn't the point of the game not to make outs, regardless of how that's done?  See what they say 
and try educating them; it might be fun.  And be sure to quote Sherlock Holmes - it'll make you sound 
cool and hip. 
 
*** 
 
One final Holmes quote, discussing the power of good scouts: 
 
"'I could not help laughing at the ease with which he explained his process of deduction. ‘When I hear 
you give your reasons,' I [Watson] remarked, ‘the thing always appears to me so ridiculously simple that 
I could easily do it myself, though at each successive instance of your reasoning I am baffled until you 
explain your process. And yet I believe that my eyes are as good as yours.' 
 
‘Quite so,' he *Holmes+ answered, lighting a cigarette, and throwing himself down into an armchair. ‘You 
see, but you do not observe. The distinction is clear. For example, you have frequently seen the steps 
which lead up from the hall to this room.' 
 
‘Frequently.' 
 
‘How often?' 
 



‘Well, some hundreds of times.' 
 
‘Then how many are there?' 
 
‘How many? I don't know.' 
 
‘Quite so! You have not observed. And yet you have seen. That is just my point. Now, I know that there 
are seventeen steps, because I have both seen and observed.'" 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Carl Crawford by R.J. Anderson  

You know that old saying about how familiarity breeds contempt? I would tweak it and say that 
familiarity mostly breeds apathy. I don't hate Carl Crawford. Never will. I have no ill will or 
distaste for him. I've grown to accept his - at times ridiculously - flawed approached in pitch 
selection and love his ability to turn just about any batted ball in left field into an out. 

Yeah, I've written about trading him and people don't like that very much. I don't blame them. 
It's not like I want to trade Crawford on a personal level though. It's never personal. Crawford is 
no longer the shiny new toy on a team full of ‘em. Evan Longoria is the star, David Price is the 
arm, and Crawford is just sorta there, in the background, much like he was in the league picture 
years ago. 

For years I've thumbed my nose at the ‘franchise player' talk. Not the concept of having an 
extremely talented player on your team, one that everyone identifies with, but rather the guy 
who simply has to retire with the team. To be honest I'm still not a huge fan of it. Blame it on 
the baseball environment or whatever. I remember seeing Fred McGriff look absolutely horrible 
when he retired as a member of this organization and I'd rather not see my other favorites do 
the same. 

Mortality plays a part. Realizing that McGriff was too old to play is a startling realization that 
time does not stand still. Nobody wants to be old. Some want to be older or the oldest, but not 
old. Most baseball players aren't like Barry Bonds or Rickey Henderson or Roger Clemens, 
performing well into the days they should be hanging them up and doing it better than most of 
the baseball player population. Some are Willie Mays or Ken Griffey J. or countless other guys 
who held on too long and, while not ruining their legacy, leave that trace of fear in their most 
tenured fans. 

But this isn't about mortality or fear in human nature, it's about Crawford. 

He sounds like the perfect athlete when you talk about his options as a high school senior. Pick 
the 10 most prestigious jobs in collegiate sports during the 1990s and you end up with a list 
that includes Nebraska quarterback and UCLA point guard. He also had the baseball thing going, 
but I don't think "Left fielder, Tampa Bay Devil Rays" was something too many 18-year-olds 
dreamed about back in the late 90s. 

Sure, he's said some things that rubbed me the wrong way, but I'm completely wrong for ever 
questioning Carl's selfish take on changing positions or not watching film or whatever else it 
was. Crawford knew what worked for him and when he reached the point in his playing career 
where he felt he needed more than instincts, he took up film watching. He didn't want to stand 
in center some days, which, okay, you probably don't ask Evan Longoria to play shortstop when 
Jason Bartlett gets a day off either. I regret writing negative things and have learned from it. 
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Carl doesn't like to talk, but when he does, there's a scintilla of humility that makes you realize 
he doesn't particularly care for quotes or commercials or endorsements. He's blunt, sure, and 
sometimes that gets him in trouble, but he's honest to the point where you can't help but love 
that he speaks from his soul instead of his agent's handbook. That's when he says something 
though, and I suppose that makes the shots at Delmon Young last spring all the more damming. 

Of course he's always been a very good baseball player, even if the last two years were closer to 
"above average" than "superstar".  So when I glanced on his FanGraphs paged and noticed he 
was worth 4.6 wins to date, I scratched my head and kicked myself for not noticing earlier. 

It's odd because I look at the Rays WAR values weekly, and I've noticed his name and 
placement, probably the number too, but it didn't click. Crawford's previous career high came 
in 2005 with 4.9 WAR. That was wedged in between seasons of 4.7 and 4.5 WAR, and may have 
been the best season in his career. At least until now. 

Okay, he's still hacking like usual. That little run of discipline wore off quickly, but whatever, he 
makes it work. His walk rate is up and so are his strikeouts but his BB/K ratio is still the best of 
his career. No, he's not a power hitter, his ISO is .156. Three years ago we'd be wondering 
what's wrong with Carl's pop, nowadays we just take it for what it is. He'll probably never hit 20 
home runs barring a move to a hitter's park, but he is hitting home runs at a wicked rate per fly 
ball at 10.3%. That's the second highest of his career. 

His fielding raises more brows than Botox and his routes are sometimes lumpy enough to need 
an injection of the anti-aging serum.  He is a fantastic base stealer. I would say the best in 
baseball. Speed might be the attraction and vehicle, but his mind and understanding of the 
nuances surrounding pickoff moves, first movement, and acceleration are off the charts. 

He is by no means the textbook baseball player and yet you feel like there's enough text to be 
written on him to fill up a book. We will all be lucky if Desmond Jennings were to become a 
facsimile of Crawford. This raises my point. This may be Carl Crawford's last run with the Rays. 
Whether the finances work or not is unbeknownst to us, which is exactly why, no matter your 
stance on trading Crawford or letting him walk or extending him, take these next 40-something 
games, and cherish every play, at-bat, stolen base, and absorb more memories. 

Take pictures, record games, buy Crawford memorabilia, and just make sure you have your fill. 
Let the Crawford body of work pervade throughout your baseball soul, so when he makes that 
half-diving grab for his next team, you can simply recall the times when he did it better for the 
Rays.  Crawford is easily the best player in franchise history, ignore the longevity of the 
franchise and focus on the icon before he becomes a blur, and we all know, Crawford is 
extremely good at making his presence nothing but history. 

I've taken him for granted to this point in the year, but no longer. I'm not going to look back in 
10 years and wonder where that time went, meanwhile Crawford hangs the spikes up, moving 
on to teach his son about reading left-handers’ pickoff move 

http://www.sbnation.com/mlb/players/592/Delmon_Young


Meet the Rays’ Front Office  

(Note: the following interviews appeared on the site throughout the winter, they are replicated here in 
full to serve as a primer to the Rays’ FO in one place.) 
 
Basketball has the shot clock, football the play clock, and boxing the round time limits.  Baseball lacks 
arbitrary period measures and refuses truncation in face of convenience. Outs, then, become the time 
standard. The more outs a team has remaining, the longer the game will endure.  Life's version of outs 
is, well, time itself. Much like a baseball team sacrifice bunting and forgoing a potential hit or walk, if 
one takes time out of his day to spend five minutes or five hours working on something with or for you, 
then in effect they've given you the most valuable thing in life. 
 
Throughout the off-seasons, numerous members of the Rays' front office answered question after 
question for the site. Clearly there were more motives at work than just being nice -- the public relations 
boost and notoriety factor are nice, and on our end, the extra hits and recognition are much appreciated 
--  but it never felt like anyone involved was doing it just for the extra incentives. We asked questions 
and they answered them to spread knowledge to the fan base. 
 
You can tell a lot about a front office by how it treats their supporters. The offices that shun away 
interrogation, instead opting for tired clichés or keywords like process, are probably hiding something - 
perhaps incompetence. The Rays not only encourage communication and knowledge, but they go as far 
as to engage it. Infallibility is for the gods and mythological beings created in hagiographies.   
 
This fan base needed something extraterrestrial to reinvigorate and reproduce the brand. Nothing lasts 
forever though. Not a game, not a life, not rain, nor a reign. For now, we have the best front office in 
baseball, and maybe all sports. I pen corny posts about appreciating fan favorites all the time, but this is 
the most declarative. Save some room in your fandom for these guys before it's too late. 
 
I just spent a half hour and 350 words to say thanks to the front office. After the time they gave us over 
the off-season, it's the least I can do. 
 

- R.J. Anderson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Andrew Friedman (VP of Baseball Ops) 

Tommy Rancel: It's never publicized or talked about, but you do not have a contract with the 
Rays. What is the reason behind that? 

 
Andrew Friedman: My situation here is fairly unique in the industry, but it has never been a 
source of concern for me.  The relationship that I have with Stu and our ownership group is a 
very positive one, with open dialogue and rigorous thought and questioning.  I value it and 
would expect it to be the case regardless of my contract status. 

TR: Processes and results are two things we discuss heavily on the site. Good processes should 
lead to good results as bad processes are likely to lead to failure. We've heard numerous Rays 
use the terms process and 
results this year. How big of a believer are you in the concept? And is it something that is taught 
throughout the organization? 

 
AF: We are very focused on the process here.  Of course it goes without saying that results are 
what matter in the end.  But there is a lot of luck in this game and a lot of things beyond your 
control, both on the field and off.  The more we concentrate on the things we can control, the 
better our results will be in the long run. 

 
TR: Along with process/results, we often talk about regression to the mean. As the person in 
charge of making the moves, how much do you look at regression and things of that nature? 

 
AF: Whenever a player's recent performance is very different from his established level, you 
have to consider the possibility that he will regress to where he was.  Most of the time that is 
what happens.  But often there are reasons to think that the new level of performance might 
continue, and we have to factor those in too. 

TR: Without naming names, a few GMs are on record as saying they don't buy into defensive 
metrics or they still believe in fielding percentage. You, yourself, have said fielding percentage is 
the most overrated stat in the game. How is there still that kind of divide among peers with the 
amount of information that is not only public but held privately throughout an organization? 

 
AF: Baseball is a tough game and there is no one path to success.  Teams have won in many 
different ways, with different organizational philosophies.  Evaluating defense is one of the 
more difficult things that we do and we know that the numbers cannot tell you everything.  We 



try to have a sound process that makes sense and to stay open-minded to many sources of 
information. 

TR: As one of the more sabermetric organizations in baseball, how do you feel about the 
publicly used stats like Defensive efficiency, UZR, Dewan's +/- and so on? 

 
AF: This is a good time to be a baseball fan as there is a ton of data in the public sphere with a 
lot of validity.  In a general sense, some of the publicly used methods are similar to what we do 
internally; of course, we also have trained eyes whose evaluations play an important role in our 
process. 

TR: In addition to defensive metrics, PITCH F/X has revolutionized the way we analyze pitchers. 
With one of the pioneers of PITCH F/X, Josh Kalk, part of the organization, what are your 
thoughts on PITCH F/X? 

 
AF: PITCH f/x can be a great source of information.  The key is using it correctly, and in harmony 
with the other tools we have to evaluate players.  With the amount of available information, 
the challenge often has less to do with finding more knowledge, and more to do with figuring 
out how to use it properly. 

TR: There have been many stories written from mainstream media about the Rays "need" for a 
veteran closer and this being a major cause for concern. What are your thoughts about this and 
stated bullpen roles in general? 

 
AF: An effective bullpen, especially at the end of the game, is a crucial part of almost every 
successful team, and it's a priority of ours this winter as it is every year.  In our financial 
situation it is difficult to commit big dollars to an established veteran closer in his prime.  But I 
think that if you look at recent history, the expensive veteran route has not always worked even 
for those clubs who could afford that luxury.  Younger, less established relievers have been 
major cogs in winning teams, and great setup men and closers have come from many different 
places. 

TR: Knowing how unpredictable and volatile bullpens are from year to year what is your take on 
long term contracts for relief pitchers? 

 
AF: Whenever we enter into a long-term contract, there is risk.  Our margin of error is very 
slim.  When we make that sort of investment we need to feel comfortable both with the type of 
player and the type of person in whom we're investing.  The volatility that you see in relief 
pitching is definitely a factor whenever we consider a long-term deal there. 



TR: You've said that each draft is almost independent of the last. However with two extra picks 
next year because of the happenings this year, there is sort of a hangover. What lessons did you 
guys learn from this year's draft that will carry over into future drafts, if any? 

 
AF:It was disappointing not to be able to sign our top two picks but we feel great about the 
talent we were able to bring into the organization (plus having the two extra picks in the 2010 
draft).  We took a calculated risk with our first two picks.  With (Kenny) Diekroeger, we knew 
full well that there was a decent chance we would not be able to sign him, but that, at the very 
least,  we would have the protection of same-slot compensation which is why taking him in the 
second round made more sense than the fourth. 

We are really excited about the guys we did sign and think we still infused our system with a lot 
of talent. 

TR: We couldn't help but notice the drafting of multiple players coming of various injuries in 
this draft. Was that a market inefficiency? 

 
AF: It was not a deliberate focus of ours in this draft.  That said, we have a lot of confidence in 
our medical team, both in terms of their involvement in the draft process and their ability to 
take care of our players once we sign them.  The work that our scouts do is equally important in 
making sure we select players who are dedicated to getting and staying healthy. 

TR: How big of a difference going from 1/1 overall to picking near the end of the round in just a 
year? Does your stance on going over slot money change because of the difference? 

 
AF: Our focus is on selecting the best player whether we pick first or 30th.  That said, 
sometimes players will set a price that's much higher than what we feel is appropriate for them, 
and that's something we have to factor in. 

TR: For two straight deadlines the Rays have chosen not to make a move at the traditional 
trade deadline. However, the team has been active after during the waiver trading period. Is 
this another market inefficiency that teams are ignoring? 

 
AF: I wouldn't characterize that as a market inefficiency.  We are always considering any kind of 
move that can improve our club, and like every team, we've discussed many deals prior to the 
trade deadline that didn't ultimately happen.  It's a matter of when in the year something lines 
up that makes sense.  In the past two years, that has been in August. 



TR: I know there is an organizational policy to not discuss on going contract negotiations, but 
it's no secret that Carl Crawford is coming up on the end of his contract. What are your plans 
going forward with CC? 

 
AF: Carl has been a big part of our team for a very long time.  It would be great to have him in 
left field for many more years and we're hopeful that something lines up there that makes 
sense for both us and CC. 

TR: Are payroll restrictions as big of a factor as they seem to us on the outside looking in? 

AF: The simple fact is that our market size, our stadium and our attendance don't generate the 
kind of revenue that our rivals have.  We are as committed to winning as they are, but we have 
to operate differently because of that. 

TR: There have been a few cases where a Rays player has gone outside the organization for 
additional help: Ben Zobrist training with Jaime Cevallos; Matt Garza and others visiting with 
Ken Ravizza; and more recently Scott Kazmir consulting with Rick Peterson. What is your feeling 
about a player going outside the organization for additional help? 

 
AF: We'll be supportive of anything that helps our players.  In many cases, when they have 
worked with outside help it has been with our blessing or even at our suggestion.  In fact, to 
give just one example, Ken Ravizza worked with both our major and minor leaguers routinely 
throughout the 2009 season.  As long as it squares with our beliefs on what's best for a player's 
future, we love to see our players so committed to getting better. 
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Dan Feinstein (Director of Baseball Ops) 

R.J. Anderson: Director of Baseball Operations is a rather vague title. Outside of dealing with 
arbitration cases and maneuvering a few trades, what are some of your other responsibilities? 

Dan Feinstein:  My main focus is assisting Andrew with the major league team.  The 
construction and management of our roster is an important part of this, but there are other 
aspects that require attention.  Many people work hard behind the scenes to put our players on 
the field, and I am a point of contact for our clubhouse manager, team travel director, grounds 
crew, strength and conditioning coach, and athletic training staff.   Budgets and other 
operational matters take time as well, and navigating the details of the Major League rules is 
sometimes a job unto itself.  Baseball is of course a cyclical business, and MLB's calendar 
generally dictates what we will be working on at different times of the year.  Oftentimes the 
offseason can be busier than the season! 

R.J.: From where did the Rays policy to not negotiate after the player's side elects for 
arbitration originate? 

DF:  Each team has a different philosophy as to whether to negotiate after the exchange date.  
We believe that our policy gives us the best chance to avoid a hearing and arrive at a number 
that's acceptable to both sides. 

R.J.: Do you see yourself heading to any arbitration hearings this February? 

DF: It is always our goal to avoid arbitration hearings if at all possible.  Players and teams often 
don't see eye to eye on a particular player's value within the system, and the process exists for 
a reason.  That said, we are hopeful that we will be able to reach agreements with all of our 
remaining eligible players. 

R.J.:  Rafael Soriano is pretty awesome. Nevertheless, if he would've declined arbitration, the 
likelihood of him being a Ray right now is what, 2%? 

DF:  We think he's pretty awesome also!  It was a perfect storm of events that led to us trading 
for him.  Had he declined arbitration, with the draft pick compensation that would have been 
attached, it would have been much harder for us to bring him here.  

R.J.:  How big of a clubhouse guy is Gabe Kapler? 

DF: I had always heard that Gabe was terrific in the clubhouse, but he's even better than 
advertised, and a great person as well.  He's the sort of guy who can stay in this game long after 
his playing days are over, if that's what he wants.  He never stops trying to learn about any 
aspect of the game.  I remember once having a conversation with Westy about a clubhouse 
budget issue when Gabe walked in.  Most guys would keep their heads down, go about their 
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business and leave, but Gabe stopped us and started asking a bunch of questions.  That's the 
type of mind he has.  

R.J.: Stuart Sternberg said the Rays went from pigeons to piranhas after the 2008 season. 
Would you surmise that other teams became more hesitant in dealing with the team?   

DF: Finding an overlap with another team on a trade is one of the most difficult things to do in 
this industry.   We are always thinking of ways to improve our club and so we've been very 
active on this front over the past few years.  We pride ourselves on being forthright and 
approachable, and we're always looking for different ways to match up.  

R.J.: I promise to avoid references to that one book you were mentioned in, but you've worked 
alongside Billy Beane and Andrew Friedman. Both are pretty good at their jobs. Do you notice 
any similarities or major differences between their approaches? 

DF: I see far more similarities between the two than differences.  It sounds like a cliché, but it's 
true: both are driven and competitive, and focused on building winning teams that are 
sustainable over the long haul.  They are both very bright-not just about baseball-and keep you 
on your toes.  Billy is a few inches taller, though.  

R.J.: Many eyebrows were raised when Aneury Rodriguez was left unprotected from the Rule 5 
draft and soon thereafter a roster space or two were emptied.  Can you explain the thought 
process behind who the Rays choose to protect and how they come to decisions on the 
borderline candidates? 

DF:  Each year we take an exhaustive look at all the candidates that are up for protection.  The 
opinions of our scouts and especially our player development staff, who see these players the 
most, are extremely important in this process.  You never want to lose a talented player, but 
roster flexibility is crucial, and we have to take that into account when making our decisions.  
That we didn't protect Aneury this year should not be taken as an interpretation of how we feel 
about the player.  We like him a lot.  Sometimes the best way to keep a player in the 
organization long-term is not to protect him too early. 

R.J.: Speaking of the Rule 5 draft, the Rays sold their pick for the third time in this regime's stay. 
Is this simply no one player sticking out as a potential fit? Do you think the Rule 5 draft's impact 
is vastly overrated? 

DF:  I do not think that the Rule 5 draft is overrated at all - there are certainly impact players 
that have been selected in recent years.  It's an inexact science and we spend a great deal of 
time each year looking at the candidates and determining if there are any potential fits for our 
club.  We had intended to select a player this year, but he was drafted ahead of us. 

R.J.: How would you respond to those who say the Rays are hard to deal with or gun shy when 
it comes to making ‘the big move'? 



DF:  I would say we've been extremely aggressive over the past few years in reshaping our 
roster; you don't go from 66 wins to the World Series in one off-season by standing still.  

R.J.: What's the number one thing management can do to increase ticket sales? 

DF:  People want to see a winner, and obviously, it's our job to put the very best team possible 
on the field each year.   But we also have an entire department dedicated to Fan Experience.  
They've completely transformed what it's like to watch a game in Tropicana Field.  Everything 
you and your family interact with during a game-the parking, the ushers, the activities in the 
stadium and between innings, the scoreboard-has been crafted to appeal to different segments 
of our fan base.  It's been impressive to see the transformation over time.  

R.J.: You work for the Rays and root on the Raiders. The two couldn't be more different, right? 

DF:  They always say that in baseball, hope springs eternal.  That's true for Raider Nation as 
well.  The autumn wind is a pirate--the energy and excitement are always there, no matter 
what happened last Sunday or what the team's record is.  You always have faith, and it's a lot of 
fun when you see that faith rewarded.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Matt Arnold (Director of Pro Scouting) 

Tommy Rancel: Congratulations on being named the Director of Pro Scouting. I know you're 
new to the job, but what will your day to day duties include?  

Matt Arnold: Thanks very much.  I'm very humbled by the opportunity, and the fact that I work 
with such a great group of people is something I definitely don't take for granted.  It's an 
exciting challenge and I'm really looking forward to it.  

My main focus will be the coordination of our pro scouting staff.  We need to have the right 
people in the right ballparks at the right times.  We also need to stay on top of the current flow 
of information, and when the landscape changes, we need to be able to adjust quickly.   I'll be 
monitoring scouting reports that are submitted and do my best to provide constant feedback 
and communication to everyone in the field.  I'll still be doing a good amount of evaluating and 
report writing as well.  

TR: Does the department pro scouting include independent leagues and overseas, or are those 
separate groups?  

MA: Carlos Alfonso and his entire staff do a tremendous job with our international scouting 
operations.  We'll overlap in some instances when it comes to winter ball coverage in the 
Dominican, Venezuela, Puerto Rico and Mexico, where we'll have our pro scouts get involved.  
The Independent League coverage falls underneath the pro scouting department, and we plan 
on continuing to establish a presence in this area.    

TR: Obviously to get to this position you had to put in a fair amount of time as a scout and in 
the scouting department in general. Tell us about your experience as a scout. What did you look 
for in a player? What things may have deterred you from a player?  

MA: I think it started as a kid.  I just loved baseball, and if I wasn't playing the game I was 
studying it.  My Dad always told me I knew so much about baseball that he thought I'd make a 
great cab driver someday.  I've always loved the game, and when I was finally able to get an 
opportunity to work in it, I made a point to put in as much time and effort possible to learn 
everything I could from quality baseball people.  

Spending countless hours in the car and on the road with great veteran evaluators such as Gene 
Bennett (signed Barry Larkin, Paul O'Neill, Chris Sabo, Don Gullett), Larry Barton (signed Eric 
Davis), Larry Doughty (former scouting director and general manager), Bob Zuk (signed Reggie 
Jackson, Darrell Evans, Gary Carter, Willie Stargell), and many other talented baseball people 
has been very valuable for me.  Gaining experience evaluating players at all levels of 
professional baseball has also been important in developing perspective.  Over time, I've 
developed my own style, but am always trying to evaluate my own process and get better. 



Players come in all different shapes and sizes, from Augie Ojeda to Tommy Everidge, so I've 
always tried not to go into a ballpark looking for a specific ‘cookie cutter' type player.  
Generally, I like players with tools who show instincts and can play the game.  They don't grow 
on trees.   

I like players who play with a sense of urgency.  I'd much rather have a player you have to 
harness than a player you have to prod.  

TR: Besides physical tools, how big does a player's make-up factor into a potential trade or 
signing? 

MA: Makeup is a huge factor.  It's like anything else in life, you can have all the talent in the 
world, but if you don't apply yourself, you won't reach your potential.   

TR: Who is the best player that you've ever scouted from a position of raw talent?  

MA: We had Alex Rodriguez when I was with Texas in 2002.  Watching him play everyday made 
you numb to his unbelievable talent.  He could do it all.  

TR: In your experience, has there one player who you absolutely thought "couldn't miss", but 
unfortunately missed? 

MA: Several.  If you haven't been wrong on players, you haven't written enough reports.  I try 
to learn from those mistakes and reflect on why those players didn't perform the way I had 
envisioned, and do my best make adjustments in the future.  

TR: The Rays are one of a few organizations than openly embrace progressive statistics. Coming 
from a scouting background, what are your thoughts on statistics in general, as well as the new 
wave of progressive stats what we've seen recently? 

MA: I have a degree in Economics, so I very much appreciate the value of new metrics.  
Personally, I try to go into a ballpark with a clean slate and without any preconceived notions 
on players.  I do my best to have a good feel for cutting edge data, but our guys in the office do 
a tremendous job with statistical analysis, so I'll leave that up to them.  It's our job as scouts to 
identify guys that are playing well at every level, but also those who have the tools and may not 
be performing up to their potential.  We can also help identify young talented players who may 
have little or no statistical histories.  At the end of the day, we blend the two thought processes 
when making decisions.  

TR: Some people feel that a person can either be a scouting person or a stats person. Do you 
feel that these two groups must remain separate, or can we have a blend of both? 

MA: I think it's important that we separate the two fields as we each make our own 
evaluations, but combine them in the final synthesis of information when making a decision.  
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TR: How heavy do you weigh the competition from the NL to the AL? For example, when 
scouting a player, how much does it concern you that he may have done certain things in one 
league that may or may not necessarily translate into the other? 

MA: From a scouting standpoint, we have to maintain high standards and identify players that 
are going to thrive in the American League East. 

TR: When scouting potential targets, how big does home park factor in? 

MA: I think the ballpark definitely becomes a factor with the end result, but as a scout, I'm 
more concerned with the process.  If a player hits a wallscraper HR to left field in Erie, I know 
the wall is only 312 ft. away.  If he hits it over the basketball stadium behind the left field wall in 
Erie, it tells me he can hit a bomb in Yellowstone.  We always need to take the context of 
performance into consideration, but if the process is sound and the ability is there, the tools 
should play at the highest level. 

TR: In your opinion, what is the hardest position(s) to scout? 

MA: Tough call.  Maybe some of the defensive aspects of catching.  Operationally, we need to 
sit behind home plate using a radar gun and evaluate pitchers while breaking down the 
mechanics of hitters and simultaneously run a stopwatch for the batter, baserunners, and 
pitchers release times, but also not forget about the footwork, arm action, release times, 
blocking skills, etc. from catchers.  You also need to get a side view in order to see how 
catchers' hands are working.  It's not easy to watch, digest and record so many pieces of 
information all at once.  

TR: If you were a scout for another team, which Rays player would immediately stand out to 
you? 

MA: If they're wearing a Rays uniform, hopefully they'll stand out.  

MA: Thanks very much for all the positive Rays energy this community generates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chaim Bloom (Assistant Director of Minor League Ops) 

R.J. Anderson:  Is it fair to say that international players have a healthier appreciation for the 
organization after the World Series run? 

Chaim:  Yes, I would say so.  I heard stories that during last year's run, the players in our 
academies were glued to the TV and celebrating just as hard as everyone in the States after we 
won the pennant.  If you're a kid playing baseball in your backyard, the World Series is where 
you picture yourself, and it's the same for kids down there.  Especially with both Dominican and 
Venezuelan players on our big league club, being in the spotlight helps us.  But in a sense our 
pennant run was just the tip of the iceberg, validating everything that our international team 
did over the previous three years.  We went from having almost no presence in Latin America 
to being at the forefront of development there, and having tremendously talented staffs 
working in gorgeous new academies.  The World Series adds excitement and legitimacy, but the 
building blocks of our reputation internationally were laid well before that. 

R.J.:  How satisfying is it to see the fruits of the international effort like Wilking Rodriguez, 
Alexander Colome, and Albert Suarez progress throughout the Rays minor league system and 
gain legitimate prospect status? 

Chaim:  Those are some great arms you just listed, and they have great makeup as well.  One of 
the most exciting parts of what we do is seeing raw talent come in and, through growth and 
hard work, develop into baseball players.  Those guys came in with great tools and have made 
tons of progress over the time they've been with us.  Everyone knows about their size and 
deliveries, how hard they throw and the type of secondary stuff that they have, but up close 
you see the other qualities that separate them: Wilking's spirit, Alex's fire, Albert's presence.  It 
is still early in their journeys and they have a long way to go to get to the big leagues, but they 
have been a pleasure so far.  They're a credit to the hard work of Carlos Alfonso, Eddy Toledo, 
Ronnie Blanco and the rest of our international staff and we look forward to many more names 
joining that list in the future. 

R.J.:  Do you think Hector Guevara is the next of the international kids to catch prospecting list 
votes? 

Chaim:  We had Hector here during the Instructional League and his calmness and maturity 
really stand out for a kid who just turned 18 this month.  What struck me about Hector when I 
saw him in the VSL this summer was how still his head stayed throughout his swing.  That's 
something you see in a lot of good hitters but rarely at that level.  He's young and has bat 
speed, and we think there is more size and strength to come.  

R.J.:   The two most well-known international signings were of third baseman Cesar Perez and 
shortstop Juniel Querecuto; can you give some basic information on both? 
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Chaim:  Both Perez and Querecuto joined us for Instructional League as well; they were the 
youngest players there but fit in completely.  That's no small feat for a couple of teenagers in 
the States for the first time, and with a lot of eyes watching their every move.  They are both 
mature, hard workers.  Perez has good bat speed on a big, projectable frame and a good arm as 
well.  For someone with no professional experience, he worked good, disciplined AB's against 
older pitchers.  Querecuto has quickness and great instincts at short.  He's been switch-hitting 
since he was about four years old, so it's completely natural to him, and he grew up around the 
game-his dad played minor league ball in the States.  We're excited about both but it's 
important to remember that they are very young, and we will have to be patient with them as 
they learn. 

R.J.:  You attended the instructional league workouts and games. Is Luke Bailey partaking in 
drills yet? 

Chaim:  Luke's arm is still on the mend but the rest of him is fine, so Jamie Nelson, our catching 
coordinator, and the rest of our staff had Luke doing everything else that our catchers do.  From 
a hitting standpoint, he's full go and we are very intrigued by his bat potential.  As far as his arm 
is concerned, he's already begun a throwing program and is right on schedule to come back 
next summer.  Between blocking, receiving, footwork, catching bullpens and learning the 
mental side of catching, there was plenty for Luke to work on and he showed us a great work 
ethic and personality.  He can take just about anything you can dish out and not much seems to 
faze him.  He has a ways to go in his recovery, but his future looks bright. 

R.J.:  Does Aneury Rodriguez have the stuff to be a front of the rotation starter? 

Chaim:  After the way he blew through the Sally and Cal Leagues, everyone expected more 
from Aneury this year, and I think he expected more from himself, too.  He put himself under a 
lot of pressure after the trade, but once he settled in he became a real horse for us in the 
second half.  Neil Allen, our pitching coach in Montgomery, did a great job getting him 
comfortable.  Aneury doesn't have the raw stuff of a Wade Davis, but his strength has been his 
ability to pitch, to move the ball in and out, set hitters up and use his off-speed pitches well.  
Towards the end he did that really effectively, and we're really eager to see what he does next 
year.  The key for him will be to use his fastball well and sharpen that breaking ball to be able to 
take the next step.  

R.J.:  Has Jake McGee's velocity fully recovered and are there any immediate plans to shift him 
towards the bullpen? 

Chaim:  Like many who come back from Tommy John surgery, Jake had some hiccups this 
summer and had a few outings where he was aiming the ball rather than letting it go.  By the 
end we got to see him rear back and throw it like the Jake McGee we've known.  We're 
expecting him to be at full strength in big league camp.  He has the stuff to pitch in the big 
leagues in many different roles, but needs innings and reps to work on command.  
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R.J.:  How legitimate is the hype surrounding Desmond Jennings? 

Chaim:  What DJ did was even more impressive when you consider that 2009 was really his first 
full year.  He can do just about anything you'd want to see from a ballplayer.  The stats are 
outstanding but they don't tell the story of how quiet he is at the plate, or his two-strike 
approach, or how well he played in the IL playoffs and Triple-A championship, at a time when 
he was worn out physically.  He is a special player and if he sticks with his approach he has a 
chance to be a great big leaguer.  

R.J.:  And of the concerns regarding Tim Beckham? 

Chaim:  Tim went from high school in Griffin, GA to being an everyday shortstop and two-hole 
hitter in the South Atlantic League and handled it tremendously.  He was the leader of his team 
despite being its youngest player.  It's a long way from high school to the big leagues-to name 
one famous example, Derek Jeter made 56 errors in the SAL in his first full season and he 
turned out okay.  What's great about Tim is that, even though he's confident, he doesn't see 
himself as a finished product.  He's early to the ballpark every day and works his tail off; he's 
even-keeled and mistakes don't get to him.  Our staff raves about his aptitude and how he's 
willing and able to make adjustments-the progress he's made in just a year and a half of pro ball 
is remarkable and there is more to come.  In Instructional League he kept improving, and 
showed us things we hadn't seen during the season.  When you take a raw high school player 
you have to be patient, but we'll bet on athletes with tools and great makeup any day of the 
week. 
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James Click (Coordinator of Baseball Operations) 

Tommy Rancel: Okay, you're the Rays Coordinator of Baseball Operations. What do your job 
duties include? 

James Click: My duties depend almost completely on the calendar as I play a support role in 
whatever part of the organization needs me at that time. For example, I'm currently focused on 
available options for the major and minor league rosters. Later on in the winter, I'm typically 
helping out with our arbitration cases. In May and June, I'll be involved with the draft. Every 
now and then I find some free time to do a study or two, but free time is not exactly plentiful in 
this line of work." 

TR: It's no secret that you come from a sabermetric background. How much do you used 
advanced statistics in player evaluations? And how much of those numbers are passed down to 
coaches for lineup construction, bullpen usage, in game adjustments, etc.? 

JC: Sometimes people like to draw a line between "advanced" and "regular" statistics, but I 
don't necessarily see things that way. The difference between different stats can often be 
explained by the question the metric is attempting to answer. At the end of the day, it's all 
information and you have to know exactly what that information is telling you and what it isn't. 
There is an excellent flow of information in our organization and a constant discussion about 
better ways to evaluate ourselves, the best way to leverage our resources, and how to improve 
those resources. 

TR: In your previous life you worked as a writer. Do you still frequent blogs and other baseball 
sites? If so, what are some of your favorites? 

JC: The analysis community that continues to develop online is doing compelling work and we 
would be remiss not to keep a close eye on the quality minds and voices out there. DRays Bay is 
clearly my favorite site on the interweb. Trailing well behind it, my other favorites are the ones 
who show their work and use constructive discussion to improve their methodology and 
conclusions. The less sure writers are of their own superiority, the higher up my list they go. 

TR: How close can writers such as ourselves really come to evaluating players with the publicly 
available statistics? 

JC: As I mentioned, there's a great deal of quality analysis out there and the quality of 
information available in the public sphere continues to improve. In some ways, the differences 
between evaluations come down to differences in goals. There are questions that we're 
attempting to answer that probably wouldn't be a very interesting read and, likewise, there are 
studies that people do online that we find interesting, but that don't have a direct influence on 
our day-to-day operations. 



TR: As a writer, you worked a lot with defensive statistics. Park adjusted defensive efficiency is 
a stat you created. In 2008 the Rays finished 3rd in PADE, however, in 2009 just 15th. In both 
years, the team finished in the top tier in UZR and top 10 of defensive efficiency, can you 
explain the disparity in the numbers? 

JC: Analysis of run prevention has come a long way since I wrote those articles six years ago. As 
that effort continues to evolve, I expect we'll see disagreements between those kinds of metrics 
get smaller and smaller. With regards to your specific question, while all of those stats are 
attempting to measure defense, they all take different paths to do so. The disparity doesn't 
necessarily mean one stat is more accurate than another.  Instead, if you assume the 
methodology of those metrics is correct, in some ways the disagreement provides more 
information about our run prevention over the past two years than any of them would 
individually. 

TR: Obviously, you have internal methods of calulating defense. But what are your thoughts on 
UZR, +/- as well as the fielding independent pitching statistics like FIP and tRA? 

JC: There is a variety of this family of statistics, each of which is seeking to answer a very similar 
question. We do our best to understand how each of them works, what data they use, how 
their data are collected, what they assume and what they don't, and how we can best use them 
to our advantage, either individually or in concert with other information. It's great to have so 
many options from which to choose, especially when none of them are fielding percentage. 

TR: Along with fielding independent stats, what are your thoughts on batted ball data? How 
reliable do you find this data? 

JC: I'm sure I sound like a broken record, but I'm going to repeat this point because it is a key 
one: with all data, we must understand exactly how it's collected and what it's trying to tell us. 
With batted ball data, it's a start, but whenever the bat makes contact with the ball, there are 
not four discrete outcomes; the results are much more continuous. However, sometimes broad 
strokes are all you need. We use these data to improve our decision-making, but we're always 
looking to improve the quality of information we collect. 

 TR:While defensive metrics have made strides, we are still searching for ways to quantify the 
defense of catchers. What are the important aspects of a catcher's game to you? Do you think 
we will get to a point where we can easily evaluate their defensive impact or is game calling and 
things of that nature just too hard to quantify? 

JC: There are a multitude of ways to evaluate catchers and their defensive contributions. In the 
past, interesting work has been done in the public sphere attempting to answer parts of this 
question, breaking down one or two aspects of what a catcher does and isolate his 
performance from the rest of the factors that could affect the results. Our approach isn't 
dissimilar, but ultimately we do our best to combine all of these to get a complete picture of a 
player and his defensive contributions. 



TR: Baserunning is a lot more than just steals and caught stealing. How much time do you and 
your staff spend studying the other aspects of baserunning as well as things like 
sacrifice/situational hitting? 

JC: We're always looking to improve our approach, and doing the little things correctly is one 
way to do this. We have exceptional athletes on our team and we do everything we can to 
harness that athleticism and leverage it as much as possible. While these aspects of the game 
may seem less important than others when quantified on a large scale - after all, they're 
routinely referred to as "the little things" or "smallball" - the ability to deploy those advantages 
based on game situation can magnify their value when it comes to the standings. 

TR: On July 18th, Willy Aybar started just his second game since June 30th. Aybar went 4-4 that 
day including 3-3 against the Royals starter and Cy Young award winner, Zack Greinke. Less than 
a month later, Aybar made another start, this time at DH against Greinke and connected for a 
home run. To go back to your baseball between the numbers days, what does Willy Aybar know 
about Zack Greinke? 

JC: Whatever it is, I hope he's told our other hitters. 

TR: We've noticed an increasing number of Rays working with independent hitting instructor 
Jaime Cevallos. Are you aware of Cevallos's teachings? And how open are the Rays to things like 
"the swing mechanic system," or "I trac," if at all? 

JC: We are open to, and often discuss, anything that may help our players; iTrac is an excellent 
example of that. As long as we feel that what the player is doing is consistent with what we 
think he needs to improve, we like to see that he's putting in the extra effort. 

TR: We know that the Cleveland Indians employ a super information database. We also know 
that fellow BP alum, Dan Fox, has built the Pittsburgh Pirates Managing, Information, Tools and 
Talent (MITT) system. I've heard that the Rays have their own system. Can you speak on the 
Rays version? 

JC: As Rays fans, I hope you appreciate that we can't afford to reveal aspects of our proprietary 
system. But there are a lot of people doing some impressive work with it, especially our senior 
programmer, Brian Plexico, who has done a tremendous job since joining the organization 
shortly after I did. The work that he has done is central to our efforts to improve the 
organization. 

TR: Do you have aspirations to one day become the general manager of a team of your own? 

JC: I'm just happy to be here. Hope I can help the ballclub. I just want to give it my best shot, 
and the good Lord willing, things will work out. 
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Erik Neander (Baseball Operations Assistant) 

R.J.: Prior to joining the Rays as an intern, you worked at Baseball Info Solutions. What was that 
experience like? 

Erik Neander.: My experience at Baseball Info Solutions (BIS) was invaluable.  Prior to joining 
BIS in February of 2006, I was pursuing internships with major league organizations, but was 
severely under-qualified for all available opportunities.  While at BIS, I carefully reviewed an 
abundance of video and attempted to take advantage of the endless supply of data on hand.  I 
was surrounded by a collection of people -- full time staff and interns alike -- that were 
incredibly well educated on the game and they taught me an awful lot, most of which I 
ignorantly assumed that I already knew.  The hours and lifestyle provided a preview of life in 
the baseball industry, which allowed me to gauge how serious I was about pursuing a career in 
baseball.  I'm very grateful for the opportunity and wouldn't trade those ten months for 
anything, despite my desires of hooking on with a club prior to joining BIS. 

R.J.: You interned with the club in 2007, correct? 

E.N.: Correct.  James Click offered me a four month internship, geared towards the analytical 
side of the game.  The position required a fundamental understanding of SQL, something that I 
serendipitously picked up during my final weeks at BIS.  Matt Lorenzo, one of BIS's technical 
minds, strongly recommended that I learn SQL, suggesting that it was a useful skill that some 
clubs would value.  I'm pretty sure it was just his way of getting me off of his back with data 
requests, but it undoubtedly opened the door for my opportunity with the Rays. 

R.J.: When you rejoined the team in a full-time capacity at some point in 2007, did you keep in 
touch with James Click and the other front office members, or did they just call you up out of 
the blue one day? 

E.N.: Fortunately, my internship eventually transitioned into a full-time position with the club.  I 
was able to stretch my initial four month agreement into a season long internship.  That 
September, Andrew offered me a chance to stick around on a full-time basis and I wasn't about 
to decline.  I'm very grateful for the opportunity. 

R.J.: At this point, what are your day-to-day responsibilities? 

E.N.: Right now, I'm primarily focused on research and development, working to improve our 
understanding of the information that we can get our hands on.  Player evaluation, both 
externally and internally, also takes up a lot of my time.  Of course, there's overlap between the 
former and the latter. 

R.J.: Everyone makes a big hoopla about team chemistry, but how good is the rapport amongst 
the front office? 
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E.N.: It's great.  We get along incredibly well, especially considering the amount of time we 
spend working side by side.  It's a very positive environment with a high level of accountability.  
There's strong communication and trust within the organization, and that's critical to our 
operation as we all have to step into the batter's box together; there aren't any individual 
showdowns.    

R.J.: When deciding to have B.J. Upton play shallow, to what degree was the team conscious of 
balancing the subtraction of on-base percentage points even in light of potentially increasing 
slugging percentage? 

E.N.: Balancing extra bases against outs is a key concept when determining how to best position 
defenders.  We attempt to account for a variety of factors, but ultimately, any recommended 
positioning has to fit with a fielder's abilities relative to the demands of the position he's 
playing.    

R.J.: The Pat Burrell signing brought with it questions about whether his power would translate 
to a park that normally constricts righty power; how much time and energy do the Rays put into 
research projects like this so that they don't end up with a situation akin to Adrian Beltre in 
Safeco? 

E.N.: We do our best to account for as many variables as possible, parks included.  We're 
constantly working to improve our methods, though we are probably closer to not having any 
of the answers than we are to having all of the answers.  It's very difficult to calculate context 
neutral performance.  Of course, I could always cherry pick and point out that Burrell's ISO at 
Tropicana Field was only .009 below his ISO at Citizen's Bank Park in 2008. 

R.J.: Staying on Burrell, obviously he had a poor season, but do you think people still have a 
misconception about how batters' production reacts after becoming a full-time DH? 

E.N.: Pat went through a lot during the 2009 season and experienced several firsts, including 
transitioning to the DH slot.  I can't speak for how Pat's conversion from LF to DH specifically 
impacted his offensive output, but quality work has been published that suggests it's more 
difficult to hit when you aren't playing the field.  Given Pat's track record of offensive 
performance, we're excited to see what he can accomplish in 2010.  

R.J.: J.P. Howell has experienced some backlash because of blown saves, but given his strong 
peripherals, isn't this just the random distribution of runs giving him a bad name? 

E.N.: Blown saves are a useful description of an event that occurs during the course of a game, 
but like any statistic, they don't tell you everything about a player's performance.  It just 
depends on what you want to know.  If you're using blown saves to evaluate the quality of a 
reliever's performance, then they have the potential to be misleading, especially with relievers 
that aren't always used to record the last three outs of the game. 
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In the case of J.P. Howell, several of his blown saves occurred early in the season, prior to 
primarily being used in the ninth inning.  Through June 7th, Howell had an ERA of 2.17, yet he 
had blown five of his seven save opportunities, all of which occurred prior to the ninth inning.  
His 29% success rate didn't signify how dominant he was to that point and how many leads he 
successfully preserved.  

A lot of the backlash surfaced after Langerhans hit the walk-off homerun in Seattle.  Ironically, 
Howell wasn't even charged with a blown save that evening. 

J.P. deserves a lot of credit for his performance over the last two years.  We wouldn't have won 
189 games over that same time period without him.   

R.J.: When you guys work on aging projections, how much does the Trop's turf get considered? 

E.N.: Great question.  Aging curves appear to be a hot topic right now amongst the online 
community.  The current surface at Tropicana Field has different characteristics than a natural 
grass surface, but it also has different characteristics than the Tropicana Field surface from 
2006, which has different characteristics from the 1999 surface.  In addition, while FieldTurf 
plays differently than natural grass, we still have a traditional full dirt infield to consider.  While 
field surfaces likely carry some impact on how players age, their influence would be extremely 
difficult to quantify at this time. 

R.J.: How often do you meet with Joe Maddon and how open is he to some of the newer 
avenues of analysis? 

E.N.: I spend a lot of time prepping material for our coaching staff, but don't interact with them 
nearly as much as our Advance Scouting Coordinator, Mike Calitri.  Mike, with the help of his 
intern, Ben Werthan, does an excellent job providing the staff with practical information.  Joe is 
very open to anything that we present to him and understands that we're all working towards 
the same goal. 

R.J.: Last thing:  do the Rays not see much added benefit in having a legitimate pinch runner, or 
is this simply the finite roster limit coming into play? 

E.N.: With only twenty-five roster spots to work with, we do our best to squeeze as much 
usefulness out of each spot as we possibly can.  Of course, we're never going to have everything 
that we want. 
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